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Abstract

The performance of the condenser cooling cycle of a steam cycle power plant is

examined for the Columbia Generating Station of the Wisconsin Power & Light Company

located near Portage, Wisconsin. The Columbia station is a coal fired power plant with a

capacity of 1000 MW. A closed circuit cooling system is used for heat rejection that

consists of a cooling pond and two cooling towers. Pond and towers are connected in a

parallel arrangement.

To study the behavior of the cooling system, computer models of the components are

developed. The cooling tower model is based on the analogy approach of a cooling tower

and an heat exchanger. An effectiveness-Ntu method is employed to predict the cooling

tower performance with respect to ambient and load conditions. For the calculation of

cooling capacity of the cooling pond surface, a semi-empirical approach is selected that is

based on the combination of free and forced convection. The water flow in the pond is

approximated by a plug flow model. From the energy transfer and flow model a simulation

program is developed that is capable of predicting cooling pond temperatures dependent on

meteorological conditions and heat load on the pond.

The possibility of adding different cooling devices to the system is examined. A simple

model of an atmospheric cooling spray is employed. A comparison between cooling tower

and cooling spray performance is performed to study if the addition of a cooling spray can

be an advantage for the system performance. The impact of dredging the pond to a greater

depth is evaluated.

To link the cooling system to the steam cycle performance a condenser model is

introduced that predicts the condenser back pressure for a given circulating water



temperature and plant load. From an empirical relation the influence of condenser back

pressure on the steam cycle heat rate is determined. The performance of the cooling system

is then evaluated economically.

The modular system simulation program TRNSYS is used to analyze the behavior of

the cooling system in combination with the power generation unit. Transient simulations

are performed in hourly time steps to examine the impact of weather conditions on the

whole system and to study diurnal fluctuations. A simulation program usable by the plant

operators is a product of this work.

Using the simulation program the cooling system is examined under different operation

modes utilizing the available equipment. Dependent on weather conditions the best plant

operation mode is found. Recommendations are given for the most cost effective alteration

of the cooling towers and pond.
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Chapter One

Introduction

1.1 Brief system description - the steam cycle power plant

Steam cycle power plants work on the principle of a Clausius-Rankine cycle. One

characteristic of such a cycle is that not all the energy that is fed into the system can be

converted into useful work. Common thermal efficiencies of modern steam cycle power

plants are on the order of 39%. That means that 61% of the energy input has to be rejected

as waste heat into the environment. For the purpose of heat rejection water is usually used

as a coolant. There are in general two kinds of cooling systems, the once-through system

and the closed-circuit system.

In a once-through system the cold water is taken from a natural source, which is a

river or lake in most cases. The hot water is then discharged directly back into the water

body downstream of the power plant. A once-through cooling system is the most efficient

as it uses the lowest temperature of cooling water that is available. However, using a once

through system can result in thermal pollution of the water body, into which the heat is

discharged. The amount of heat that can be rejected may be limited by environmental

regulations or by the amount of water that is available. Especially in summer months the

availability of water can cause serious problems for plant operation.

In a closed-circuit cooling system the hot plant discharge water is cooled down by

using cooling devices such as cooling towers or cooling ponds. The cold water is then

again used for cooling purposes. The only water needed from outside the cycle is make-up

water that compensates for losses. Although a closed-circuit system is less efficient than a

once-through system, as the water inlet temperatures are usually higher than for a once



through system, most steam cycle power plants use closed-circuit cooling. This is due to

environmental regulations that in most cases do not allow once-through cooling.

This work focuses on the examination of the cooling system of the Columbia

Generating Station near Portage, Wisconsin, which is operated by the Wisconsin

Power&Light Company. The Columbia Station is a coal fired power plant with two units,

each rated at 535MW electrical output. The condenser cooling system is of the closed-

circuit type. It consists of a cooling pond and two cooling towers that are operated in

parallel to the pond. Make-up water is drawn from the nearby Wisconsin River. A

combination of cooling ponds and cooling towers is rather unique, as usually either cooling

towers or a cooling pond is used, but not a combination of several devices.

The reason for this configuration is the way the Columbia power plant was

originally designed. When the plant was laid out, first one unit was designed and the

cooling pond was sized for the heat rejection of this unit. As the second unit was added

environmental restrictions prohibited adjusting the pond size correspondingly because the

Columbia station is located in a wetland area. Therefore the cooling towers had to be added

to the cooling system to ensure appropriate capacity of the cooling cycle.

The need for the cooling towers becomes obvious when the average heat load on

cooling ponds is reviewed. Jirka and Harleman [11] give ranges of heat loads for cooling

ponds of 1.5 to 2.0 MW/acre for a number of operating plants. The heat load on the

Columbia cooling pond is calculated to 4.2 MW/acre if the design plant load is assumed at

a thermal efficiency of 33% when no cooling towers are operated. Thus the cooling towers

ensure sufficient cooling capacity.

From an economical point of view cooling ponds are considered to be cheaper in

operating costs than cooling towers, if the required land area is available at a reasonable

price. A cooling pond needs less auxiliary power to operate and the maintenance effort is



less intensive. That is why a cooling pond was chosen as the primary heat sink of the

Columbia plant.

1.2 Objective

The efficiency of a steam cycle power plant, and thus its fuel economy, is to a large

extent dependent on the cooling water temperature that is supplied by the cooling system

for condenser cooling. The water temperature influences the plant performance in that the

turbine back pressure developed in the steam condenser is dependent on cooling water

temperature. Back pressure or turbine exhaust pressure is the primary variable that

determines the steam cycle efficiency at otherwise constant conditions. A high back

pressure not only reduces efficiency but can also limit the capacity of the power plant.

During summer months the cooling water temperature at the Columbia power plant

becomes high, leading to a high back pressure and even to a cutback of produced power at

certain times. Diurnal fluctuations are observed in the water temperature with the daily high

in the early afternoon and the low in the night. The fluctuations in water temperature effect

the plant performance, as the highest water temperature and therefore the lowest efficiency

occurs when the electric demand is the highest. Lost power at high demand hours can be

costly for the plant operators when electric power has to be purchased from other

producers.

Considering the effect of the cooling cycle behavior on overall plant performance and

the economical impact, there is a strong motivation to find a way of optimizing the cooling

system and to achieve lower cooling water temperatures.

The general proposals of ways to optimize the cooling cycle performance were stated

by the plant operators. These proposals include changing the water flow rate of the pond,

dredging the pond or adding devices such as a cooling spray. Before this study was



performed, the decisions would have probably been made by trial and error. For example,

the decision to put sprays into the pond was almost made without examining the required

spray system size to achieve a considerable effect. The same is true for the proposal to

deepen the pond by dredging, which was also almost carried out without looking at the real

effects. After a detailed analysis performed in this work, both ideas of dredging and of a

cooling spray were rejected. Thus the need of a more reliable method to evaluate changes in

the cooling system becomes obvious.

To optimize the cooling system of the Columbia station, first the single components

have to be studied. The components of the cooling circuit are the cooling pond and cooling

towers. In addition the possibility of adding devices to the cooling system is considered;

for this purpose an atmospheric cooling spray is examined.

The closer examination of the single components is performed by building

mathematical models of the components that are converted into computer programs. In this

way the behavior of, for example, the cooling pond can be examined under different

ambient and plant operation characteristics. The same is done for the cooling towers and a

cooling spray.

There are previous studies found in the literature that can be used for building

mathematical models of the components, namely cooling towers and cooling ponds. A

pond flow model is developed in this work, that is suited to the actual cooling pond.

As the cooling cycle interacts with the power plant, links between water temperature

and plant performance are needed. This is done by building computer models of the

condenser and of the steam cycle to examine the influence of cooling cycle behavior on

overall plant performance. The primary interest of the plant operators is to reduce the

production costs. Therefore the plant efficiency has to be converted into operation fuel

costs.



The present work takes a different approach from what is found in the literature. The

power plant components of interest are not examined separately or only at design

conditions. A transient system model is set up that allows a study of the behavior of the

system under different ambient and load characteristics. Using the system model, it is

possible to study diurnal water temperature fluctuations and the impact on performance on

an hourly basis. In comparing the costs for different modifications of the system the best

alternative can be found.

1.3 Software for simulation

As outlined in the previous section, computer models have to be built of the plant

components. Following a short description is given of the software used for this task.

1.3.1 An Introduction to TRNSYS and a Descrintion of its Components

TRNSYS is a transient system simulation program with a modular structure. The

program is well suited to simulate the performance of systems, the behavior of which is a

function of the passage of time. This is the case if outside conditions that influence the

system behavior change, such as weather conditions, or if the system components

themselves go through conditions that vary with time, such as storage, for example a

cooling pond.

Modular simulation of a system requires the identification of components whose

collective performance describes the performance of the system. Each component has to be

formulated by mathematical equations that describe their physical behavior. The

mathematical models for each component have to be formulated in FORTRAN code, so that

they can be used within the TRNSYS program. Formulation of the components has to be in



accordance with the required TRNSYS format. A basic principle in this format is the

specification of PARAMETERS, INPUTS and OUTPUTS for each component.

Parameters are constant values that are used to specify a certain component; this can be for

example the geometry parameters of the cooling pond such as length, depth and width.

Inputs are time-dependent variables that can come from a user supplied data source or from

outputs of other components, for example weather data or plant discharge temperatures.

There can be several components of the same type specified in one simulation. The

way this is accomplished is that a component is assigned an identifying type number that is

component specific. A second number, the unit number, is unique and can only be used

once in a simulation. Different unit numbers can be associated with the same type number,

although there are limitations on how many types of one kind can be used in one

simulation.

A system is set up in TRNSYS by means of an input file, called a TRNSYS deck. This

deck contains all the information that specifies the components and how the components

interact. The system is set up by connecting all inputs and outputs in an appropriate way to

simulate the real system. For example, the output temperature of the power plant unit is the

inflow temperature of the cooling pond. Once a system is set up in a TRNSYS deck, the

program can be run for a user defined range of time that is specified by a certain number of

time steps. At each time step the program calls each component and solves all the

mathematical equations that specify the component performance. The program iterates by

calling the system component subroutines until a stationary state is reached at each time

step. The stationary state is reached when all calculated inputs to the components remain

constant between two iterations. Naturally, in a numerical solution such as calculated by

TRNSYS, there will always be a difference in results between two iterations, if the solution

is not explicit. Therefore the user has to specify tolerances to define a criteria that defines a



stationary state. If the change in value of a variable is below this tolerance between two

iterations, a stationary state is assumed and the program moves to the next time step, when

all variables have converged.

Aside from the components that simulate actual physical parts of the system, there are

predefined utility components that can be used in the simulation. One of them is the data

reader. The data reader is able to read data from a user supplied data file that has to be

assigned in the TRNSYS deck. Every time step of the simulation the data reader then reads

the desired values from the file and makes them accessible to the components.

One other utility routine is a psychrometric routine that calculates psychrometric

properties from two supplied air properties. In the simulation performed for this work this

routine will be used to compute the humidity ratio from air dry and dew point temperature.

Another kind of utility component is used to produce an output that is accessible to the

user. A printer is available that prints output data into a file. Several printers can be defined

in one deck. These output files can be imported into a spreadsheet program and the results

further examined. The on-line plotter can be used to make the progress of the simulation

visible on the screen, so that the user can immediately decide, whether a run was useful or

not. A quantity integrator is available to integrate values over time. In the present work this

feature is used to calculate average values, e.g. for production costs. Another useful feature

is the possibility to generate plots from the simulation results. That makes the results more

evident and easier to evaluate.

A special feature of the TRNSYS program package is the possibility to create a more

user-friendly input file called a TRNSED file. When the TRNSED program is started, the

user only has to supply the important parameters and can change these easily for different

simulations. In this way the program is accessible to users who are not experienced in



using TRNSYS but are only interested in examining a particular system. A TRNSED file is

one product of the present work and is designed to be used by the power plant operators.

1.3.2 Software selection

Based on the features mentioned in 4.1.1, TRNSYS was selected as the primary tool

to perform the analysis of the cooling cycle. Its capability to simulate the system as a whole

makes TRNSYS an especially appropriate tool for this task. The feature to create a

TRNSED file for further use makes it even more appropriate for the present study as a

program was to be developed that can be used by the plant operators.

Aside from TRNSYS another program was used for simulation of single components

of the cooling cycle. EES, or Engineering Equation Solver, is a program that can solve

linear or nonlinear equation systems. EES also contains built in functions to compute

thermodynamic properties. As EES is easy to use and does not require substantial

programming, it is used for preliminary parameter studies especially of cooling towers and

sprays in this work. There is not a FORTRAN code available for a cooling spray and

therefore the cooling spray examination relies on EES calculations alone.



Chapter Two

Detailed System Description

2.1 Power Plant

2.1.1 The Steam Power Plant and the Clausius - Rankine Cycle

The Columbia Generating Station of the Wisconsin Power & Light Company is a

conventional coal fired steam cycle power plant. Such a plant works on the basis of a

Clausius - Rankine steam cycle. The basic principles of this thermodynamic cycle are

shown in figure 2.1, in their simplest form.

Fi2ure 2.1 Simple steam cycle

Pump



Liquid water is brought to a high pressure by a feedwater pump. The pressurized

water enters the boiler, where the water boils completely and leaves in a superheated state.

The heat source for the boiler is combustion of fuel in this case. The steam is led to a

turbine, where it expands and work is extracted from the turbine. After the turbine, the

steam is at a low pressure and temperature, close to a saturated state. Steam quality should

be less than one after the turbine. The steam is led to a steam condenser, where the steam

condenses completely. The condenser is a heat exchanger, which rejects the waste heat to

the environment by means of a coolant, water in this case. The condensate is then led back

to the feedwater pump. This is a very simple description of the processes in a modern

steam power plant as it neglects completely all sorts of refinements intended to improve the

overall efficiency ( see 2.1.2 to 2.1.3 ).

To explain the importance of the condenser cooling water temperature, which

determines the temperature at which the waste heat is rejected to the environment, the

overall efficiency limit of a heat engine can be calculated, assuming a fully reversible cycle,

by evaluating the Camot efficiency:

TI Th (Eq. 2. 1)

This equation shows, that a lower condenser cooling water temperature leads to a

higher possible efficiency, as it means a lower temperature at which heat is rejected. The

hot temperature, basically the temperature in the boiler, is limited mainly by the capabilities

of the materials that are used, for example for the high pressure pipes. Again, this is a very

simple approach to determine the overall plant efficiency and a more detailed analysis of the

effects of a high condenser cooling water temperature is given in the following chapters.



2.1.2 Steam Generation

The Columbia Generating Station consists of two identical units, each rated at

525 MW electrical output. The fuel for the furnace, which provides the energy to the

boiler, is coal with a low sulfur content, in order to meet environmental regulations. Before

the coal is burned it is pulverized and then fed into the furnace by using preheated air.

Figure 2.2 Main air streams of combustion process

Figure 2.2 shows the different air streams and how they are led. Only one half of the

air stream per unit is shown in the figure as every unit has two devices. The air that flows

to the pulverizers is taken from the environment by two fans per unit that blow the air to the

air preheaters from where it flows to the pulverizers and transports the coal into the

furnace. Two separate fans provide the main air stream for the combustion. The main

From boiler To pulverizer To boiler

Air Preheater,
fed by extracted

steam

To induced From primary From forced
draft fan and air fan draft fan
precipitator



combustion air stream and the air that goes to the pulverizers is preheated in two air

preheaters per unit, where the hot combustion gases from the furnace are used to heat the

intake air. Two additional air preheaters per unit use extracted steam from the intermediate

pressure turbine to preheat only the main combustion air before it reaches the air preheaters

that are supplied by combustion gases. The combustion gases are induced from the furnace

by two induced draft fans that are located after the preheaters, while the primary fans

mentioned above are forced draft fans. The exhaust gases of the furnace are treated in an

electrostatic precipitator, which cleans the exhaust of small particles.

Each unit has a boiler which produces, at design conditions, steam at 1000*F,

2415 psia and a mass flow rate of 3,585,000 lb/hr. The boiler also provides heat for a

reheater that heats the exhaust steam of the high pressure turbine from about 600*F back up

to 1000*F, at a mass flow rate of 3,200,000 lb/hr and a pressure of 583 psia. The

difference in steam flow between main steam and reheating flow represents that used to

supply the last feedwater preheater. Figure 2.3 shows the different stages of feedwater

heating (see also figure 2.4, which shows where the steam is extracted).

extracted steam from steam turbine
to

boiler .. I I r--(Th I I I
from

condenser

E D C
preheater numbering

B A

0D: from air preheater

Figure 2.3 Feed Water Preheating

G F
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The boiler feedwater is preheated in five low pressure (denoted A to E) and two high

pressure (denoted F and G) feedwater heaters, where the high pressure preheaters are

located behind the main feedwater pumps. The fifth preheater, named preheater E in the

figure, is designed as a deaerator. In contrast to the other preheaters, where the extracted

steam and the feedwater are separated, the deaerator is constructed as an open shell.

The main function of the deaerator is to remove noncondensable gases from the water

in the main steam cycle. The deaerator also functions as a storage tank and receives the

drain water that comes from the air preheaters. The drain from each preheater, which is the

condensed extraction steam, is led to the preceding preheater. The collected drain from

preheaters A to D is pumped back into the main feedwater line by a drain pump. Two main

feedwater pumps per unit, which bring the feedwater to approximately 2900 psig after the

deaerator and before it enters the next preheating stages, are driven by steam turbines, the

steam for which is extracted from the main turbines, too (see 2.1.3).

2.1.3 Steam Turbine

The Columbia Generating Station utilizes two steam turbine sets, one for each unit,

manufactured by the General Electric Company. The turbines are of tandem compound four

flow type, which means, that each set consists of a high pressure, an intermediate pressure

and two double flow low pressure turbines.

Figure 2.4 shows a schematic of the steam turbines. Superheated steam from the

boiler expands in the high pressure turbine. The exhaust of the high pressure turbine flows

to the reheater, where the steam is superheated again. The reheated steam then enters the

intermediate pressure turbine, the exhaust from which is divided into two flows. Each

exhaust steam flow from the intermediate pressure turbine enters a low pressure turbine. In

the low pressure turbines the exhaust steam leaves the turbine at two different locations (see

figure 2.4). The exhaust steam is divided because at the low exhaust pressure the steam
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has a high specific volume. Therefore a large opening is required to keep the velocity of the

exiting steam low. Another important reason for dividing the steam flow in the low

pressure turbine is to eliminate axial thrust, as a high pressure drop occurs across the low

pressure turbine stages. There is a total of four exhaust steam flows per unit, which defines

the turbine set type that is specified as 'tandem compound four flow'.

reheater

HP -- P= L LP--

from 4 '0,

boiler Q 0 00

exhaust to condenser
HP: high pressure turbine
IP: intermediate pressure turbine
LP: low pressure turbine

Figure 2.4 Steam Turbine Set and Steam Extraction Positions

Steam is extracted for seven stages of feedwater heating from different locations in the

turbine, corresponding to the temperatures of the respective feedwater heaters. Figure 2.4

shows the locations of steam extraction, corresponding to the nomenclature in figure 2.3.

At point E there is, aside from the steam for preheater E, steam extracted to drive the main

feedwater pumps and to supply the air preheaters.

The overall turbine design conditions are summarized in Table 2.1. The turbines are

designed for a speed of 3600 rpm (revolutions per minute), which corresponds to a grid



frequency of 60 Hz. The design steam properties entering the high pressure turbine are a

pressure of 2415 psia at a temperature of 1000 *F. The steam temperature after reheating

is 1000 *F. An electric generator is driven directly by each turbine set. Each set is rated at

560 MW power output.

Manufacturer General Electric Co.

Type Tandem four flow

Speed 3600 rpm

Initial steam pressure 2415 psia

Initial steam temperature 1000*F

Steam temperature after reheating 1000*F

Design back pressure 1.0" Hg

Back pressure limit 6.0" Hg

Capacity at valves wide open 560 MW

Table 2.1 Summary of turbine design conditions

Back pressure is a main parameter that influences the turbine power output and

efficiency. Back pressure defines the exhaust pressure of the steam when it leaves the low

pressure turbine, which is also the pressure in the condenser shell, neglecting the pressure

loss between turbine outlet and condenser. In general, a higher back pressure leads to a

lower efficiency and lower output, if the inlet conditions remain the same (see 4.5).

There is also a mechanical warranty limit, specified by the manufacturer, that limits the

back pressure at which a specific turbine can be safely operated. This mechanical limit is

given as the turbine blades are only designed for a certain maximum density of the working

fluid, steam in this case. When the back pressure limit is reached, the steam flow rate and

therefore the load has to be reduced, to keep the back pressure below its limit. The

mechanical limit of the turbine was raised in an overhaul to six inches of mercury, from the

original limit of four inches. This allows the turbine to run at a higher steam flow rate and
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therefore higher load during summer months, when the back pressure rises due to higher

cooling water temperatures. The back pressure can be used to determine the heat rate and

output of the turbine, using a specific procedure outlined in 4.5.

2.1.4 Condenser

Each unit has a surface steam condenser consisting of two shells. In addition to the

exhaust of the low pressure turbines the condenser receives the exhaust of the feedwater

pump drives plus some smaller amounts from other flows or emergency lines. Three

condensate pumps per unit pump the condensed water to the steam packing exhauster from

where it flows to the first preheaters. Figure 2.5 illustrates in principle, how the condenser

works. The exhaust steam enters at the top of the shell and flows perpendicular to the

cooling water pipes. The condensed steam is collected at the bottom of the shell, from

where it flows to the condensate pumps. Dependent on the cooling water inlet temperature

and on the amount of steam to be condensed, a certain back pressure is developed in the

condenser shell.

Figure 2.5 Schematic of main steam condenser

Exhaust steam from low pressure turbine

Condenser
shell

Cooling water in, Cooling water out,
from plant intake - to water discharge

Condensate, to condensate pump



Circulating pump

Manufacturer Ingersol Rand

Type Vertical Mixed Flow

Size 50 APMA-1

Flow rate 92,500 gpm

Speed 440 rpm

Head 33.5 ft

Pump motor

Manufacturer Louis Allis

Rated Power 1250 hp

Speed 445 rpm

Table 2.2 Summary of circulating water pump design data

Condenser circulating water pump data is summarized in table 2.2. Two circulating

water pumps for each unit, rated at a water flow of 92,500 gpm (gallons per minute),

supply the cooling water to the two condenser shells. The pumps are driven by electric

motors. The pump power for driving the main cooling water pumps is not included in the

heat rate calculation discussed in section 2.1.5.

The amount of cooling water flow that goes to the condensers can be varied by using

one or two pumps, thereby providing approximately 100% or 50% of the design flow rate.

The reason to switch to one pump operation may be a low unit load and therefore low heat

load on the condenser.

The back pressure is mainly fixed by the heat load on the condenser, the cooling water

inlet temperature, and the amount of cooling water flow. This relation is discussed in more

detail in section 4.5. Also the cleanliness of the pipes within the condenser has an

influence on the performance, as the cleanliness influences the heat transfer coefficient.

The design data of the main steam condensers are given in table 2.3. Each condenser

has a total surface area of 250,000 ft2 with a total of roughly 13,300 tubes of a diameter

of 1". The design mass flow rate of steam to be condensed is 2,432,000 lb/hr, which is



considerably lower than the steam flow rate provided from the steam generator. This is due

to the many extraction steam flow rates in the cycle. At a water inlet temperature of 68*F the

condenser should develop a back pressure of 3.047 "Hg. The desiga cleanliness factor of

the tubes is already at 90% as the assumption is made, that the tubes will be covered by a

layer of oxide as soon as the condenser is used the first time. A heat transfer rate of

970 Btu/lb, with respect to the mass flow rate of steam to be condensed, accounts for a

certain quality of the exhaust steam, which is usually on the order of 90 % or below. The

latent heat of vaporization for water at 1.5 psia is 1028 Btu/lb, which would be the heat

transfer rate for an exhaust steam quality of 100 %.

Manufacturer Westinghouse

Type Radial flow, two pass, twin shell condenser

Surface area 250,000 ft2

Number of tubes:

Admiralty metal, 1", 18BWG 12,470

Stainless steel, 1", 20BWG 868

Steam condensed 2,432,000 lb/hr

Water inlet temperature 68*F

Absolute pressure 3.047" Hg = 1.5 psia

Condensate temperature 115.64 *F

Design criteria

% clean tubes 90%

Heat transfer rate 970 BTU/Ib, referred to flow rate of steam

condensed

Circulating water flow 185,000 gpm

Friction loss 18.04 ft of water at a water velocity of

16.96 ft/s

Water discharge temperature 85 *F (unit 1), 95 *F (unit 2)

Table 2.3 Summary of condenser design data



2.1.5 Heat Rate Calculation

The heat rate (HR) of the plant is defined as the ratio of the total amount of energy

supplied to the system to the useful output of the system. Units of plant heat rate are

Btu/kWh, as the supplied energy in the boiler is measured in British-thermal-units (Btu),

and the electrical output in kilo-Watt-hours (kWh). The heat rate can also be expressed in

terms of an efficiency, where a heat rate of 3412 corresponds to an efficiency of unity

(3412 Btu = 1 kWh). There are several definitions of heat rate which are defined as

follows [1]:

rate of heat added to steam generator, Btu / h
Net station HR = net station power, kW (Equ. 2.2 a)

NHR= Qst
Pnet

Gross station HR = rate of heat added to steam generator, Btu / h
gross generator power, kW

(Equ. 2.2 b)

GHR - 0st
Pgr

Net turbine HR = rate of heat added to cycle, Btu / h
net station power, kW

(Equ. 2.2 c)

NTHR- Qcyc
Pnet

Gross turbine HR = rate of heat added to cycle, Btu / h
gross generator power, kW

(Equ. 2.2 d)

GTHR =QcYc
Pgr



The rate at which heat is added to the steam generator can be computed by evaluating

the total amount of fuel that is burned. By using the heating value of the fuel the mass flow

of fuel can be converted into an equivalent rate of heat added to the steam generator.

The rate of heat added to the cycle can be determined by the amount of energy that is

transfered in the boiler to the main steam flow and reheat flow. This is the only energy

input into the system. Net station power is the power that leaves the plant, or that can be

sold in this case. The gross generator power is the power that the generator produces. The

difference in net station power and gross generator power is the auxiliary power that is

needed to drive auxiliary components such as condenser cooling water pumps, forced and

induced-draft air fans, drain pumps, cooling tower pumps and fans, fuel supply and

handling devices, to name the most significant. The main feedwater pumps are driven by

extracted steam, originally coming from the same boiler, so that the feedwater pump drive

is not an auxiliary power consumption. Typical net station heat rate values of the Columbia

Generating Station are in the range of 10200 Btu/kWh, which corresponds to an efficiency

of approximately 33.5 %.

2.2 Condenser Circulating Water Cooling

2.2.1 Cooling Pond

The cooling pond was designed originally as the primary heat sink of the power plant.

The hot circulating water is discharged into the cooling pond after it comes from the cooling

equipment inside the power plant. The water then flows around the pond from plant

discharge to intake. The circulation time depends on the amount of total cooling water flow

and on the amount of water which is taken from the plant discharge to the cooling towers

(see 2.4). Circulation time defines the time the water needs to flow from discharge to
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intake. During the circulation time, the water cools down and is then pumped back into the

power plant.

Aside from the condenser cooling water flow, an additional flow of hot water is

discharged into the pond. This is the so called low head circuit water, which is supplied by

up to four pumps. Low head refers in this case to the water pressure in the circuit that is in

the range of 70 to 90 psia. By employing different numbers of pumps, the flow rate can be

varied. The average flow rate for one pump is about 16,000 gpm, depending on the

discharge pressure. This water is used for auxiliary cooling, such as oil cooling or

Hydrogen cooling for the generators. The hot water is discharged at the same location as

the hot condenser cooling water and the cold water is taken out of the pond at the same

place. The range of temperature rise in the low head circuit is usually about 5*F lower than

in the main circuit.

Losses from evaporation in both cooling pond and towers are compensated for by a

make-up water flow that is taken from the Wisconsin River. The magnitude of the losses

depends mainly on weather conditions. Four make-up pumps, each rated at 10,000 gpm,

are available to feed the needed amount of make-up water into the pond.

During three pond surveys that were intended to measure the temperature distribution

within the pond, the depth of the pond was measured, too (see 3.2.2). Figure 2.6 shows

the depth of the pond following the flow path of the water. The depths shown are measured

near the middle of the flow path. Near the shore the pond gets shallower. It can be seen that

the discharge and intake sections are among the deepest parts while the rest of the pond

varies in depth. An average depth of approximately 6.5 ft is determined by taking the

shallower shore areas into account.

The physical shape and orientation of the cooling pond is shown in figure 2.7. It can

be seen, that the flow channel is not of uniform width, especially in the first half. The

figure shows an island on the northeast side of the pond and a shallow area in the same



region that restrict the flow path. A spillway limits the water level and the water overflows

when the level reaches a certain value. Before the make-up water mixes with the pond

water it is pumped into a settling basin where small particles carried with the river water can

sink to the ground. The overall surface area of the pond is approximately 490 acres, with a

length of approximately 9500 ft and an average width of about 1250 ft. The irregular

shape of the pond is due to the way in which the pond was constructed. The pond was not

excavated but it was taken advantage of a natural depression on the site of the pond. A

levee was constructed and the resulting basin then filled up with water.
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Figure 2.6 Cooling pond depth distribution near middle of flow path
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2.2.2 Cooling Towers

In addition to the cooling pond, two cooling towers manufactured by the Marley

Company are employed for heat rejection. The towers are denoted tower A and tower B,

where tower A is located on the east side of the plant intake section of the pond. The

towers are of cross flow induced draft type. Each tower consists of seven separate tower

cells. Figure 2.8 shows the crossection of a tower cell and the side view of a whole

cooling tower. The fan is mounted on top of the tower and 'sucks' the air through the fill

(see crossectional view in figure 2.8). Induced draft refers to this type of fan location

while a forced draft fan would be located before the air enters the fill. The cooling towers

are of crossflow type as the incoming air flows perpendicular to the down falling water.

After the ambient air takes up heat and moisture the hot and humid air is discharged at the

top of the tower. The hot water is brought to the header pipes by two equally sized risers

on the front end of each tower cell row (see sideview in figure 2.8). The water flow is then

distributed to the several cells through two header pipes, one on each side of the tower. To

maintain an equal flow rate for each cell, the flow can be regulated individually for each cell

by discharge valves. However, it is difficult to maintain an equal flow distribution with the

same valve position if the total water flow rate is changed in order to control the tower

operation. From the top of the tower, the water falls through diffusers into the tower fill.

The fill consists of splash bars. The function of the splash bars is to increase the overall

contact surface between water and air by distributing the water into small droplets. The

original fill consisted of asbestos cement splashbars. In a recent tower upgrade the asbestos

fill was replaced by coated sheet metal bars. The fill of tower A was replaced completely

while only the fill of four cells of tower B was replaced.

The cold water is collected in the tower sump. From the sump the water flows back to

the plant intake section of the pond. There is no direct inflow of make-up water into the

sump that would compensate for losses, as the make-up is added directly to the pond.
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Figure 2.8 Cooling tower

The fans are driven by electric motors located on top of the tower outside the shell and

the torque is transferred by a shaft and gear to the fan. Table 2.4 summarizes the fan and
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fan motor information. Originally the fans were constructed with eight blades, but in an

upgrade the number was increased to nine. The intention was to increase the air flow while

not increasing the fan motor power. Unfortunately, there is no actual measurement of the

air flow rate with the 'old' fans, but in the process of a cooling tower performance test the

actual value after the upgrade could be determined (see 3.2.3).

Motor nameplate information for the fan drives is given in table 2.4. The motors are

rated at a speed of 137 rpm and a power requirement of 178 kW . The real power

requirement differs slightly from the design value (see 3.2.3). The actual fan power was

measured in the performance test, too. The fan drive power is a major energy consumption

and will be included in the further analysis of the cooling cycle.

Fan

Number of blades 9

Fan Diameter 336"

Original Design Airflow 1.3656.106 cfm

Fan Motor

Type Three phase

Voltage 460 V

Current 223 A

Speed 137 rpm

Rated Horsepower 178 kW

Table 2.4 Cooling Tower Fan Data

The hot water that is cooled down in the towers is taken from the plant discharge site

into the pond, so that the temperature of the hot water is equal to the plant discharge

temperature. The towers are supplied by two water pumps that can be run separately. By

running one or two pumps, the water flow can be controlled. However, the pumps

discharge the water into the same main pipe, that leads to the cooling towers. The flow is

then almost equally distributed to each of the two towers. It is also possible to run only one



tower while shutting the flow to the second tower off. Table 2.5 summarizes the design

cooling tower pump data. The pumps are rated at 92,500 gpm each so that a total flow of

185,000 gpm can be achieved, which accounts for roughly half of the total circulating

water flow. Exact flow measurements are given in 3.2.3. The rated power requirement to

run the pumps is 1922 bhp (brake horse power) for each pump. This power requirement

is significant and will also be included in the further analysis. All 14 fan drives and two

pump motors together account for a power requirement of about 6300 hp or 4.7 MW.

Manufacturer Foster Wheeler Corp.

Pump Type VA-I (F) K-4.8 R.S.

Size of Discharge 66"

Stages 1

Flow rate 92,500 gpm

Speed 352 rpm

Dynamic Head 72 ft

Pump Efficiency 87.5 %

Brake Horse Power 1922 bhp

Table 2.5 Summary of Cooling Tower Pump Design Data

2.3 Configuration of Generating Unit and Cooling Cycle

The configuration of the whole cooling cycle and the two power plant units is shown

in figure 2.9. The hot water from the power plant is discharged into the cooling pond at the

discharge section. Unit 1 and unit 2 discharge the water at the same location. The hot

water is the discharge from both the low head and the main cooling cycle. The water then

flows around the pond to the plant intake section. Makeup water is added in the second half
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Figure 2.9 Cooling circuit and plant set up
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of the pond. The water that flows to the cooling towers is taken from the pond discharge

section by two pumps that are located in a screen house right near the discharge of the

plant. The towers are placed on two different sides of the intake channel, so that tower B is

further away from the pumps and a longer supply pipe is required. In the arrangement

shown towers and pond are in parallel, which corresponds to the present configuration in

the site. From the intake channel the water is pumped back into the plant by the main

condenser cooling pumps and low head circuit pumps. There is a total of four condenser

and four low head pumps that are all located in the same screen house. Unit 1 is further

away from the screen house and requires therefore a longer supply pipe for both cooling

cycles. Figure 2.10 shows a scaled map of the plant site. The Wisconsin River that

supplies the make-up water is located on the west side of the plant. A technically irrelevant

but interesting fact is the nomenclature of the cooling pond. On the map shown in

figure 2.10 the cooling pond is denoted Columbia Lake that is a publicly accessible body

of water. The Wisconsin Power & Light Company claims the pond as its property, as it is

indeed, and the company's nomenclature is cooling pond instead of lake.

2.4 Current Operation Mode of the Plant

2.4.1 Unit Load

The Columbia Generating Station is a base load plant. That means it is used to supply

the base load that is needed through the whole day. The fact that the plant has low

production costs is one main reason that the units are run at almost maximum power at

every time of the day. One other reason is that the Columbia Station is a steam cycle power

plant. This type of plant is not able to react to changes in load quickly. For example, the

system needs about one hour to reach a stationary state again after an increase in power of
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about 100 MW. A so-called cold start, that means starting power production after a unit

was completely shut off, takes several hours. Therefore the plant is only seldom taken off

the grid and an almost constant turbine power output is maintained.

2.4.2 Operation Mode And Control of the Cooling Cycle

Average water flow rates of the cooling cycle

The total cooling water flow rate is fixed by the cooling needs of the plant

corresponding to the load and can not arbitrarily be changed. As mentioned in 2.4.1, the

Columbia Generating Station is a base load plant and therefore almost always operated

close to the maximum power. Thus the maximum cooling water flow rate for the

condensers is needed, too, and all four condenser circulating pumps are usually operated,

providing a total cooling water flow of 370,000 gpm.

The times of operation of the low head circuit pumps are given in table 2.6. Operation

data only for summer months 1992 were available. The table shows the number of hours in

which two, three or four low head pumps were operated. A minimum of two pumps is

always required, four pumps were never on at the same time. The column for two pump

operation shows the sum of hours for two pumps while the next columns only show the

actual operation time for the third and fourth pump, respectively. For further calculations an

average number of pumps was determined by dividing the sum of pump hours by the sum

of hours in the months.

nlh,,v= n1h,sum = 8724hr =2.37=2.4 (Equ. 2.3)
nhr,sum 3672hr
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Taken this average number of low head pumps, the total amount of cooling water flow that

the system has to handle is app. 408,000 gpm, assumed four main cooling water pumps

are on and each low head pump provides a flow rate of 16,000 gpm.

Year: 1992 2 pumps 3 pumps 4 pumps Sum of Hours in

pump hours month

May 1488 hr 190 hr 0 1678 hr 744 hr

June 1440 hr 461 hr 0 1901 hr 720 hr

July 1488 hr 191 hr 0 1679 hr 744 hr

August 1488 hr 151 hr 0 1639 hr 744 hr

September 1440 hr 387 hr 0 1827 hr 720 hr

Sum 7344 hr 1380 hr 0 8724 hr 3672 hr

Table 2.6 Low Head Pumps Operation Times

Possibilities of controlling the performance of the cooling cycle components

The most effective way of controlling the performance of the cooling cycle in the

current set up is to change the operation mode of the cooling towers and cooling tower

pumps. There are several options for operating the towers:

- no tower operation and only usage of the cooling pond

- operating one cooling tower pump and both towers

- operating two cooling tower pumps and both towers

- operating only one cooling tower and one pump

In addition to these four possibilities the number of fans that are operated can be changed.

The fans can individually be turned on or off. There is no way of adjusting the fan speed

and thereby changing the volumetric air flow rate through the towers. Thus, if a fan is

operated, it operates at its maximum power. The effect of air flow rate on tower

performance will be discussed in chapter 4.
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There are two effects of changing the number of tower pumps that are operated. On the

one hand, the water velocity in the pond is changed and on the other hand, the cooling

capability of the towers is influenced by different water flow rates. In general a lower flow

rate through the towers leads to a lower tower outlet temperature, if all other parameters,

such as air flow rate and ambient conditions, remain constant. When the towers are not

operated at all, the cooling pond is the only source for heat rejection from the plant to the

environment. In the case of no tower operation, the whole amount of cooling water flows

through the pond, thereby leading to a high velocity in the pond and low circulation time.

When the cooling tower pumps are turned on, a portion of the total cooling water flow

is pumped to the cooling towers. In this way the flow rate of water into the pond and

therefore the water velocity within the pond is changed. In the case of two tower pump

operation the velocity within the pond would be the least.

Table 2.7 shows approximate circulation times in the pond for different tower

operation modes. A total cooling water flow rate of 408,000 gpm is assumed and the

design tower pump flow rates are taken as a basis for the calculation. It can be seen that the

tower flow rate has a major impact on the circulation time in the pond. The effect of

circulation time and tower flow rate on cooling cycle behavior will be discussed in more

detail in chapter 4.

Number of tower Flow rate to towers Flow rate into pond Approximate circu-

pumps lation time

No tower operation no flow 408,000 gpm 45 hr

One pump 92,500 gpm 315,500 gpm 59 hr

Two pumps 185,000 gpm 223,000 gpm 84 hr

Table 2.7 Water flow rates in cooling pond and tower and circulation times for

different tower operation modes



Another way of influencing the behavior of the cooling cycle is to vary the amount of

make-up flow that is added to the pond water. The number of make-up pumps can be

varied to change the total make-up flow rate. Up to four pumps can be turned on although

at the time of this study only three pumps were available and one pump was not in

operation condition. Each make-up pump is rated at 10,000 gpm water flow so that a total

make-up flow of 40,000 gpm can be achieved. If the amount of make-up is larger than the

amount of losses, mainly due to evaporation, the pond overflows. The spilled water is

warm pond water that is replaced by colder river water. In this way an additional cooling

can be achieved, although environmental restrictions have to be considered that limit the

amount of make-up water taken from the river. When the water level in the river is low,

drawing a large amount of water from the river can harm the river fauna. Also, the cooling

effect that can be achieved by make-up is limited, as the maximum amount of make-up

water is only ten percent of the total cooling water flow in the cycle and the temperature

difference between pond and make-up water at the location of the make-up inflow is in the

range of 5 to 10*F.

Current Operation Mode

At the time of the study the operation mode of the cooling towers is such that in

summer months the towers are on all the time. During night time two pumps are operated

and in the morning the water flow is cut back to one pump operation. In the late afternoon

the second pump is turned on again. The intention for operating the towers in this way is

not to heat up the pond outlet water with warmer tower outlet water. Thus the time for

switching to one pump operation in the morning is determined by monitoring tower outlet

and pond temperature. When the tower outlet temperature exceeds the pond temperature,

one tower pump is shut off. In late afternoon the second pump is turned on again as during

the night the tower water is colder than the pond water even if two tower pumps are

operated. The intention to run two tower pumps during the night is to slow down the flow



to achieve a lower pond outlet temperature and to 'store' or 'save' the pond for the next

day. A basic assumption for this control strategy is that less flow in the pond increases the

cooling potential by increasing the circulation time and leads to colder water temperatures at

the outlet. This control strategy will be studied in chapter 5.

When the towers are operated, all fans are on all the time. The fans are only turned off

for maintenance purposes. Also both towers are operated together. Only in spring or fall or

for maintenance is one tower shut off.

During winter months, the cooling potential of the pond is sufficient and the towers are

not operated. Another reason not to operate the towers in very cold weather is to protect the

equipment from freezing.

Usually the make-up pumps are only used to compensate for losses. But during

summer 1995, a very hot summer and the time period during which the study was done,

the make-up flow was increased to its maximum to use the additional cooling effect.

2.5 Options For Performance Improvement Of The Cooling
Cycle

2.5.1 Optimization Of Control Strategy

The present control strategy, as outlined in 2.4, is based on the assumption that a

longer circulation time in the pond leads to a lower water temperature at the pond outlet. A

closer examination of the behavior of cooling tower and cooling pond for different flow

rates is supposed to yield the optimum times to switch between one and two pump

operation. The optimum has to be a compromise between a possibly cold water inlet

temperature and the necessary auxiliary power that is used to reach this temperature. It is
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also possible that switching the number of pumps is not useful at all and the best

performance can be achieved by running a constant water flow rate through the towers.

Another possibility to change the operation mode is to vary the amount of make-up

flow. It has to be evaluated whether the cooling effect of more make-up water justifies the

required higher auxiliary power for running a higher number of make-up pumps.

The effects of switching the number of pumps and of pumping a variable amount of

make-up water into the pond will be studied in chapter 5 by using a model of the whole

cooling system. In this way the most cost effective control strategy will be found.

Variation of the air flow rate through the towers by changing the number of fans that

are operated is generally another option. But, as the fans can only be turned on and off, it is

considered not to be an advantage at any time, to run the towers without fan operation.

Natural convection is not sufficient to provide enough air to achieve a considerable cooling

effect. Therefore the fans will be turned on every time the towers are operated. The effect

of changing the number of fans that are operated will not be examined in the further study,

but instead the assumption is made that the fans will always be on during tower operation.

2.5.2 Upgrading The Available Equipment

Upgrading of a cooling tower could include changing the fill of the tower to increase

its heat transfer capability by providing a higher surface area for heat transfer between

water and air. As the fill was replaced recently, in winter 1994/95, this option will not be

considered further. Another way of improving cooling tower performance is to increase the

air flow rate by upgrading the fans. An upgrade of the fans was done recently, too, so that

with the present available fan drives it seems not to be possible to increase the air flow rate

further. The water flow rate is another parameter that influences tower performance and

also the pond flow rate (see 2.4). But, in order to change the water flow rate, the pumps or

water supply system would have to be altered. An upgrade of the cooling tower pumps
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would mean replacing the present impellers with more effective ones. This possibility is

considered together with an addition of cooling devices (see 2.5.3). Adding another pump

is not considered, for design and economic reasons, as the screenhouse where the tower

pumps are located can not hold another pump. It seems also not economical to install an

additional separate water supply pipe for the towers that would come from a third pump.

Upgrading the cooling cycle could also include changing the arrangement of towers

and pond. In the present arrangement, pond and towers are in parallel. In order to speed up

the flow velocity in the pond and, by doing so, making presumably better use of the

cooling potential of the pond, towers and pond can be connected in series. That means that

the water is first led through the pond. The cold pond water is then pumped to the towers

and cooled further down. After that it is mixed with the remaining pond water flow again,

as not the whole amount of cooling water required can be cooled in the towers, and

pumped into the plant. The background idea for connecting pond and towers in series is

that the pond water may reach equilibrium before it reaches the plant intake section.

Practically this would mean that the pond is too long or longer than it has to be. If this is

true, speeding up the flow would be an advantage. But, changing the arrangement of the

cooling cycle would require a new connection between the cold side of the pond and the

cooling tower pumps, which is not easily done. It has to be mentioned that the idea of too

long a pond contradicts the concept mentioned above, that a longer circulation time leads to

lower outlet temperatures. Further examination has to show whether connecting pond and

towers in series proves to be beneficial.

An alternative of changing the pond is to alter the depth of the flow channel. This can

be done uniformly by rising the water level in the entire pond by blocking the spillway. But

the practical limit to an increase in depth is in the order of one to two feet, if only the

spillway is blocked. Another alternative of increasing the depth is to dredge the pond. The

advantage of dredging is, that it can be done in selected areas. For example, the depth could
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enable the pond water to cool down quickly in the first part and then to store the cold water

in the second half.

2.5.3 Adding cooling devices

To increase the capacity of the cooling cycle, additional cooling devices can be added.

One way to accomplish this is to construct another cooling tower or to enlarge the present

ones. It seems not to be possible to add another complete cooling tower with seven cells of

the same size and design as the present ones as there is not sufficient room on the site.

Another complete cooling tower would interfere with the two existing towers, mainly with

respect to air flow. It is important to avoid a situation in which one tower gets its fresh air

from the exhaust air stream of another tower. Considering these restraints, the one

reasonable alternative is to add cells to the existing towers, which would basically make the

towers longer. Without upgrading the pumps, the water flow is then distributed over more

cells, thereby reducing the flow rate for every single cell. This can be an advantage. Also,

increasing the water flow rate in a way mentioned in 2.5.2 can provide an improvement as

in total more water is handled by the cooling towers.

It is also possible to include different cooling devices in the system. The primary

device considered is an atmospheric cooling spray. Such a spray works in that water is

sprayed into the air through vertically upward facing nozzles that are placed above the pond

surface. During the time the droplets fly through the air, the water is cooled down, mainly

by evaporation similar to a cooling tower, and the cold water drops fall back into the pond.

A spray requires no fan as it depends solely on wind and natural convection. But its

reliability as a permanently and efficiently working device is in question. Sprays are

considered more efficient for cooling than a pond surface, as a spray provides a greater

surface area for heat transfer. But there is also a considerable amount of pumping power
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system. A short analysis of sprays will be given in chapter 4. In order to keep construction

costs low, that means primarily pipes and power supply lines, the only location considered

for a spray or any other additional cooling device is the plant intake or discharge section of

the pond.

A shading structure for the pond is not really a cooling device in its usual meaning.

Shading off solar radiation shuts the only major energy input, besides the power plant, off

and promotes the process of cooling down of the pond water. A disadvantage of a shading

structure is that it would also shut off radiation from the water to the sky. At night time

radiation is a major source of heat rejection from the pond water to the environment. A

calculation has to show whether a shading structure can be an advantage. In any case it

seems not realistic at the present time to build a shading structure over a flow channel that is

at average over 1200 ft wide. Only for slightly futuristic thoughts, namely that

photovoltaic cells may become economical to use them for shading the pond, the option of

shading is included in the further analysis, however only briefly.

2.6 Conclusion

The condenser cooling cycle of the Columbia Generating Station consists of a number

of different components that were described in the preceding chapters. A number of options

exist, as discussed in section 2.5, to improve the overall performance of the cooling cycle

with the goal of increasing plant efficiency and lowering production costs. In sections 2.1

to 2.4 the system properties were described and the limits discussed that the plant operators

have to consider in operating the power plant. The whole system of power plant and

cooling cycle can not be evaluated by looking at components individually as the

components interact with each other. Thus there is the need to develop a model that

describes the whole system. This model will be used to find optimum operation conditions
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and to study the benefits that new components would add to overall plant performance.

This strategy will be described in chapter 4 and 5, as the purpose of chapter 2 was to

outline in detail the task of this work.



Chapter Three

Data Acquisition

3.1 Weather data

3.1.1 Meteorological data from the nearest weather station

Meteorological data that are measured near the power plant site are crucial for

calibration of the computer models for the outdoor cooling equipment, namely cooling

towers and cooling pond. Unfortunately not all of the needed parameters are measured

directly at the plant site. It is therefore necessary to find a data source that provides weather

data that are close to the conditions at the plant. The nearest weather bureau station is

located at the Madison Dane County Airport that is 20 miles to the south of the Columbia

Generating Station. The data that are measured there include all important parameters and

are available on an hourly basis. Following are the weather parameters that are measured at

the airport station:

- Air dry bulb temperature

- Air wet bulb temperature

- Solar Radiation on a horizontal surface

- Wind speed

- Wind direction

- Cloud cover

- Ceiling height

- Atmospheric pressure

Except for the air dry bulb temperature none of the mentioned ambient parameters are



measured at the plant site.

The problem with using the weather data from the airport weather station is that there

can be a significant difference in ambient conditions between the two sites due to the

relatively large physical distance. This fact is illustrated if the dry bulb temperature that is

measured at the plant is compared with the wet bulb temperature from the weather station.

Figure 3.1 shows the two air temperatures for a period of July 1995. It can be seen that at

certain times, from hour 18 to 36 in the chart, the wet bulb temperature from the airport

exceeds the dry bulb measured at the plant. This circumstance rises some doubts to whether

the airport weather station provides an appropriate source of data for the task of this work.

It is possible that the measurement at the plant is not correct. Unfortunately, there is no

other source of weather data measurement that would make it possible to validate one or the

other source. Therefore, the airport data were adjusted so that whenever the wet bulb
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temperature exceeded the dry bulb temperature measured at the plant, the wet bulb

temperature was corrected downward and a saturated air condition was assumed. For

comparison the dry bulb temperature measured at the airport weather station is shown in the

plot, too. There is also a difference between the airport drybulb temperature and the plant

measurement, with the temperature from the weather station having a higher amplitude over

the day.

Another parameter that is crucial especially for heat transfer calculations across the

pond surface and for spraying systems is the wind speed and direction. The Wisconsin

Power & Light Company performed a wind characteristics study in the years from 1979 to

1983 that used data obtained from high towers located near WP&L's power plants [2].

Two of these towers were located near the Columbia Generating Station. One of these

towers, denoted CAM2 in the study, had a wind sampling height above the surface of 10

m. The final report of the study [2] compares the average wind speed measured at CAM2

with the average wind speed measured at the Dane County Airport in Madison, as both

measurements are obtained at 10 m elevation above ground. Table 3.2 shows both

measured average wind speeds.

Station Elevation Average wind speed Average wind speed

[m] [m/s] [mph]

CAM2 10 3.3 7.4

Airport station 10 4.2 9.3

Table 3.1 Comparison Of Wind Speed Measurements

On average the wind velocity measured near the plant site is about one m/s lower than

at the airport. The difference may be due to differences in sampling methods and type of

locations. The WP&L data are based upon continuous monitoring systems. The airport data

are estimated hourly wind speeds based upon a one-to-three minute observation of the wind



during the hour. This alone could account for the discrepancy in speed. Also, airport wind

speed monitoring sites usually have a good low level exposure to the possible surrounding

winds. That is, they tend to have less distracting local surface features than do the 10 m

WP&L samples [2]. The difference between wind speed at the airport and at the plant site

has to be considered when the weather station data are used to calibrate the computer

models and a correction has to be applied.

The wind characteristics study also provides a chart that summarizes the frequency of

wind directions. Figure 3.2 shows the frequency distribution determined over the period

from 1979 to 1983. The chart shows that the main wind directions are South to South

West, for a 10m elevation. There is no data available about average wind direction

frequencies from the airport weather station, only hourly data is given. Wind direction

becomes especially important for the selection of the orientation of a spray canal.
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Solar radiation is a significant parameter that influences especially the cooling pond

behavior. As there is a negligible difference in latitude between the power plant site and the

airport, it is assumed that the measured solar radiation from the airport does not differ much

from the actual solar radiation at Columbia. Of course, atmospheric conditions such as

cloud cover and air moisture content, which can differ between the two sites, influence the

amount of incident radiation. But, as there is no way of validating the measured solar

radiation values, the solar radiation from the airport station is used directly for the

Columbia site. The same is assumed for the remaining weather parameters mentioned at the

beginning of this chapter.

3.1.2 Typical Meteorological Year Weather Files

The Typical Meteorological Year or TMY files are provided by USNOAA in

Asheveille North Carolina. Each TMY file contains approximately 24 different weather

variables for one whole year at one hour time intervals. Information from solar radiation to

occurrences of precipitation is given. The typical meteorological year data was derived from

30 years of measured solar radiation, temperatures and other weather variables for 26

locations. The TMY data that will be used in this work is derived for Madison, Wisconsin.

Not all weather variables supplied in the TMY file are used for the simulations

performed for this study. Only the parameters discussed in 3.1.1 are extracted from TMY

data. Instead of wet bulb temperatures dew point temperatures are given in TMY files,

which are converted by using the dry bulb temperature into the appropriate psychrometric

information.

The TMY files provide different measures for solar radiation. They contain, among

others, direct normal and corrected global horizontal surface radiation data. For the energy

balance of a cooling pond only global horizontal surface radiation is of interest.



3.1.3 Selection of a data set for further simulation

For calibration purposes for the computer models it is only feasible to use actual

weather data that are obtained, in this case, at the airport weather station. Once the models

are calibrated it depends on the scenario to be examined which source of weather

information is used for simulation.

It is reasonable to use TMY data to examine how the system will behave in an average

year. This is particularly useful if the general design of a system is to be evaluated. The

disadvantage of TMY data is that it contains no extremes as the TMY files are especially

designed to fit the average observed weather conditions.

To get an estimate of how the system behaves in severe weather conditions a special

set of data has to be used. Severe weather means for a cooling cycle of the kind examined

here that the temperatures stay high over a longer period of time, which means over more

than one week, and that the moisture content of the air is near saturation. If the last years of

operation of the Columbia Station are considered, years 1988 and 1995 were the worst

with respect to bad weather conditions for the cooling cycle. Especially in summer 1995 the

very hot and humid weather forced the plant operators to reduce power production as the

cooling water temperature rose that high that the turbine back pressure limit of 6 "Hg was

reached. One other reason why hot weather can cause problems for power production is

that hot ambient temperatures usually cause high plant loads due to higher power

consumption for air conditioning. The coincidence of extremely high load and bad

operating conditions makes it particularly useful to run simulations with actual weather data

that is obtained from the airport weather station. For the simulation in chapter 5 data from

1988 will be used, as this data is easier to access. In this way system improvements can be

evaluated in extreme operating conditions.

For the simulations performed in this work, first the TMY files are used to get a

general evaluation of the system at standard conditions. In addition simulations are run with
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weather data from 1995 to examine if the cooling system could have performed better if

changes had been made. Although weather data for the whole year is available from all

sources, simulations are only run for summer months, as in winter time and in spring and

fall the cooling system performs well enough and there is no urgent need to examine the

system behavior further in these time periods.

3.2 On Site Data Acquisition

3.2.1 Plant Data Collecting System

The Columbia Generating Station uses a data collecting system that collects all

important operation parameters and makes these data accessible for further processing and

evaluation. Among the great number of parameters that are measured the ones that are used

for this work are summarized in table 3.2.

The variables listed in table 3.2 are measured on a two minute basis. To make the data

compatible with weather data, that is in the form of hourly averages, hourly averages are

also taken for the plant operation data. In addition some of the plant data are measured at

several locations and averages have to be determined.

The turbine gross or unit load is monitored by the on-line measurement system, and

the same is true for the auxiliary power. In addition, during the heat rate tests that are

frequently performed at the power plant, a meter is used to determine the load and auxiliary

power. The amount of coal is determined from measurements at the coal feeders that feed

the coal into the furnace. The mass flow of coal is then converted into an equivalent amount

of energy fed into the furnace using the heating value.

Throttle steam flow rate defines the flow rate of steam that flows to the high pressure

turbine and is measured at one location. Steam exhaust temperatures after the low pressure

turbine and back pressures are measured in each condenser shell and are then averaged for
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the condenser. The steam exhaust temperature is assumed to be equal to the condenser shell

temperature as the steam is in a below saturated state when it leaves the turbine. The

exhaust steam flow rates from each low pressure turbine are measured and added to get the

total heat load on the condenser. The condensate or hot well temperature is determined at

one location at the bottom of the condenser shell.

Variable Unit

Unit Load MW

Auxiliary power MW

Amount of coal burned Btu/hr

Throttle steam flow rate klb/hr

Exhaust steam temperature OF

Condenser back pressure "Hg

Exhaust steam flow rate klb/hr

Condensate temperature OF

Circulating water inlet temperature OF

Circulating water outlet temperature OF

Ambient dry bulb temperature OF

Cooling tower inlet °F

Cooling tower outlet OF

Pond (return) temperature °F

Table 3.2 Measured Variables from Plant

Measurement System

The circulating water outlet temperatures are measured at four locations for each

condenser shell. Thus there is a total of eight outlet temperature measurement points for

each condenser. The water inlet temperature is measured at one point in each supply pipe

for each shell, so that there are two inlet water temperature measurements for each

condenser. One measurement point per pipe for the intake water is considered sufficient as



the circulating pumps generate a well mixed flow pattern in the pipe. Simple averages are

taken for the water in- and outlet temperatures. The water inlet temperature also reflects the

mixed cold temperatures of pond and towers.

Cooling tower water in- and outlet temperatures are only monitored for tower A as

tower B is not connected to the on-line measuring system. The inlet temperature is

measured at one point in the supply pipe for the same reason mentioned for the circulating

water inlet measurement. It is reasonable to assume, that the water inlet temperatures for

both towers are equal. The cooling tower outlet temperature is determined from an average

of three measurements distributed across the discharge channel of tower A. There is a small

difference between the condenser circulating outlet temperature and the tower inlet

temperature observed. This difference is due to the low head cycle flow as the low head

water discharge temperature is not necessarily equal to the condenser discharge temperature

(see section 2.2). Both condenser cooling water and low head circuit water are mixed

before the water is pumped to the cooling towers. The discharge temperature of the low

head cycle water is not directly accessible. The ambient dry bulb temperature is measured at

one point near the cooling towers (see also 3.1.1).

The pond temperature is measured at only one point in the plant intake section of the

pond before the pond water is mixed with the cooling tower discharge. This measurement

is probably the most inaccurate of the system, although it is very crucial for calibration

purposes. The temperature sensor is located approximately 10 ft from the pond shore and

only half a ft below the water surface. It is possible that this sensor does not provide an

adequate average of the pond temperature in the intake section as a greater number of

sensors would be required to generate an appropriate average. Another critical point is, that

the sensor is only slightly submerged and measures the temperature of the upper water

layer. Ambient conditions are therefore likely to influence the measurement to a certain

extent. In a comparison of the measured temperature of this sensor with another
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thermometer it was also observed that the pond sensor temperature was off by 5*F (see

3.2.2). Thus the temperature has to be adjusted for further use. The assumption is made

that the adjusted pond temperature is reasonably close to the actual water temperature,

despite the uncertainties mentioned above. Another obstacle in data acquisition was that the

measurement system was not working for several weeks during summer 1995. Therefore a

string of data is missing that would have been useful to examine the pond behavior during

the hot summer of 1995.

3.2.2 Pond Survey

During three pond surveys the temperature distribution in the pond was determined

along the flow path. Also the depth of the pond was measured at several measuring points

distributed over the whole pond extension. The pond surveys were carried out from a boat.

For temperature measurements a thermocouple was used that was attached to the tip of a

rod. The rod was also used to determine the probe depth at which the temperature was

measured. Temperatures were measured at the surface and at one depth during the first two

surveys and at two different depths during the last survey. The pond depth was measured

using a sonar device.

o measurement point

Figure 3.3 Measurement Points of Lake Survey



Figure 3.3 shows the locations where water temperatures and pond depth were

measured. It has to be mentioned that the positions are only approximations as navigation

on the pond was not very accurate as only eyesight was used during the survey. But the

locations are assumed to be accurate within 40 ft in the main section of the pond. In the

inflow and discharge section and around the settling basin the accuracy is better, as the

points for orientation are closer together. For a pond of an extension of 9500 ft the

accuracy is good enough, as the main intention of the pond survey was to get a measure of

how fast the water cools down and if stratification takes place.

The depth distribution as determined in the surveys was shown in figure 2.6.

Figures 3.4.a through 3.4.c show the temperature distribution in the pond. Pond surveys

were carried out on three dates, September 11 1992, October 21 1992 and on July 25

1995. The charts show temperatures that are averaged over the pond width at the

corresponding locations shown in figure 3.3. Distance is measured from the plant

discharge section.

All charts show a fully mixed discharge section. As the flow proceeds, stratification

occurs, which shows the highest temperature difference between surface and bottom at a

distance of 3000 ft. As this observation was made in all three surveys, the assumption is

that the physical shape of the pond is the reason for this observations. If the pond depth

profile from figure 2.6 is recalled, it can be seen that the intake section is about 10 ft deep.

After that the pond gets shallower, to about 6 ft, to become deeper again to 10 ft nearly at

the same location at which the stratification occurs. As a fully mixed water body that rejects

heat only at the top surface would not stratify because of density gradients but instead stay

mixed, the shallow area behind the pond inflow section is believed to cause the

stratification. The shallow area functions as a barrier that leads the warm water stream over

the colder bottom water. The cold water stays at the bottom. The length over which the

water stays stratified varies for all three observation times. In the July survey, the



temperature difference between top and bottom is only 8 *F and the temperatures level out

after 7000 ft. The observed stratification at 9000 ft is due to the same phenomena

described above, as figure 2.6 shows a shallow area at 9000 ft. In the September survey

the pond stays stratified for a much longer distance and reaches a fully mixed state again

after 17000 ft. This may be due to weather conditions that influence the rate of heat

rejection across the surface. What is also observed is a higher temperature difference

between top and bottom in September that is in the range of 15 *F at its maximum. In the

October survey the temperature difference is 10 *F and a fully mixed condition is reached

after 9000 ft. The main factors for this slightly different behavior at different times are

ambient conditions, as the ambient conditions influence the rate at which heat is rejected to

the environment (see chapter 4). Another factor is the amount of heat added to the cooling

water in the plant, that is the heat load on the cooling system.
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Figure 3.4 a Temperature Distribution in Cooling Pond from Pond Survey on

July 25 1995
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All charts have in common that at the location of the make up inflow the temperature

drops. Some care must be taken in evaluating this observation. The charts show the

temperatures at a certain depth but do not indicate how thick a certain temperature layer is.

Therefore the effect of make up inflow may be overestimated considering only the

temperature indicated in the charts. The July measurement shows a decrease in bottom

temperature after the make up inflow point and a temperature difference between top and

bottom right after the make up inflow section of about 5 *F. The temperature levels out after

a short distance. This is an indicator that the colder make up water first sinks to the ground

and than quickly mixes with the remaining warmer pond water. As can be seen in the

charts, the surface temperature even rises towards the plant intake section or the end of the

pond.

The overall temperature level of the pond is dependent on the season. In summer the

pond temperature is higher than in fall. If the range is examined, that is the difference

between inflow and outflow temperature, it can be seen, that in July the range is on the

order of 15 *F while in September and October it is in the range of 25 to 30 *F. Not only

weather conditions influence the range but also the water flow rate and plant load, which

determines the heat load on the pond.

The slope of the temperature profiles with respect to distance provides a measure of

how fast the pond water cools down, if an at average constant water flow rate is assumed.

All three temperature curves show a higher decrease of temperature with distance in the first

part of the pond. The slope than levels off along the flow direction. This observation is an

indicator that the cooling pond is more effective in the first part, while the second half of it

provides less cooling potential. For example, in the July survey the temperature fell by

12 'F in the first pond half and by only 3 *F in the second half.

Another observation is, that the temperature profile in the pond is not uniformly

decreasing, that means that in some cases the temperature further downstream is higher



than upstream. This is due to the fact that the plant discharge temperature is not constant

over time. Figure 3.5 shows plant discharge temperatures over three days in advance to the

July 1995 survey. In general, discharge temperatures rise during the day and are colder in

the night. The observation of sections with higher temperatures further downstream

indicates that there is little mixing in the flow direction. (See also 3.2.3)
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Figure 3.5 Discharge Temperature over the Period of July 22:00:00

to July 25:12:00 1995

During the pond survey in July 1995, a difference between the pond temperatures

measured in the survey and the temperature indicated by the plant measurement system was

noticed. The survey value was 97 *F while the on-line system showed 92 *F. As the

discharge temperatures from both measurements corresponded to each other, it was

concluded that the on-line temperature sensor was not calibrated right. This assumption

was validated when the on-line pond temperature sensor was checked against a third

thermometer and the same discrepancy occurred. This observation, discussed already in

3.2.1, leads to a upward correction of the on-line measured pond temperature by 5 'F.
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Figure 3.6 Thermal Picture of Plant Discharge Section and Cooling
down into the Pond





3.2.3 Infrared Images of the Pond

In addition to the pond surveys an infrared camera was used to take thermal pictures of

the pond. The device was brought to the roof of the power plant from where a good sight

on the pond is possible. A problem in taking thermal pictures from the plant roof is that the

pond is looked at from a low angle. At such a low angle the calibration of the camera is not

correct and the indicated temperatures hold no longer true due to the large distance between

camera and pond surface. To get an accurate temperature measurement an airplane ought to

be used. But, even if the absolute temperature values are not applicable, a good picture of

the qualitative temperature distribution in the pond could be produced.

Figure 3.6 shows the plant discharge section of the pond. The lower left corner of the

picture shows the inflow channel or plant discharge. The flow direction is indicated in the

lower figure. Colors indicate temperatures in the way that blue and green mean colder

temperatures and yellow over red to white indicate higher temperatures. It can be seen that

the isotherms are nearly perpendicular to the flow path when the flow proceeds into the

main pond section shown in the upper part of the picture. The picture also shows cooling

of the pond water as it proceeds on the flow path. This observation will be used for setting

up a computer model of the pond, see chapter 4.

3.2.4 Cooling Tower Performance Test

In 3.1.1 it was discussed that there can be a difference in meteorological data between

the airport weather station and the plant site. Other crucial parameters that are needed for

calibration particularly of the cooling tower model are cooling tower water and air flow

rates. These values were determined experimentally in calibration tests. In September 1995

a cooling tower performance test was conducted that yielded on site measurements of

cooling tower operation parameters. The test was performed for each tower on two



different days.

Inlet air wet bulb temperature was measured with nine psychrometers on each side of

the tower, which yielded 18 data points for each tower. The exit wet bulb temperature was

measured near each fan, which accounts for seven data points per tower. The hot water

inlet temperature was determined on top of the tower right where the water leaves the

header pipe. A well mixed flow is assumed in the supply pipe, so that the hot water

temperature is measured at one location only. Across the outflow channel, the outlet

temperature was measured at 10 equally distribdted locations. Wind speed and direction

were also monitored. During the test, inlet wet bulb, water in- and outlet temperatures and

wind data were measured in five minute intervals over one hour, while the exit wet bulb

temperature was only measured once per test. The water flow rate was determined with a

Pitot tube in both riser pipes of the tower. The water flow rate was only measured once for

each flow condition. Measurements were conducted for two water flow rates, or one and

two tower pump operation, respectively, as explained in 2.4. At each time both towers

were operated and all fans were on. Average values are calculated from the measured data.

The air flow rate can be determined from an overall energy balance using the measured

data. For this calculation a water evaporation loss of 3% is assumed (see 4.3). In addition

to temperatures and flow rates the required fan power was determined, although pump

power was not measured.

The cooling tower performance test yielded exact measurements of cooling tower

behavior for the given operation conditions, so that reliable data is available for calibration

of the tower model. Table 3.3 summarizes the results of the test. The top part of the table

shows the inlet and exit temperatures of air and water. These temperatures are crucial for

the calibration of the cooling tower model (see section 4.2).

Water flow rates were measured for the whole tower and not for individual cells. The

results for water flow show that cooling tower A receives more water in both pump



Air and water temperatures

Wet Bulb Wet Bulb Water Water

Exit Inlet Inlet outlet

[*F] [*F] [*F] [*F]

Tower A 1 Pump 80.14 51.07 96.91 69.49

2 Pump 86.03 51.98 93.83 75.90

Tower B 1 Pump 81.97 49.55 96.45 67.46

2 Pump 89.09 51.21 97.46 75.47

Water flow rates and flow rate ratios for one and two pump operation, values per tower

measured total meas. design total Flow ratio

flow rate flow rate flow rate 1 pump

[gpm] [gpm] [gpm] 2 pump

Tower A 1 Pump 57,846 111,358 92,500 0.521

2 Pump 110,924 215,396 185,000

Tower B I Pump 53,512 111,358 92,500 0.512

2 Pump 104,472 215,396 185,000

Air flow rates and fan power, average for one tower cell

measured design average wind fan power

air flow rate air flow rate speed measured

[106 ft3/min] [106 ft3/min] [ft/min] [kW]

Tower A I Pump 1.21 1.37 364 172.1

2 Pump 1.25 375

Tower B 1 Pump 1.05 1.37 393 171.5

2 Pump 1.25 527

Table 3.3 Summary of Coolin2 Tower Performance Test Results



operation modes than tower B. This observation is reasonable, as tower A is nearer to the

pumps and therefore less pressure drop occurs between the pump and tower A than in

between pumps and tower B. Aside from measured data, the design pump flow rates are

given in the table. It is interesting to note that the actual flow rate is significantly higher than

the design flow rate, which means a higher heat load on the towers. The ratio of flow rates

for one and two pump operation is not equal to 0.5, as was assumed previously. In fact the

ratio is around 0.52, which means that at one pump operation a flow rate is achieved that

reaches 52% of the flow at two pump operation. This is due to the fact, that at lower flow

rates the pressure drop in the pipes is lower, too.

The air flow rates determined are not equal for both towers, although both towers have

the same kind of fans and fan drives. The fill is identical except for the two tower cells of

tower B that have a different kind of fill. The difference in air flow rate between one and

two pump operation observed for tower B is due to a difference in wind speed between the

two tests. The wind at the time of the test was blowing from the North side so that the wind

forced the air directly into the towers. Higher average wind speed at the two pump test for

tower B is responsible for a higher air flow rate. An interesting fact is, that although the

fans were upgraded, the determined air flow rate is still lower than its design value that was

given for the original fans (see 2.2).

The measured fan power is almost equal for both towers. The average fan power is

around 172 kW. This value is close to the motor nameplate information that indicates a fan

drive power of 178 kW for each fan.



3.3 Summary

As stated at the beginning of this chapter measured data are crucial to calibrate the

computer models that will be developed in chapter 4. Although the weather data from the

airport weather station can differ from the local weather data at the plant site, the weather

station data will be used to calibrate the cooling pond model as the data is assumed to be

accurate enough for the task of this work.

The cooling tower performance test yielded rather exact measurements of cooling

tower behavior so that the test results will be used to build a well calibrated cooling tower

model. The performance test results are the most reliable data as they were obtained directly

at the plant site with no time delay.

The online plant measurements will be used to build models mainly of the power plant

components such as condenser and turbine. The plant measurements also provide

circulating water temperatures that are important to calibrate the pond model.

It is important to realize that the reliability of some data sources is in question. The

measurement with the biggest uncertainty in this manner is the pond temperature (see

section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2). Considering the errors associated with data acquisition the

accuracy of the results of the simulations can only be as good as the data used to calibrate

them. Therefore same care must be taken when the simulations are performed and the

results are evaluated.



Chapter Four

Modeling of components

4.1 Cooling Tower

4.1.1 Basic Heat and Mass Transfer in a Cooling Tower

Heat and mass transfer in a cooling tower is by evaporation and convection. The cold

entering air takes up moisture and heat as it is in contact with the water droplets. Radiation

heat transfer is negligible in a cooling tower.

Qev

Swater droplet surface

Tdb
Wa

ha u, relative velocity

Fi2ure 4.1 Heat and Mass Transfer from a Water Droplet

An energy balance around a single water droplet yields (see figure 4.1) [8]:
dUi

-(Qev + Qcon) = d-

Ui is the internal energy of the water droplet and can be computed by

(Equ. 4.1)

Qcon



dUi = md Cpw dTw (Equ. 4.2)

if the droplet mass and specific heat are constant. The evaporation water loss is considered

small and neglected. The evaporation and convection terms can be further specified by

basic heat and mass transfer correlations

Qcon = hc a(Tw - Tdb) (Equ. 4.3)

Qev = K. a (ww - w). hfg (Equ. 4.4)

where Ww is the saturation value of the humidity ratio for air at the local water temperature

Tw and w is the humidity ratio of the local air, that surrounds the droplet. Tw and Tdb

describe the local water and air dry bulb temperature, respectively. The surface area of a

single droplet is denoted by a, hc is the heat transfer coefficient and K the mass transfer

coefficient. The mass transfer coefficient is related to the heat transfer coefficient via the

Lewis number [3]:

Le = hc (Equ. 4.5)

K-cp

where cp is the specific heat of the air vapor mixture. The specific heat of air is assumed

constant through the calculation. A Lewis number of unity is commonly assumed for

further calculation [4], [5].

If md is replaced by Pw Vd where Vd is the volume of a droplet, equation 4.1 can be

replaced by combining equations 4.2 through 4.5 by

dTw h c • [ (Equ. 4.6)

dt P wcpw" Vd
a

There are several correlations to calculate the heat transfer coefficient of a droplet



moving through a gas, air in this case. One commonly used relation is the Ranz-Marshall

correlation that yields the Nusselt number for a droplet [6],[7].

NuD =2+0.6.(ReD) l .(pr)l (Equ. 4.7)

where ReD is the Reynolds number

ReD - u-D (Equ. 4.8)
V

and Pr is the Prandtl number

Pr- .cp (Equ. 4.9)
k

The droplet velocity relative to the air is u. Air properties are the dynamic viscosity gt, the

kinematic viscosity v and the conductivity k, evaluated at a mean film temperature. The

heat transfer coefficient can be calculated from the Nusselt number

NUD = hc •D (Equ. 4.10)
k

The equilibrium in this process is reached when the amount of energy transfer by

evaporation is equal to the negative amount of energy transfer by convection, or

Qev = -Qcon

Under adiabatic conditions equilibrium is reached when the local water temperature is

equal to the local thermodynamic wet bulb temperature. The equilibrium also defines the

limiting temperature the water in a cooling tower can be cooled down to. It is not possible

to cool the water below the wet bulb temperature of the entering air [8].

The analysis of heat and mass transfer of a single droplet is useful to understand the

general heat and mass transfer mechanism, but to examine a whole cooling tower a slightly

different approach is necessary. Braun et al. [9] gives a derivation for the heat and mass



transfer mechanism in a counterflow cooling tower. As the derivation for a counterflow

tower is more evident than for a crossflow tower the derivation is shown for a counterflow

tower in the following. The cooling towers at the Columbia Station are of crossflow type,

thus a simple adaption will be made to apply the algorithm to a crossflow tower.

Water
r-hw TW

Ee

-V+AV

Air

rha Ta ha wa

Figure 4.2 Mass and Energy Flows for a Section

of a Crossflow Cooling Tower

A control volume is selected that includes a defined volume of the cooling tower fill,

see figure 4.2. A mass balance is set up, that relates the mass of water evaporated to the

moisture increase of the air stream.

(mw)V+ ( va w-m V  - (M a-w)  =0 (Equ. 4.11)

Dividing by dV and passing to the limit yields a differential equation for the water mass
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flows as functions of distance through the tower, which is represented by volume.

dmw _ dw
dV mda d"V

(Equ. 4.12)

Integrating this expression from the top end of the tower where the water enters to any

position in the tower yields an overall mass balance relation. At the top of the tower the

water mass flow rate is the entering value and the humidity ratio is the one of exit air. The

water mass flow rate at any position in the tower is given by:

mw = mw,in- Ma. (Wout - w) (Equ. 4.13)

Similarly to the mass balance, an energy balance can be established.

(MwTW) + ma (ha)V+dV -cPw (mwTw)V+dV
- ma- (ha)V =0

(Equ. 4.14)

The resulting differential equation relates the energy drop of the water flow to the energy

rise of the air flow.

d( mw'wJw) dha
Cpw dV - (Equ. 4.15)

mw varies with position according to equation 4.13. The left side of equation 4.15 is then

differentiated by parts. The expression for the local water flow rate, equation 4.13, is

substituted into the resulting expression. The resulting relation relates the change in water

temperature with distance to the air enthalpy and humidity ratio changes.

*_(dha dwma" (.-dv- - c pw "-T w . w
V mdV

CPW M~~wjn-mra* (wout -w)j

(Equ. 4.16)
dT w

dV
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Mass and energy balances for the air and water streams are performed separately to bring in

the overall heat and mass transfer coefficients. The conservation of mass for the air stream

is applied to a control volume that includes only the air flow. It is important to notice, that

the mass flow rate of dry air is constant through the tower. The equation that relates the

mass transfer rate of the evaporating water per unit volume to the mass transfer coefficient

is

!me =-' A (ww - w)CP (Equ. 4.17)

A" is the heat transfer area per unit volume of the fill. Again the assumption of a Lewis

number equal to unity was made to obtain a relation between heat and mass transfer. The

mass balance for the water vapor in the air stream is then

dw hc •"
ma.-----A (ww-w)

dV cp
(Equ. 4.18)

A variable, the number of transfer units, Ntu, is introduced. In this context the number of

transfer units is based on the air flow rate. The Ntu is defined here as

Ntu= hc'A V

ma.C

Equation 4.18 can then be written as

dw Ntu

dV (ww -w)

(Equ. 4.19)

(Equ. 4.20)

For the same control volume the energy balance can be derived in a similar manner to that

for the mass balance. The energy flow per unit volume associated with the evaporating

water flow is given in terms of the equivalent mass transfer coefficient and potential for

energy transfer (enthalpy difference) as:



e = C .A" .(hw-ha) (Equ. 4.21)
Cp

where hw is the air enthalpy at a saturated state at the local water temperature, as mentioned

above and te is the amount of energy transferred per unit volume of the fill. te can be

written as

te dhiaiJ (Equ. 4.22)
ma ---m

The energy balance can be rewritten using the Ntu definition and equation 4.21:

dha Ntu (hw - ha) (Equ. 4.23)

dV v hwa

Equations 4.20 and 4.23 describe the heat and mass transfer processes inside the

tower. The set of equations given above is not subject to an analytical mathematical

solution. They rather reflect the mass and energy balance at any point in the tower.

Different approaches have been employed to obtain relations for the overall performance of

a tower. One approach is to numerically integrate the relations [5]. This is useful for

determining the performance of a specific tower for a given set of parameters and operating

conditions, but provides no generality in the results. For the scope of this work, a cooling

tower model is needed, that provides explicit performance data for a given set of operation

conditions. A different approach will be shown in the next section that utilizes the analogy

between a cooling tower and a sensible heat only heat exchanger [9].

4.1.2 Algorithm for tower performance calculation. the cooling tower -

heat exchanger analogy a2nroach

For the development of a simplified method for evaluating cooling tower performance

the assumption is made, that the water mass flow rate is constant throughout the tower.



This assumption is reasonable, as the amount of evaporated water is usually in the range of

2 to 5% of the total water flow [4]. To mitigate the error associated with this assumption, at

the end of the analysis the evaporation of water will be partially included. If the water loss

is neglected the overall energy balance equation 4.16 has the following form

dT w = ma dha (Equ. 4.24)
dV dV

mw. Cpw

To eliminate the temperature Tw from equation 4.23, an effective specific heat is

introduced. This allows the water temperature Tw to be replaced with the saturated air

enthalpy hw at the water temperature Tw. The effective specific heat is then

c= (dhw ) "'r h w,in - hw,1 ut (Equ. 4.25)
dT )sat Twjn-Tw,out)

The effective specific heat cs is the change in enthalpy with temperature along the saturated

air line, see figure 4.3. The enthalpies hw,in and hw,out represent the air enthalpies at

saturation at the water in- and outlet temperature, respectively. Evaluating the effective

specific heat requires iteration as the outlet water condition is not known at the beginning of

the calculation. Combining equations 4.24 and 4.25 the energy balance can be written in

terms of enthalpies

dhw ma. cs  dha (Equ. 4.26)
dV 

dV
mw. Cpw



Tw,m

Figure 4.3 Process Diagram for a Cooling Tower

Similar to a sensible heat only heat exchanger an equivalent capacitance rate is defined

M= Macs (Equ. 4.27)
mw. Cpw

The two equations that describe the heat and mass transfer in a cooling tower are now

equations 4.23 that describes the air side energy balance in terms of the overall heat transfer

coefficients and equation 4.26 that gives the overall energy balance for the cooling tower.

Equation 4.26 can be rewritten as

dhw m dha (Equ. 4.28)
dV dV

and equation 4.23 is (from above)



dha _ Ntu (hw _ ha) (Equ. 4.23).

dV V

These two equations are analogous to those for a sensible heat only exchanger [9]. The

only difference is that the temperatures in the heat exchanger equation are replaced by

enthalpies. Due to this analogy, the effectiveness - Ntu relations that are developed

originally for a heat exchanger are applied for a cooling tower. The total energy transfer in a

cooling tower can be described in terms of the effectiveness. The effectiveness is defined

with respect to the air inlet enthalpy and the equivalent saturated air enthalpy at the water

inlet temperature. The overall energy transfer in the cooling tower then becomes

Q = " ma" (hw,in - ha,in) (Equ. 4.29)

where s is the effectiveness of the tower. Effectiveness is always the air side effectiveness.

From the effectiveness - Ntu model the effectiveness for a crossflow cooling tower is

derived as [3]

G') (1 - exp{-m* • [1 - exp(-Ntu)]}) (Equ. 4.30)

The air outlet condition, defined by its enthalpy, can be calculated by

ha,out = ha,in + (Equ. 4.31)
ma

The total energy transfer is also the heat transfer from the water flow. An energy balance

only on the water flow yields, if evaporation is included

Q = Cp mw,in" TwJn - cPW" mw,outr Tw,out (Equ. 4.32)

Equation 4.31 and 4.32 together give the water outlet state. The same result can be

accomplished by integrating equation 4.15. Equation 4.15 can be integrated directly



without the assumption that the water flow rate is constant. The result of the integration is

cPW. (mw,in. Tw,in - mw,out. Twou= ma- (ha,out - ha,in) (Equ. 4.33)

Using the exact integration of the energy balance to yield the water outlet temperature

corrects, in part, for the assumption made for deriving equation 4.24 that the water flow

rate is constant. The water outlet temperature is then calculated to

mw,in. Tw,in ma* (ha,out-ha,in)
TW'o' (Equ. 4.34)

mw,out mw,out- Cpw

The water outlet flow rate can be determined from equation 4.13, if the outlet air humidity

ratio is known. The outlet air state is determined in terms of enthalpy. To find the exit air

temperature and humidity ratio, the air side energy balance, equation 4.23, is integrated to

find an effective surface enthalpy for the water flow. The effective surface enthalpy, heff,

is the equivalent saturation enthalpy of a uniform temperature wet surface that yields the

same enthalpy change of the air stream as the actual air stream. Equation 4.23 is modified

for this purpose and hs,eff substituted for hw. The resulting integral form is

in dha V Ntu
f _ha -- dV (Equ. 4.35)

o(hs,eff -ha) 0 I)out

The effective surface enthalpy is determined to

h (ha,out - ha,in) (Equ. 4.36)
s,eff = ha,in + l-e xp(-Ntu)

Assuming there is the equivalent process of evaporation as in the real tower from this

saturated surface, the exit humidity ratio is calculated by integration of equation 4.20. In a

similar manner than shown for the effective enthalpy the exit humidity ratio is then



calculated to

'Yout = Ws,eff + (win - Ws,eff) exp(-Ntu) (Equ. 4.37)

The effective humidity ratio Weff corresponds to the air state at the effective enthalpy heff.

The outlet water flow rate can then be determined from equation 4.13 if the air inlet and

outlet conditions are known. Solution of the equations outlined above is not possible

explicitly, but iteration is required, as mentioned for the calculation of cs. The actual

calculation will be performed using an EES or TRNSYS program.

4.1.3 Calibration of the Cooling Tower Model using measured data and

Validation of the Model

Considering the relations outlined in 4.1.2, the performance of a cooling tower can be

determined if the mass flow rates, the ambient conditions, the water inlet temperature and

the Ntu value are known. The Ntu value is tower specific and is defined by the physical

appearance of the tower. The Ntu value is dependent on the heat transfer coefficient that is

determined mainly by droplet size and droplet and air velocity (see equ. 4.7 to 4.9).

Furthermore the Ntu value depends on the overall heat transfer surface area available per

unit volume in the tower, the overall volume of the region in which heat transfer takes place

and on the mass flow rate of air (see equ. 4.19).

It is usually not possible to determine the heat and mass transfer correlation from the

physical appearance of the tower alone. To obtain a Ntu value from measurements it is

necessary to correlate data for specific tower designs. Mass transfer data are usually

correlated with the following form [5]

hc" A". V = c.mw (Equ. 4.38)

mw



Multiplying both sides of the equation by the mass flow rate ratio mw/ ma and utilizing

the definition for Ntu gives

1.q+n

Ntu = C. [W (Equ. 4.39)

Using the tower performance test outlined in section 3.2.4, the tower coefficients c

and n can be determined. A minimum of two operation data points per tower is required.

To determine the tower coefficients, the readily available TRNSYS cooling tower type was

used. A more detailed description of the TRNSYS cooling tower model will be given in

appendix A. If the tower coefficients are determined, the tower behavior can be simulated

for each set of mass flow rates and ambient conditions.

An EES program of a cooling tower, following the relations outlined in sections 4.1.2

and 4.1.3, was written to perform calculations on cooling tower behavior. The EES

program is also shown in Appendix A. This program can be used to determine the tower

coefficients as well. If only data for two operation points is given, the coefficients can be

calculated explicitly. The tower coefficients that are determined from the performance test

data are shown in table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Tower coefficients

The values for parameter c are in the typical range that is between 0.5 and 5 [9]. The

values for parameter n are slightly outside the typical range, which is between -0.35 and

-1.1. But, as the measurement from section 3.2.4 is considered to be accurate enough for

the scope of this work, the obtained tower parameters are used for the further analysis.

Tower c n

A 2.266 -0.2567

B 3.850 -0.1966



Validation of the tower model

For a three day period from July 22 0:00 to 25 12:00 1995 the calculated performance

of a cooling tower is compared to measured performance data. As the plant measurement

system only yields data for cooling tower A, the comparison could only be done for this

tower. Water in- and outlet and drybulb temperatures are taken from plant data, while the

wet bulb temperature is taken from weather station measurements. The water flow rates are

determined from the number of tower pumps that were operated. The air flow rate was held

constant at the average value calculated from performance test data. (see section 3.2).

Calculations are performed using EES.

Figure 4.4 shows the calculated and measured water outlet temperatures. The number

of pumps is also shown in the chart. In general the calculated and the measured temperature

curve have the same shape. That means the general behavior of the towers is correctly

predicted. The difference between calculated and measured temperatures is most of the time

on the order of 1 to 2 'F, which is acceptable considering the measurement errors

associated with the data. One main source of deviation in the calculation may be that the

local wetbulb temperature differs from the one measured at the weather station. Another

possible source of error is that recirculation can occur in the cooling towers. Recirculation

means that the exhaust air forms a vortex on the side of the tower, caused by wind blowing

over the exhaust hood, and the warm and humid exhaust air enters the tower again. If

recirculation occurs, the cooling capacity of a tower is decreased as the actual wetbulb

temperature of the inlet air is higher than the ambient wetbulb. Recirculation is hard to

predict only by using weather data, so that the predicted tower performance can be better

than the actual observed even if the ambient conditions are correctly measured. The

overprediction of tower performance occurs because the model uses the ambient wetbulb

temperature, which is lower than the actual inlet air wetbulb temperature in the case of

recirculation. When the time from hour 70 to 80 in figure 4.4 is considered, it is possible
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that recirculation occurred in this time period, as the predicted outlet temperature is up to

5 F lower than the measured temperature. Recirculation would be a possible explanation

for this difference.

0 12 24 36 48 60 72 84

time [hr]

Figure 4.4 Comparison of calculated vs. measured tower outlet temperatures

for the Period of July 22 0:00 to July 25 12:00 1995

In general the tower model predicts the tower performance in relatively good

agreement with measurements, in the boundaries of measurement accuracy, that is

associated with the on-line plant measurements as well as with the cooling tower

performance test that was used to calibrate the model. Thus the tower coefficients that were

determined in section 4.1.2 will be used in further calculations. It is assumed that the tower

coefficients fit equally well for tower B, too.
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Figure 4.5 Measured versus calculated cooling tower outlet temperature and

number of cooling tower pumps operated

Another comparison between measured and calculated tower outlet temperatures was

made for a data set from June 14 0:00 to June 23 0:00 1994. That was before the fill and

the fans of the towers were upgraded (see section 2). The wetbulb temperature is again

taken from weather station measurements. Figure 4.5 shows the calculated and measured

cooling tower outlet temperatures. In general the calculated temperature is close to the

measured temperature. The difference is always in the order of 1 *F to 2 *F. The shapes of

the measured and calculated curves show good agreement. But the calculated temperature is

almost always higher than the measured temperature. This can be due to the change of the

fill of the tower and a changed air flow rate caused by the fan upgrade. If the observed

temperature difference is due to the tower upgrade, it means that the upgrade actually

degraded the tower, as the calculated tower outlet temperature is higher than the measured

and the model was calibrated using data from after the upgrade. But some care must be



taken in making such a conclusion, as the temperature differences are small and can be due

to measurement errors as was discussed for the July 1995 data above or to errors

associated with the calculation itself, as the model is based on a mathematical model that

was derived by making simplifying assumptions.

The number of pumps operated is shown in figure 4.4 and figure 4.5. It can be seen

that in general, if the flow rate is changed at all, two pumps are operated during the night

and one pump during the day, corresponding to the control strategy mentioned in

chapter 2. Both the time axis of figures 4.4 and 4.5 start at midnight hours. The times for

switching the number of pumps varies from day to day, dependent on the weather

conditions.

4.1.4 Cooling Tower Characteristics

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show that the tower outlet temperature drops by 5 to 10 *F every

time the flow rate is reduced. Thus it becomes obvious that reducing the flow rate leads to

colder tower outlet water. But, on the other hand, if the flow rate is reduced the cooling

effect of the towers on the overall cooling water circuit decreases as a smaller fraction of the

water is cooled down in the towers. It is interesting to look at the overall energy rejection in

a cooling tower for different flow rates and ambient conditions.

Table 4.1 shows water outlet temperatures and heat transfer rates for different

operation conditions. The inflow temperature is held constant at 110 *F, while wet- and

drybulb temperature and flow rate are changed. The column containing the water flow rate

fraction contains 50 and 100% flow ratios, which denotes one and two pump operation,

respectively. Calculations are done using EES with coefficients for tower A.

It can be seen that every time the flow rate is reduced, the water outlet temperature

drops considerably. On the other hand the overall heat rejection rate is higher for higher

water flow through the tower. This may be explained with an at average higher temperature
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difference between the water and surrounding air within the tower. A higher heat transfer

rate at higher flow rate means that although the water outlet temperature is higher, more

energy is rejected to the environment. This is an interesting observation as this behavior

suggests that there is an optimum operation point for the towers if the overall performance

of the cooling cycle is considered. There has to be a trade off between a higher energy

rejection rate that can lead to higher turbine efficiency on the one hand and higher auxiliary

power consumption associated with a higher tower water flow rate on the other hand. The

effect of changing tower flow rates on the overall performance of the cooling cycle in

combination with the cooling pond will be examined in chapter 5.

water in water out heat transf. drybulb wetbulb % flow water loss

[*F] [*F] [108 Btu/hr] [*F] [*F] [%] [%]
110 77.45 1.42 70 60 50 2.6

110 85.88 2.03 70 60 100 1.9

110 77.84 1.41 80 60 50 2.8

110 86.20 2.02 80 60 100 2.1

110 82.66 1.20 80 70 50 2.3

110 89.46 1.74 80 70 100 1.7

Table 4.1 Water outlet temperature and heat transfer rate for

different operation conditions

Table 4.1 gives tower performance for different dry- and wetbulb temperatures. It can

be seen, that the drybulb temperature only slightly changes the tower performance.

Although the drybulb temperature changes by 10 *F, the water outlet temperature and heat

transfer rate remain nearly the same. The driving potential for heat and mass transfer in a

cooling tower is the enthalpy difference between saturated air at water inlet temperature and

the enthalpy of the entering ambient air (equation 4.29). As the air enthalpy depends

mainly on the wetbulb temperature and is only a weak function of the drybulb temperature,



it is evident that changing the drybulb temperature does not change the tower performance

significantly. Thus the sum of evaporation and convection heat transfer remains nearly

constant for a constant wet bulb temperature.

The last two rows of table 4.1 show the effect of a changing wetbulb temperature. A

higher wetbulb temperature leads to significantly higher water outlet temperatures and

lower heat transfer rates. It becomes obvious that the wetbulb temperature has a major

impact on cooling tower performance, while the drybulb temperature is not significant if

only overall heat transfer rates are considered. Therefore there will not be a big error

involved if the drybulb temperature from the airport weather station is used instead of the

drybulb temperature from the plant measurement.

The estimated amount of water loss due to evaporation losses is also shown in

table 4.1. The amount of losses does not exceed 3 %. It can be seen that at constant

wetbulb temperature a higher drybulb temperature leads to higher evaporation losses,

although the overall heat transfer is not affected. This is due to a high potential for mass

transfer if the humidity ratio of the entering air is low. For higher water flow rates the

relative amount of water losses decreases which is due to fact that the air approaches a

saturated state faster if more water is pumped through the towers. Therefore the air can not

absorb a proportionally higher amount of moisture for higher water flow rates, although the

absolute amount of water losses is higher for higher flow rates.



4.1.5 Comparison of performance against manufacturers data and

comparison of towers A and B

The manufacturer of the cooling tower, The Marley Company, provided performance

curves for the cooling towers that give their original design performance. Figures 4.6 a

and 4.6 b show a comparison between manufacturers data and the performance of the

actual tower, calculated using the EES program used before. The charts show water outlet

temperatures vs. wetbulb temperature for different ranges. The range is the difference

between water inlet and outlet temperature. Both curves are calculated for tower A, while

the performance data from the manufacturer treats both towers as equal. Figure 4.6 a

shows tower performance for 100% design flow, which is 92,500 gpm. Figure 4.6 b

shows performance curves for 60% design flow. 60% flow was chosen as this is the

lowest flow rate for which manufacturer data is available.

40 45 50 55 60 65 70

wetbulb temperature [°F]

75 80 85 90

Figure 4.6 a Cooling tower performance data for 100 % design flow rate
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Figure 4.6 b Cooling tower performance data for 60 % design flow rate

In both charts the calculated tower outlet temperature is higher than the predicted,

which was taken from performance curves supplied by the manufacturer. This means that

the original design overpredicts the tower performance. Especially for high ranges and high

ambient wetbulb temperatures the difference between predicted and actual performance

becomes larger. These regions, at high wetbulb and high ranges, are the most crucial for

plant operation as they occur at high plant loads during summer months. One reason for the

overprediction of performance is the overestimated air flow rate (see section 3.2.4).

Another reason can be a wrong estimation of the cooling tower fill heat and mass transfer

characteristics.

Comparison of performance of tower A and tower B

Figure 4.7 a. and 4.7 b. show a comparison of performance curves for tower A and

tower B. The results shown in the plots are calculated using the tower coefficients shown



in table 4.1. In each plot an equal water flow rate is chosen for both towers to be able to

compare their performance under the same conditions. The results shown in the charts are

calculated for 100 and 50% design water flow. The air flow rate from the tower

performance test was used. Thus tower B has a slightly lower volumetric air flow rate than

tower A.

Figure 4.7 a. shows that at 100% design flow both towers perform equally well

under the same operating conditions. If it is recalled that tower B gets a lower water flow

rate during operation, it has to be expected that the water outlet temperature of tower B is

lower during operation than the outlet of tower A. At 50% design flow rate the effect is

amplified. For equal water flow rates tower B yields already lower outlet temperatures, as

shown in figure 4.7 b.. Therefore during operation, when tower B gets less water flow

than tower A, the outlet temperature of tower B will always be lower than the outlet

temperature of tower A for the same water inlet temperatures.

1 101 1 1 I I I I . I .

I tower A performance

100 --- tower B performance
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Figure 4.7 a. Comparison of performance of tower A and tower B
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Figure 4.7 b. Comparison of performance of tower A and tower B

4.1.6 Summarl

The tower coefficients that were determined lead to quite accurate predictions of the

tower performance, considering the errors associated with measurements. The cooling

tower model is therefore considered to be a reliable tool for cooling tower simulation and

will be used in the system simulation discussed in chapter 5. The TRNSYS cooling tower

routine provides an appropriate tool for this task, as it can be combined with other cooling

cycle elements by means of inputs and outputs in a way discussed above. It is also possible

to evaluate the effects of a different control strategy, namely the change in water flow rate,

or to increase the number of tower cells.

The EES calculations were performed to examine the general operation characteristics

of a cooling tower, especially with respect to water flow rates, and help to estimate the

influence of different tower operation characteristics on the overall cooling cycle

performance. In the further analysis EES will not be used for cooling tower calculations.



4.2 Cooling Pond

4.2.1 Brief literature survey

There are several studies found in the literature that discuss the energy transfer across

an air water interface for large bodies of water, such as a cooling pond. The thermal

behavior of shallow or deep cooling ponds has been simulated using computer models of

the hydraulic and thermal characteristics of water bodies.

An approach based on basic heat and mass transfer relations for parallel flow over a

flat plate is given in [3]. From the derivation of the relations for a flat plate the heat and

mass transfer across a water surface that is subjected to an air stream can be estimated by

applying an analogy between a flat plate and the pond surface.

Ryan and Harleman (1973)[10] introduce a study of transient cooling pond behavior

and develop an algorithm to simulate the thermal and hydraulic behavior of a cooling pond

or lake. They give relations to estimate the surface energy flux. The convective energy

transfer terms are divided into a forced and free convection part. The forced convection is

estimated by an empirical function solely dependent on wind speed. The free convection

terms are derived from the flat plate analogy. The flat plate relations are refined by

accounting for the effect of the water vapor in the air above the surface. A so called wind

function is introduced, that combines free and forced convection effects. Relations to

estimate long wave radiation from the water and the sky are also given in the study of Ryan

and Harleman.

Jirka and Harleman (1978) [11] develop a mathematical model to predict the

temperature and flow distributions in heat loaded natural and man made impoundments.

They also perform laboratory experiments. In their work they classify impoundments in

four major types:

natural deep lakes and reservoirs with seasonally induced vertical stratification



deep, stratified cooling lakes

shallow, vertically mixed cooling ponds with longitudinal dispersion effects

shallow, vertically mixed cooling ponds with internal circulation patterns

The Columbia Cooling Pond would be of the third category. A recommendation for

the ideal design of shallow man made cooling ponds is also given. The ideal pond is

defined as having an elongated shape, moderate internal diking, a radial discharge structure

and a small deep storage reservoir in front of the skimmer wall intake structure in order to

minimize diurnal fluctuations. A skimmer wall intake structure is constructed in that way

that it lets water only through at the bottom to assure that only cold bottom water from a

deep reservoir in front of the intake section is drawn into the plant. The heat transfer

relations proposed by Jirka et al. and Ryan and Harleman will be reviewed in more detail in

the next section. In a consecutive report [12] a computer program is introduced that is used

to predict cooling pond behavior. The transient simulations are mainly based on daily time

steps.

Lorenzi and Porter [13] base their heat transfer calculations on the relations of Ryan

and Harleman but propose a correction coefficient for convective heat and mass transfer

relations. They combine convective heat and mass transfer into one correlation using a

single driving potential, the enthalpy, to estimate the sum of heat and mass transfer.

Wei et al. [14] performed a swimming pool analysis. This analysis gives a relation for

heat and mass transfer across a pool surface that is similar to the one proposed by Ryan and

Harleman, but neglects the effect of water vapor in the air with respect to free convection

Estimations of radiation heat transfer are also made.

Reck et al. [15] present a study on evaporation from open bodies of water. The

evaporation mass flow can be used to calculate an energy flux associated with this

evaporation. This work proposes a slightly different approach that includes air temperature

and surface roughness into the calculation of the wind function, the general form of which



is derived from the flat plate analogy for free convection, as mentioned before. Correction

factors for geographic site specific conditions are included in the calculation.

The study of Ryan et al. is the only one that includes an hydraulic flow model in the

calculations, while the remaining works only deal with heat and mass transfer relations at

an air water interface.

4.2.2 Heat and mass transfer mechanism across an air water interface

To build a model of a thermally loaded pond, it is crucial to obtain reliable correlations

to predict the energy gain and loss mechanisms of the water body. The energy fluxes that

govern the energy balance of a cooling pond are shown in figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8 Energy balance of an open water body
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The most significant energy fluxes are radiation from the sky and from the water

surface, evaporation and convection, solar radiation and make-up water inflow.

Precipitation is neglected in the further analysis as it has not a significant impact on the

pond thermal behavior [10]. Heat transfer to the ground is an energy flux that is neglected,

too, as it is very small compared to the major sources of energy transfer at the surface [10].

The energy balance for a water body exposed to the environment then becomes

q=qev+qcon+qrad,w-qsol-qrad,sky (Equ. 4.40)

where energy fluxes from the water to the atmosphere are counted positive. Make-up

inflow is not included in this relation and will be treated separately, as make-up flow is not

a direct energy flux but it affects the water temperature by mixing. The individual heat

transfer mechanisms will be discussed in more detail in the following sections.

Wind profile

For convective heat and mass transfer the flow pattern of the fluid, air in this case, is

crucial. The velocity profile with respect to height is not constant but changes due to

weather conditions. Generally the wind velocity increases rapidly with height and a



turbulent boundary layer is present. A commonly used relation to correlate wind speed to

height is the simple power law relation [2].

KV2 = (Z2) (Equ. 4.41)

v2 and vl indicate wind speeds at two different heights z2 and zl, respectively. The

exponent Kc can vary due to overall atmospheric conditions. The wind study (see

section 3.1.1) provides averages of this exponent for the Columbia site that were

determined over a three year period. The average value for the exponent is given as

K = 0.26. In the literature the exponent for turbulent boundary layers is usually found to

be 7 [16]. However, under actual ambient conditions the value for the exponent can

change due to temperature distributions in the atmosphere. The experimentally determined

value that was found in the wind study at the plant site is assumed in the further analysis

and for the calculation of spray performance (section 4.3)

Evaporative and Convective Heat Transfer

Evaporative and convective heat transfer are described together as the basic

mechanisms of convective heat and mass transfer are identical. There are several algorithms

in the literature to calculate convection phenomena above a body of water into the air, as

was briefly discussed in the literature survey. In the following the different approaches will

be introduced in more detail and finally one selected for the further work.

a. Heat and mass transfer from a flat plate [31

From basic heat and mass transfer relations a correlation for convection over a flat

plate is developed. Forced and free convection are both important, dependent on the wind

and temperature conditions.



Forced convection

Forced convection depends mainly on the geometry of the flat plate, the pond surface

in this case, and on the approaching flow. First a Reynolds number is calculated for the air

stream above the water surface

ReL = vinf L (Equ. 4.42)
V

where vinf is the wind velocity, v the kinematic viscosity and L the characteristic length or

fetch. In this theoretical approach the wind velocity vinf defines the free stream velocity of

the undisturbed flow at an infinite height. Of course such a velocity does not exist under

actual ambient conditions and the wind velocity measured at a certain height, 10 m for

example, has to be used. The kinematic viscosity is temperature dependent. The

characteristic length or fetch defines the length of the free water surface in wind direction.

As the lake has not a circular shape the characteristic length depends on the wind direction.

An average value corresponding to the dominant wind direction can be assumed.

For a large pond at average wind speeds in the range of 7 mph a turbulent boundary

layer exists. This assumption is always reasonable as the approaching air stream is already

turbulent in most cases. This is due to the fact that the pond surface is not 'alone' in the

flow field but is embedded into a landscape. Even if the flow would be laminar when it

approaches the water surface, the local Reynolds number increases fast and the first laminar

section of the flow can be neglected. A transition Reynolds number from laminar to

turbulent flow is 5.105 [3], which means that the flow becomes turbulent after a length of

8.5 ft for a wind speed of 7 mph. A transition length of 8.5 ft is negligible compared to a

pond width of 1250 ft. For turbulent flow over large flat surfaces the Nusselt and

Sherwood numbers can be approximated by



NUL (0.037.Re-871)Pr (Equ. 4.43)

ShL= (0.037Re5-871 Sci (Equ. 4.44)

where Pr is the Prandtl number that is defined as

Pr-VP X (Equ. 4.45)

ox is the thermal diffusivity of air, which is temperature dependent. The Schmidt number is

defined as

Sc V = (Equ. 4.46)
YAB

DAB is the binary diffusion coefficient for water vapor in air. The heat transfer coefficient

is then determined from the Nusselt number

hc= NuI k (Equ. 4.47)

where k is the thermal conductivity of air. The convection coefficient can then be calculated

hm = ShL D AB  (Equ. 4.48)

For convective heat transfer the heat transfer coefficient is employed together with a

temperature potential

qconv = h (Ts - Ta) (Equ. 4.49)

where Ts and Ta are the temperatures of the water surface and the ambient air, respectively.

The evaporation rate can be calculated with the following relation that is based on a density

difference

me = hm-(pw,s - Pw,inf) (Equ. 4.50)



pwv, is the saturation density of water vapor at the surface temperature while pw,f denotes

the density of water vapor in the free air stream at the respective partial water vapor

pressure. If the evaporation rate of water is known, in units mass per time and area, the

associated energy flux from the water body can be calculated using the latent heat of

vaporization of water.

qev = me* hfg (Equ. 4.51)

where hfg is the latent heat of evaporation.

The shown approach needs a characteristic length to be specified. This may be a

difficult task as the pond has an irregular shape. Furthermore wind direction determines the

appropriate characteristic length to be chosen for the calculation. The levee that divides the

flow channel causes additional turbulences, that are not included in the calculation.

The equations were derived in assuming an uniform parallel flow pattern above a flat

plate. The wind profile is not uniform but a velocity profile develops, described by the

power law approximation. A certain reference height has to be selected to estimate the

appropriate wind speed.

Free convection

Free convection above a horizontal flat plate is solely driven by buoyancy forces. A

characteristic length is defined by the ratio of area to perimeter

L=(A) (Equ. 4.52)

The calculation of a Nusselt number for free convection is based on the evaluation of a

Rayleigh number that is defined as



R a L - g p (T s -ETu)4.53)RL = V.0a

where 3 is the expansion coefficient and can be approximated for an ideal gas as

p" dT P T (Equ. 4.54)

T is the absolute temperature and is estimated from the average of air and surface

temperature. The appropriate Nusselt number for free convection above a heated flat plate is

given as

i
NUL = 0.54. Ra 4

L

NUL = 0. 15. Rai

for 104 < RaL <10 7

for 107 < RaL <1011

(Equ. 4.55a)

(Equ. 4.55b)

The heat transfer coefficient can be obtained from the Nusselt number as shown

before. The Lewis number relationship in a similar form to the one used in section 4.1.1

can then be applied to obtain the mass transfer from the heat transfer coefficient.

h c = Le1-n
m Pair -c *Le (Equ. 4.56)

Combination of forced and free convection

As forced and free convection can be important at the same time for a heated water

surface, the relations for forced and free convection have to be combined. This can be done

by a relation that combines Nusselt numbers for forced and free convection in the following

form

m = mN mNu = Nu + Nu fe (Equ. 4.57)

where m is an exponent that has to be chosen for the particular situation. m is usually in the

range of 7/2 or 4 for horizontal plates. But, this relation is very general and it has to be

(Equ. 4.53)



proved if it can be applied to the case of a cooling pond. Also, some care must be taken if

heat and mass transfer take place at the same time. Convective heat transfer can augment the

species transfer, as is the case for a heated water surface.

Summary

The approach discussed above provides a good understanding of the driving forces for

convective heat and mass transfer at a water surface. But the approach is very general. In

the field the flow over a cooling pond is not ideally uniform, as was mentioned above. The

outlined relations for forced convection imply the concept of a boundary layer growing

with distance. This assumption is probably not true for the case of a cooling pond that is

embedded into surrounding terrain. The boundary layer of the approaching flow is already

turbulent and not growing in thickness. Also, the interaction of forced and free convection

is hard to predict. In addition the algorithm outlined requires the evaluation of a number of

air and water properties that are dependent on temperature, such as viscosity and diffusion

coefficient. In summary the procedure seems elaborate and not well suited to the cooling

pond problem, as too many assumptions have to be made to fit the actual cooling pond

problem into the algorithm. For the calculations in this work a more suited, although

empirical, approach will be adapted.

b. Ryan and Harleman [101

Ryan and Harleman combine a forced and free convection term for the calculation of

evaporative heat flux. The wind driven forced convection dominates the evaporative heat

flux and is estimated from Dalton's law

qev,for = f(vinf) (Ps - Pa) Btu (Equ. 4.58)

where ps is the saturation water vapor pressure at the water surface temperature and Pa is



the partial vapor pressure in the ambient air. f(vinf) is a wind function that has units of
Btu

2 . hr. The wind function is independent of distance along the water surface. Ryan
ft * hr -psia

and Harleman review a great number of wind functions and select the following one, if

only forced convection is present as is the case for a non heated water surface.

f for = (30.2 ' (Equ. 4.59)
ft2. hr. psia

where vin is the wind speed measured at a 2 m elevation in mph. The moisture content of

air to determine Pa should be measured at 2 m above the water surface, too.

Water vapor has a lower density than air. Therefore a higher water vapor content at the

water surface compared to the ambient air enforces the free convection effect due to

temperature differences. In developing a relation for free convection the effects of

temperature and water vapor content are combined by defining the virtual temperature. This

is the temperature dry air would have if its pressure and density were the same as those of

the moist air. The virtual temperature is defined as

TV - (T+459.46) (Equ. 4.60)1-0.378P
PatmJ

where T is the temperature of the moist air in *F, p is the partial vapor pressure of the water

vapor and Patm is the atmospheric pressure. The relation for free convection is derived

from the flat plate analogy. A Rayleigh number >10 7 is assumed (see above). An

equivalent relation to equation 4.55 b is applied. Air properties are assumed constant and

the flat plate relations are summarized in the following equivalent wind function for free

convection:

ffree = (48.3. (TVs - TVa) )  Btu (Equ. 4.61)
ft2 .hr psia



where TVs and TVa are the virtual temperatures, expressed in *R, of the saturated air at the

water surface and the ambient air, respectively. The forced and free convection terms are

combined in one wind function

fCOM= 4 (TV Btu (Equ. 4.62)fco =  0." Vnf+483" Tv - Va ft2. hr.- psi a

The units in this relation are the same as mentioned before.

In general, equation (4.59) should be used if free convection is negligible, that means

the temperature difference (TVs-TVa) < 0. When forced and free convection are

important, as is the case for heated pond water, equation 4.62 should be used. Ryan and

Harleman compare their predictions with measurement and reach reasonably good

agreement [10]. The wind function is then readily defined as

if TVs - Tva < 0

Bt = (30.2*Vinf) 2 Btu (Equ. 4.63 a)
ft2. hr. psia

ifT -T > 0
V. V.

fv = 30.2vnf+48.3.(TVs - Tva)' Btu (Equ. 4.63 b)
) t.hr.- psia

The evaporative heat flux is calculated from the wind function. Thus equation 4.58

becomes, in a more general form

qev = fv'(Ps-Pa) (Equ. 4.64)

In the approach of Ryan and Harleman evaporation is related to convective heat flux by

a ratio, called the Bowen ratio. This ratio is derived from the analogy between heat and

mass transfer as shown in the preceding sections. The ratio between convective and



evaporative heat transfer is given by

RB = cOn = 0.00493 (Equ. 4.65)qev

The convective heat flux is then calculated to

qcon = RB f v (T, - Ta) (Equ. 4.66)

where Ts and Ta are the water surface temperature and the ambient air temperature in *F,

respectively.

Summary

Ryan and Harleman compared their predictions to measurements and reached

reasonably good agreement [10]. As this algorithm is especially developed for energy

fluxes from cooling ponds, it is well suited for the task of the present work. However, a

correction will have to be applied to the relations as Ryan and Harlemann use a wind speed

measured at 2 m above the water surface. The weather data has wind speeds measured at

10 m heights (see section 3.1.1).

c.Lorenzi and Porter [131

A simplification is made by Lorenzi and Porter in combining the evaporation and

convection terms into one expression that uses only the enthalpy as driving potential.

qev + qc,n = F(vif) (h,- ha) (Equ. 4.67)

F(vinf) is the wind function that combines forced and free convection, hs is the air enthalpy

at saturation at the water surface temperature and ha is the enthalpy of the ambient air.

Lorenzi and Porter adapt the function F(vinf) from Ryan and Harlemann, but they propose

to scale the evaporative and convective heat flux down by 0.85 to fit measured data. A

distinction is also made between only forced and forced and free convection; that means



two wind functions are specified, similar to Ryan and Harleman.

Summary

The proposed relation from Lorenzi and Porter will not be used, as they essentially use the

same relations proposed by Ryan and Harleman, but in a simpler form.

d. Wei et al.

Wei et al. [14] examined the heat balance of swimming pools and proposes a relation

similar to the one used by Ryan and Harleman but without the use of virtual temperatures.

The evaporative heat flux is given to

qev =Patm.[35-vinf+43-(Ts-Ta) ].(ws-wa) W (Equ. 4.68)

where Patm is in kPa, vinf in m/s, Ts and Ta in *C. wS is the humidity ratio at saturation at

the water surface and wa the humidity ratio in the ambient air.

Evaporative and convective heat fluxes are related by a simple ratio, similar to the

approach of Ryan and Harleman. The convective flux is given by

qcon = 0 "0 0 0 6 Patm" [35" vin + 43.(Ts _ T.)i-. (TS T.) !W2  (Equ. 4.69)

Summary:

The relations proposed by Wei et al. are very similar to the ones proposed by Ryan

and Harlemann, but they are adapted for much smaller water surfaces. Also, swimming

pools are usually surrounded by more flow obstacles, such as buildings and plants, than a

large cooling pond. Wei et al. propose to reduce the wind speed measured at the next

weather station down to from one-fifth to one-tenth of the measured value, which

emphasizes the assumption that a swimming pool is not subject to as high a wind speed as



a large cooling pond or lake.

e. Reck. Robinson, Sill

The correlation developed by Sill, 1983 [15], is based on the flat plate analogy.

Surface roughness is included into the relation by using a drag coefficient. The evaporation

rate, due to forced and free convection, is given to

me =CD ( 1+0.7 P -Pa) for CR < 1.37 (Equ. 4.70a)

me =CD vinf(1 CR "(Ps -Pa) for CR 1.37 (Equ. 4.70b)

where CR is a dimensionless convection ratio defined as

_ 0.0017. T(T,
R CD "vif (Equ. 4.71)

In this dimensional expression vinf is measured in m/s and the temperatures are given

in *K. CD is the drag coefficient of the surface. For calculation of the drag coefficient a

relation for turbulent flow over a flat plate is assumed [16]. (In the literature a greater

number of functions can be found that describe turbulent flow over a flat plate. The chosen

relation is one of the available and is supposed to give results close to observations [16]).

CD = 0.455 (Equ. 4.72)
[loglo (ReL)

Reck et al. also propose correction factors for pond size and surrounding terrain, that

will not be discussed here in detail.

Summary:

The proposed relation requires the calculation of a drag coefficient that is dependent on
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wind direction and pond shape, as it depends on the Reynolds number. Therefore the same

uncertainties as mentioned before are included. The correction factors for size and

surrounding terrain are not useful for the present work, as only one particular pond will be

examined and the model is calibrated to measured data. In the process of calibration a

combined correction factor will be applied that includes the corrections for size and

surrounding terrain.

Final selection of a relation for evaporative and convective heat transfer

Considering the uncertainties that are associated with the measurement of the wind

speed, both with respect to absolute value and to measurement height, for every chosen

function a calibration variable will have to be introduced. The correction will be made by

means of a simple linear factor that is used to adjust the predicted heat transfer to the

measured values. As a calibration factor will have to be introduced in any case, the relations

discussed in the preceding section should all yield reasonable results, as the main

mechanisms the relations are based on are identical.

The correlations developed by Ryan and Harleman are relatively simple to evaluate.

The simplification made by Porter et al. is therefore not needed in the present work. The

equations outlined in section a. are rather complicated, especially as they require many

properties to be evaluated. Furthermore the relations were developed from basic relations

for a flat plate, with all the uncertainties included in the analogy mentioned above.

For the further calculation the relations of Ryan and Harleman are selected. A linear

correction factor is applied to the wind function. The introduction of a correction factor is

suggested by Ryan and Harleman and by Porter et al. to account for site specific effects,

such as diking effects and uncertainties in wind speed measurements, as discussed earlier.

The calibration factor also accounts for differences in measurement height. The correction

due to the wind speed profile as mentioned before is not performed separately, but is



included in the correction factor. The wind function for forced only and combined forced

and free convection is then given as

if Tvs - Tva < 0

fv =Xcal •(30.2 Vinf). 2 Btu (Equ. 4.73 a)
ft .hr. psia

ifT -T > 0
V. V.

fv = Xcal" 30.2.Vjnf+48.3(Tvs -Tva) ft2  psia (Equ. 4.73 b)

Using the wind function convective and evaporative heat transfer can be calculated as

shown in equations 4.64 and 4.66.

Ryan and Harleman estimate the accuracy of these relation to be on the order of ±15%,

due to inhomogenities of micrometeorological conditions over a water surface and due to

the problems in obtaining reliable on-site weather information.

In section 4.2.4 the procedure is outlined to determine the calibration factor for the

Columbia cooling pond. A value of Xcal = 0.41 is found to give the best fit to measured

data.

Solar radiation

Not all of the incident solar radiation is absorbed in the pond water. A certain amount

is reflected back into the atmosphere, dependent on the reflectance of the water surface. A

reflectance of 6 % is assumed, which is corresponding to recommendations given in [10]

for summer months. A reflectance of 6% means that 94% of the incident solar radiation are

absorbed. However Wei et al. give an absorptance of 90%. For further calculation the

higher absorptance given by Ryan and Harlemann is assumed, as the water conditions in a



cooling pond are different from the water conditions in a swimming pool. The water in a

cooling pond is generally dirtier and there are no reflecting walls containing the water as is

the case for a swimming pool. The absorbed solar radiation then becomes

q o1 = 0.94. I (Equ. 4.74)

where I is the total incident solar radiation on a horizontal surface.

Radiation from the sky and from the water surface

The emitted radiation from a radiating body is computed by the Stefan Boltzman law.

(Equ. 4.75)qradiation = 8" (T" T

where T is the absolute temperature of the surface, e is the surface emissivity and r is the

Stefan Boltzman constant, which has the value

= 1.72910 - 9  2Btu
ft • hr. R

F is the emissivity of the surface and is dependent on the surface properties.

The emissivity of a water surface is estimated to 100% by Wei et al.. Ryan and Harlemann

however assume a water surface emissivity of 0.96, which will be assumed in the further

calculation.

eW = 0.96

Using the water emissivisty heat rejection rate from the water surface is calculated to

qrad,w = Ew * (Tw + 459.67)
(Equ. 4.76)

where Tw is the water surface temperature in F.



The emissivity of the sky depends on several parameters. These are the moisture

content of the air, the cloud cover and the cloud base or ceiling height. A simplified

algorithm of Martin and Berdahl[17] is followed to predict the sky emissivity. The clear

sky emissivity is obtained as a function of the dewpoint temperature

0 

4.7711+02

( ho 80 )(Equ. 4.77)

where Tdp is the dewpoint temperature in *F.

A diurnal correction is applied to predict hourly emissivities

Eh = 0.013. cos2r- (Equ. 4.78)

where t is the time of the day in hours. An additional correction is added to adjust for the

geographical elevation of the location.

le = 0.12(14.512 am- 1 (Equ. 4.79)

where Pat is the ambient pressure in psia. The clear sky emissivity is calculated by

summing the corrections given above

Ecl = 6o + Ch + Ee (Equ. 4. 80)

In the presence of clouds the total emissivity of the sky is higher than the clear sky value.

The total emissivity is given by

esky =Edl + (I-C.c (Equ. 4.81)

C is the 'infrared cloud amount' and it is defined by

C = rc . (Equ. 4.82)

where rc is the fractional area of the sky covered by clouds and e, is the hemispherical
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cloud emissivity. F depends on the cloud base temperature. F is low for high clouds and

approaches unity for low clouds. As values for F are difficult to measure, a theoretical

approach is used. F is correlated to the sky temperature depression that is the difference

between ambient air temperature and cloud temperature. The cloud temperature is rarely

available and a correlation is developed that relates F to the ceiling height of the clouds.

The result is the following expression

F = exp(-hco (Equ. 4.83)

where hCI is the cloud base height or ceiling height and h0 =26900 ft. Although this

correlation is only an approximation, the associated error is considered small by Martin and

Berdahl [17].

The hemispherical cloud emissity s- is approximated by a linear curvefit also given in [17]

If h > 36100 ft

ec = 0.15 (Equ. 4.84a)

if h < 36100 ft

=(0.72-0.15) (h-13120) (Equ. 4.84b)8¢ 0.2-(36100 -13120)

The correlation given in [17] can be used to account for several layers of clouds. In the

present work, only one layer of clouds is assumed, at an average ceiling height, to simplify

the calculation. Also, not always is data available that gives detailed information about each

single cloud layer, its respective fraction of sky covered by clouds and its cloud base

height. The data files available from the local weather station give information only about

the total fraction of the sky covered by clouds and one average ceiling height.

The reflectance of the water surface for long wave radiation from the sky is estimated to



[10] Yw,rad = 0.03

The radiation heat flux from the sky into the water body is calculated by

qrad,sky = (" - Yw,rad) -sky " (Ta + 459.67)4  (Equ. 4.85)

where T is the absolute ambient drybulb temperature in *F.a

The total radiation heat transfer from the water body to the atmosphere is then determined

by the difference of long wave sky and water radiation

( 4 )4

qrad = Y8w' (Tw +459.67) -(1-Yw,rad)'esky*(Ta +459.67 (Equ. 4.86)

Summary of energy balance

The single energy fluxes discussed above are all combined in the simulation of the cooling

pond. A calibration factor will be applied to the convective transfer relations. The radiation

terms are included without a calibration factor, as they are considered to be accurate

enough. The energy equations can then be used to model the thermal behavior of the

cooling pond.

4.2.3 Algorithm for pond simulation

Assumptions

The most significant assumption is that there is no vertical stratification in the cooling

pond. This assumption corresponds to the assumption of Ryan and Harleman for a shallow

pond [10]. With a maximum depth of 10 ft the Columbia cooling pond can be classified as

shallow. In section 3.2.2 the results of three pond surveys were presented. Although in

some sections of the pond stratification was observed, the pond appeared in general to be

fully mixed vertically. The phenomena that lead to the observation of partial stratification

were discussed in section 3.2.2. In building of a model for the cooling pond these
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phenomena, which are caused by changing depths of the pond, are not significant. For the

computer model a flow channel of uniform width and depth is assumed. The values for

width and depth are estimated from the real physical shape of the pond. As the pond has

approximately the shape of a long channel, it is reasonable to approximate the actual pond

shape by a uniform flow channel.

Plug flow is assumed in the pond that means that there is no mixing or dispersion in

flow direction. If the thermal images discussed in section 3.2.3 are recalled that showed

isotherms that are nearly perpendicular to the flow direction, the plug flow model seems

appropriate. No dispersion in flow direction is observed in the infrared pictures.

Flow model

Based on the assumption of plug flow in the pond, the pond is divided into a number

of elements in flow direction. The simulation is performed in hourly time steps. To be able

to account for various volumetric flow rates of water, the number of elements is not fixed

but is dependent on the 'history' of the pond. The size of one element is determined such

that an element contains the respective amount of water corresponding to the inflow volume

of one hour. Figure 4.9 shows a schematic of how the water flow through the pond is

realized in the computer model.

The letters in the figure identify a certain element while the associated number indicates

the time of simulation. In the figure the simulation starts at time one on the top and

progresses down to time step four. The first element on the left side always corresponds to

the amount of inflow into the pond. As a fixed width and depth of the channel is assumed,

the volume of one element can be equivalently expressed by its length. It is shown in the

plot the water flow rate is not constant but can change from time step to time step, as can be

seen from the different lengths of the elements. At each time step the elements are moved in

flow direction corresponding to the amount of inflow. Evaporation and other losses, such
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as possible water losses to the ground, are neglected. Therefore the elements keep their

size.

Figure 4.9 Model of pond flow

The simulation program keeps track of the position, length or size and of the

temperature of each element. The temperature calculation will be. described in the next

section. The number of elements that contain actual temperature and position data varies in

the process of the simulation and is equal to the present circulation time, as one element

corresponds to the inflow of one hour. If the end position of an element exceeds the total

lake length outflow
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length of the flow channel, the element is respectively shortened, as shown for element B

at timestep 2 or element C at timestep 3 on the right hand side of figure 4.9. An element

can also be removed completely, as shown for element A at timestep 2 or element B at

timestep 3. The dashed lines indicate the amount of outflow that has always to be equal to

the amount of inflow. Inflow and outflow have to be identical as the same amount of water

that is discharged from the plant has to be drawn into it on the cold water side. It can also

be seen that the total outflow volume can consist of several pieces that can come from

several elements. The total outflow volume is computed from the sum of the outflows from

each element

ne

V out o= IV Outi (Equ. 4.87)
i=1

where ne denotes the total number of elements in the simulation. The summation is

performed over all possible elements, but the outflow volume of an element on the left side

is zero and does not contribute to the summation. To get the mixed outflow temperature an

energy balance is made over all outflow volumes

P w,out" Cpw,out "out" TW,Out- Tref= [WOt ICwot Vu"TW,Out- Tref]i

(Equ. 4.88)

The temperature T ref is a reference temperature. The density and specific heat depend

on the water temperature. In the calculation the specific heat and density are assumed to be

constant, which is a reasonable assumption considering that the temperature differences

even from pond inflow to outflow are of the order of 15 or 25*F. This temperature

difference does not cause significant changes in density and specific heat. The calculation

of the outflow temperature can then be simplified to, using equation 4.87



neJl[V out"* TW,Out ]

T W [Out ne (Equ. 4.89)

V Out,i

Implied in the flow model described above is that a simulation can not calculate

outflow temperatures from the first time step on. When the simulation is started the pond is

'empty', which means the elements have a length and temperature set by default. An

outflow temperature is calculated when the first inflow element traveled from pond inlet to

outlet, corresponding to the circulation times mentioned in section 2.4.2.. In the case of

the Columbia cooling pond the water needs roughly three days to flow from inlet to outlet.

It is therefore necessary to supply a data set of flow rates, discharge temperatures and

weather data at least three days in advance to the time period of interest that is to be

simulated.

Addition of make-up inflow

In the simulation of the pond flow as discussed above, water losses are neglected to

make sure that at each time the amount of outflow is equal to the amount of inflow.

However, losses are actually there and a certain amount of make-up water is added to the

pond at one location. The make-up water can also exceed or be less than the amount of

losses. To include the make up flow into the calculation, the losses are basically

concentrated at one location. The water level is held constant through the whole simulation,

although the level might change marginally due to the amount of make-up flow (see

sections 2.4 and 2.5). Figure 4.10 shows in principle how the make-up flow is integrated

into the pond model. When an element reaches the position of the make-up inflow a certain

volume corresponding to the volumetric flow rate of make-up water is subtracted from the

element. The element temperature, Tel, is unchanged at this time. In the same time step the
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volume of make-up flow is added again to the element, but with the temperature of the

make-up flow.

Figure 4.10 Make-up inflow addition

The new element temperature is calculated by a simple mixing equation under the same

assumptions stated above.

Tmix = Tel "(Vel - Vmu)+ Tmu" Vmu (Equ. 4.90)

Vel

where Vel is the volume of the element before and after make-up flow is added and Vmu is

the volume of make-up flow This procedure is a simplification of the actual process. The

pond survey (see section 3.2) shows stratification after the make-up inflow point. The

model assumes a fully mixed state at every time. But, the pond survey also showed that the

water gets mixed after a short distance after the make-up inflow. Therefore the assumption

of a fully mixed element at the make-up inflow position is reasonable.

Energy transfer calculation

The temperature change of a pond element can be described by a differential equation of the

following form:

Vmu, TmuVmu, Tel



Pw'cpwV dT el = q(T, lAel (Equ. 4.91)

Density and specific heat are assumed to be constant, r is the time variable. An energy flux

leaving the water surface is counted positive. The surface area of an particular element is

denoted Ael. The surface heat transfer q(Tel) is a function of the respective water

temperature of the element and of ambient conditions. The heat transfer can be computed

from the relations described in section 4.2.2, given the element temperature and weather

data. In the simulation it is assumed that there is no conductive heat flux between the single

elements. As the average length of an element is about 250 ft this assumption seems

reasonable. As mentioned before, dispersion effects between elements are neglected, too.

The differential equation (equation 4.91) is solved numerically using a simple Euler

integration scheme. A constant time step of one hour is chosen in the simulation. The

temperature at each time step can be approximated by

q(T el,-A )*A el
Telj = Tel,-Ar PW PW "Vel (Equ. 4.92)

where At is the time step of the simulation. In the simulation progress this equation is

solved for each single element at each time step. The order of calculation is such that first

the new element temperatures are calculated at each time step. After that the outflow is

generated and, if specified, the make-up flow is added.

Computer model of the cooling pond

The algorithm discussed above is used to build a computer model of the cooling pond.

A FORTRAN routine is written that performs the bookkeeping of the elements, which

includes temperature, size and position of each element. The program contains also a



routine that calculates the energy transfer given the ambient conditions and water

temperature. The numerical integration outlined above is then performed by the program at

every time step. A detailed description of the TRNSYS routine that models the performance

of a cooling pond is given in Appendix B. An EES program was also written that can

perform the pond calculation. But EES can only be used for short term analysis due to

memory restrictions. The simulation also takes considerable time using EES. Therefore

mainly the TRNSYS routine was used for simulation and the EES program is not shown in

Appendix B.

4.2.4 Calibration of the cooling pond model

The geometric pond model is calibrated using the actual physical shape of the pond.

From the map and outline given in section 2.2.1 the following geometric values will be

assumed for the calculation.

width: 1250 ft

length: 19000 ft

depth: 6.5 ft

The position of make-up inflow is determined to be at a distance of 17000 ft from the

discharge. The volumetric flow rate into the pond is determined from the design water flow

rate of the main condenser circulating pumps (section 2.1.4), an average low head flow

(section 2.4.2) and the tower flow rates determined in the tower performance test

(section 3.2.4).

As discussed in section 4.2.2 the relations for convective heat and mass transfer,

namely the wind function, have to be calibrated to the local conditions. For this purpose,

the plant data and weather data from the weather station are used. The measured pond

temperature obtained from the plant measurement system is corrected by 5 *F. This



correction is necessary as the actual pond temperature is 5 *F higher than the measured

temperature, as was outlined in section 3.2.1. The TRNSYS cooling pond type is used for

the calculation. The model is calibrated using a data set from June 1994. For the best fit a

calibration factor of Xcal = 0.41 is found.

A reduction of the predicted heat transfer by 60% is reasonable in this case as can be

seen from the following considerations. The correlations of Ryan and Harleman use a wind

speed measured at 2 m height, while the wind speed at the weather station is measured at

10 m. Using the power law correlation for the wind profile the wind speed measured at the
(2-) 0.26

airport has to be scaled down by a factor of = 0.66. In addition the difference

between average wind speeds measured at the airport and at the plant site has to be recalled.

The average wind speed at the plant site was found to be 7.4 mph while the value at the

airport is 9.3 mph (see table 3.1). This difference in average wind speed amounts to an

additional correction of 7.%Y9.3 = 0.8. Multiplying the two corrections mentioned above

leads to a total approximate correction factor of 0.66-0.8 = 0.53. Considering additional

site specific effects that are not included in the heat transfer correlations, a calibration factor

of 0.41 seems reasonable, although it has to be mentioned that the calculation of the

corrections due to wind profile and measurement location can only be considered as a very

rough approximation.

Figure 4.11 shows a comparison between measured and calculated temperatures using

data from June 1994. The plot shows that the program cannot calculate an outflow

temperature right from the first time step on, but a certain time is necessary to 'fill the pond

up'. During this time the outflow temperature is set by default to 85°F; some other value

could also be used. At 72 hours the actual calculated outflow temperature is given in the

plot. It can be seen, that in general the calculated temperature follows the measured values.

The times of maxima and minima almost always correspond. But the measured temperature



shows higher oscillations. The higher amplitude in the measured values can be due to

errors in the calculation. The difference between calculation and measurement can also be

due to measurement errors if the location of the temperature sensor that monitors the pond

temperature is recalled (see section 3.2.1). This sensor is located close to the water

surface, so that it is influenced by ambient conditions.
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Figure 4.11 Calculated and measured pond discharge and outlet temperatures.

period from June 10 0:00 to June 23 0:00 1994

Figure 4.12 shows the simulation results for a data set of August 1994. The

calibration factor used for the August calculation is the same that was used for the June

data. The calculation fits the measured data equally well than for the June data set. Again

the amplitude of the measured data is in general higher than of the calculated. What is also

influencing the calculation is that during the time shown in the plot the plant units were not

run at maximum load, but at various loads. Therefore only one cooling water pump per unit



was run from hour 190 to 288. During hours 96 to 190 the cooling towers were operated

with one cooling tower pump, the remaining time shown in the plot the towers were not

operated. The high plant discharge temperature amplitudes shown in the middle of the plot

are due to changing plant load in the course of a day. At the time shown the plant was not

run at maximum load all the time, but during daytime hours the load was higher than during

the night. Therefore the water temperature rise across the condenser is high especially in

afternoon hours, which are hours of high load. During the night the plant load and amount

of heat rejected drop. The hours indicated on the time axis in the plot are midnight hours.
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Figure 4.12 Calculated and measured pond discharge and outlet temperatures.

period from August 20 0:00 to September 1 0:00 1994

Another data set for the time preceding the pond survey of July 1995 (section 3.2.2)

was used for a simulation run. Figure 4.13 shows the calculated and measured pond outlet

temperatures and the plant discharge temperatures. Data were available for three and a half



days in advance to the pond survey, therefore the calculated and measured temperatures are

compared for a period of ten hours only, the time for which an outflow could be calculated.

There is good agreement between the measured and calculated temperature.

60 72

time [hr]

Figure 4.13 Calculated and measured pond discharge and outlet temperatures,

period from July 27 0:00 to July 25 12:00 1995

The TRNSYS program is capable of calculating a 'snapshot' of the pond, which

means at a specified time the element positions and temperatures are printed into a file and

can be plotted. Using the data set from July 1995, the temperature distribution in the pond

at the time of the lake survey (section 3.2.2) is calculated. The time of the pond survey

corresponds to hour 84 in figure 4.13. Figure 4.14 shows the measured and calculated

temperature distribution in the pond. Average values over all three probe depths are taken to

plot the measured temperature curve (section 3.2.2). The slope of both the measured and

calculated curve correspond quite well. Both curves show areas where the temperature

plant discharge temperature

measured pond outlet temperature
calculated pond outlet temperature



decreases with distance and then rises again. The calculated temperature curve shows these

depressions at other locations than the measured temperature curve. This behavior is due to

the idealization of the flow channel in the computer model. The actual pond has not a

uniform width and depth, therefore the flow velocity changes with distance. The computer

model assumes a constant flow channel geometry and in result a constant flow velocity. If

the flow velocity in the pond was uniform, the temperature depression shown at a distance

of 9000 ft in the measured temperature curve would be at the location of the depression

shown in the calculated curve at a distance of 13500 ft. This is due to the fact, that the

actual pond water flows slower in the first part, as the flow channel is wider there, and

faster in the second half, where the flow channel is narrowed by the settling basin.
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Figure 4.14 Comparison of pond survey from July 25 1995 with TRNSYS simulation

The effect of make-up inflow is overestimated in the pond survey data as was

discussed before (section 3.2.2), as simple averages are taken over all three measurements



that were taken at different depths. The shown sharp temperature decrease at the make-up

inflow point is therefore actually smaller. After a short distance the effect of make-up

inflow almost vanishes in the measured data. The calculated temperature does not show this

sharp temperature decrease at the make-up inflow point, as in the model the assumption of

a fully mixed pond is made and the comparably small amount of make-up flow does not

have a large impact on the pond temperature. This is especially the case as the make-up

water temperature at the time of the pond survey was 88*F, only slightly below the pond

water temperature at the make-up inflow point.

In summary the pond model delivers results that are close to the observed pond

temperatures, even if at some times the difference between measurement and calculation can

amount up to for 4 °F. In all shown cases the general trend of the pond behavior is

correctly predicted. The fact that the same calibration constant is used and an equally

accurate prediction in all three shown cases is obtained indicates that the model is suitable to

predict the pond performance. The maximum error in the calculation is in the order of 4 *F,

which is acceptable considering the errors that are associated with weather and plant

operation data. Especially the temperature measurement of the pond outflow temperature is

not precise enough to make more accurate predictions with the model. The pond model is

used in the further simulation process with the calibration constant found in the calibration

runs shown above.

4.2.5 The concept of equilibrium temperature

The equilibrium temperature is the temperature that the pond water would reach when

it is in equilibrium with the environment [Ryan and Harleman]. In the state of equilibrium

the storage term in the overall energy balance, equation 4.40, would vanish. Solution of

this equation requires iteration and can not be done analytically. For a cooling pond the

equilibrium temperature is not equal to the wet bulb temperature, as is the case in a cooling
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tower, because solar and long wave radiation cannot be neglected. The equilibrium

temperature is a strong function of ambient conditions, such as temperature, wind speed,

insolation, moisture content and cloud cover. By introducing the equilibrium temperature

the heat transfer relations can be expressed in a simpler form

q = U. (Ts-TE) (Equ. 4.93)

where TE is the equilibrium temperature. U is an overall heat transfer coefficient that

combines the energy transfer terms from section 4.2.2. U has units of Btu . An
hr. ft2 .°F

energy balance on an incremental part of the pond yields the following differential equation

if the pond is assumed fully mixed

mw. CPW *dTs = - U.(Ts - TE). dA (Equ. 4.94)

where mw is the water mass flow rate and dA is an incremental part of surface area. If U is

assumed constant and independent of the water temperature equation 4.93 can be

integrated directly [18].

T- e Ur.Aj (Equ. 4.95)TH - ILE =ep wp

TC is the outflow and TH the discharge temperature into the pond, A is the surface

area. This is a very simple approach to calculate the cooling pond behavior, as in reality the

overall heat transfer coefficient U is a strong function of ambient conditions that change

with time. The time scale for changes of U is much smaller than the time the pond water

needs to travel around the pond, as the pond water needs approximately three days from

inlet to outlet. Also, U is a function of the water temperature. Equation 4.88 can therefore

only be used for long term analysis, when ambient conditions can be approximated by

constant average values and appropriate averages for plant discharge temperature and water



flow rate are available. For short term analysis that is required for this work a transient

model has to be employed that includes changes in ambient conditions and plant operation.

But equation 4.88 gives a good approximation of the behavior of a cooling pond and can

be used for design considerations.

Although the concept of a linearized heat transfer calculation as shown above is not

useful for this work, it is interesting to examine how long it takes for the pond water to

reach the equilibrium state. This question is of particular interest if the considerations of

section 2.5 are recalled. The question was raised, whether a higher or lower flow rate

would positively influence the pond performance. The flow rate determines the circulation

time of the pond water. An EES program was set up to calculate the energy transfer

dependent on water temperature and ambient conditions. A numerical integration was

performed to determine the temperature time dependence. Figure 4.15 shows the results of

the calculation. In all calculations the drybulb temperature was held constant at 90 *F, the

cloud cover fraction at 20 % and the ceiling height at 40000 ft. Zero wind speed was

assumed. It can be seen that the wetbulb temperature has a significant impact on the water

temperature. A higher wetbulb temperature leads to higher water temperatures and slows

the cooling process, as the potential for evaporation decreases with higher wetbulb. The

wetbulb temperature is the only ambient parameter that is changed in the calculation,

because the other parameters such as cloud cover and wind speed have a comparable effect.

Higher wind speed leads to higher evaporation and convection rates. Changing the cloud

fraction or ceiling height influences the emissivity of the sky and therefore the amount of

long wave radiation received by the water. But, the effect of changing one parameter, say

wind speed, can be equivalently simulated by changing the wetbulb temperature. The effect

that is to be shown is a generally higher or lower potential to reject heat from the water

body and it makes no difference whether this is accomplished by changing the wetbulb

temperature or some other weather variable.
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weather conditions: Tdb =90*F, Vinf =0, rc =20%, hc1 =40000ft
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Figure 4.15 Water temperature dependence on time and weather conditions

All curves in figure 4.15 have in common that at the beginning the water temperature

drops rapidly. After a certain time the temperature curve levels off. It can be seen that for a

higher energy flux from the water, which is simulated by a lower wetbulb temperature, the

temperature drops faster and approaches a lower equilibrium temperature. The influence of

solar radiation becomes evident in the plot. The solar radiation was taken from an average

solar radiation profile in June. It can be seen that the temperature begins to oscillate after a

certain time in a daily cycle. The vertical lines indicate the circulation times given in

section 2.4.2. When solar radiation is included in the simulation the water temperature

begins to oscillate before it reaches the plant intake, even for the shortest circulation time.

The further cooling of the water after the first vertical line, which indicates the circulation

time for no cooling tower operation, becomes small towards the next two lines, which
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indicate one and two cooling tower pump operation. Slowing down the flow only

decreases the temperature of the pond water a little, especially if the curves calculated with

solar radiation are examined. The fact that the temperature drops only slowly after a certain

time corresponds to the observation made in the pond survey (section 3.2.2). From

figure 4.15 it becomes evident, that slowing down the flow is not necessarily an

advantage, as it does not lower the water temperature significantly. It has to be recalled that

lowering the flow comes with operation of the cooling towers, which need significant

auxiliary power to operate. What is also evident from the plot is that a lower potential for

heat rejection, that means in this case higher wetbulb temperature, the water temperature

levels off faster, or in other words, the slope of the temperature-time curve decreases. That

means, that in bad weather conditions in summer months the water outlet temperature

becomes less sensitive to the circulation time. It has to be determined, whether it is

worthwhile to operate the cooling towers at a higher flow rate to slow down the pond flow.

Figure 4.15 only shows the pond outlet water temperature. The pond outlet temperature is

not equal to the plant intake water as the cold tower water and the pond water are mixed. A

closer examination of the combined effect of cooling tower operation and pond behavior

will be given in chapter 6.

The effect of discharge temperature on the pond outlet temperature is shown in

figure 4.16. The weather conditions are held constant for both curves, as indicated in the

figure. It can be seen, that the inlet temperature has a major impact on the pond temperature

only in the beginning of the cooling process. After a certain time the temperatures approach

the same value, the equilibrium temperature. It becomes also obvious that at the time when

the water leaves the pond, indicated by three vertical lines for different circulation times, the

effect of the inlet temperature on the pond outlet temperature becomes small. The difference

in pond temperature for the two shown curves in figure 4.15, for example at hour 84, is

only 3 *F while the difference at the inlet was 10 *F.
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Figure 4.16 Influence of discharge temperature on pond water temperature

4.2.6 Coolin pond characteristics

The pond model was used to calculate a number of snapshots using the June 1994

data. Figures 4.17 a to 4.17 d show snapshots at times that correspond to the times

shown in figure 4.13. It can be seen that the discharge temperature 'history' of the pond

can be followed over time. This becomes especially evident if the temperature peak, at time

96 at a distance of 4000 ft, is followed. But it can also be seen, that the effect of discharge

temperature becomes less important when the flow proceeds through the pond. Following

the before mentioned peak its temperature becomes more and more equal to the temperature

in the vicinity with the progress of time. In the actual pond this peak would probably

disappear much faster through mixing effects.
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Figure 4.17 a Pond water temperature vs. distance, June 1994 data
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Fi2ure 4.17 b Pond water temperature vs. distance. June 1994 data
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Figure 4.17 c Pond water temperature vs. distance, June 1994 data
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Figure 4.17 d Pond water temperature vs. distance, June 1994 data



Time 96 corresponds to a daytime of 0:00 a.m. It is interesting to note that during the

day, in the charts at times 108 and 114, the discharge temperature is significantly higher

than during the night, hours 96 and 102. But although the discharge temperature changes

by 10*F, the pond outflow temperature changes by less than 5 *F. This observation

corresponds to the results shown in figure 4.12, that the impact of discharge temperature

decreases with time, or in the presentation of figures 4.17, with distance. Figures 4.17

show that this observation can also be made, when the discharge temperature and ambient

conditions change.

Using the TRNSYS program average heat rejection rates were calculated over the time

one element travels from intake to outlet. Values are taken from the June 94 calculation that

was performed before. The values shown are calculated for a circulation time of

approximately 3 days corresponding to the flow rates in the period used for the calculation.

qev = 11000 Btu 67% of total rejectedft

qcon = 3000 Btu 18% of total rejectedft

qrad = 2400 Btu 15% of total rejectedft

'qrejecte = 16400 Btuft

qsol = -6000 Btu 37% of total rejected17ft

qnet = 10400 Btu
ITft

The heat transfer is calibrated to a unit surface area. It can be seen that evaporation is

by far the biggest source of heat rejection to the environment as 67% of the total energy

loss of the pond water is by evaporation. Convection and radiation are of the same order of



magnitude, with a fraction of 18% and 15% of the total rejected energy, respectively, but

not as significant as the evaporative heat flux. Solar radiation input into the lake has a major

impact on pond behavior. Almost 40% of the total energy rejected is solar radiation.

Therefore it can be seen that solar radiation contributes an additional heat load to the pond.

The plant heat load is equivalent to the total net energy transfer into the environment, which
Btu

is on the order of 10400 f--' as shown above.

4.2.7 Summary

The selected heat transfer relations that were outlined in section 4.2.2 are suitable to

predict the thermal pond behavior quite accurately, when a calibration factor is evaluated

that correlates the theoretical relationships to the measured data. The introduction of a

calibration factor is reasonable to account for site specific effects, as was shown in

section 4.2.4. Applying the determined correction factor the pond model will be used in

the further analysis of the cooling system.

The examination of the cooling process of the pond water with respect to time showed

that the water cools down fast at the beginning of the cooling process. The temperature

decrease then levels off as the water proceeds through the pond (see section 4.2.5). The

water temperature even begins to oscillate due to solar radiation after a certain time. It was

shown that the pond is most effective in the first half in cooling down the water while the

temperature decrease in the second half becomes marginal. The circulation time of the water

has only limited influence on pond performance (see figure 4.14). As the circulation time

is the parameter that can be influenced by the amount of water that is pumped to the cooling

towers it can be assumed that the tower operation mode does not have a major impact on

pond outlet temperature. The impact of tower operation on pond behavior will be discussed

in more detail in chapter 5.

Ambient conditions influence the time, after which the temperature in the pond reaches
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a stationary state (see figure 4.14). If the potential for energy rejection is low, for example

at high wetbulb temperatures, the decrease in water temperature is slower and the effect of

circulation time on pond performance becomes even smaller.

The examination of the energy rejection terms shown in section 4.2.6 shows that

evaporation is the major source of energy rejection to the environment. It could also be

seen, that solar radiation is a significant contribution to the heat load on the pond that leads

to diurnal fluctuations in water temperature. If solar radiation is present the cooling

potential of the cooling pond available for plant heat rejection is decreased.

The overall cooling system performance with respect to cooling tower operation mode,

that means also circulation time in the pond will be discussed in chapter 6.



4.3 Cooling spray

4.3.1 Brief literature survey

The prediction of spray performance is in general a difficult task, as many parameters

influence the spray performance. In the case of a cooling tower the main parameters were

ambient temperatures, water and air flow rates and two coefficients that were obtained from

experiments (see section 4.1.3). A cooling spray is also influenced, in addition to the

parameters mentioned above, by changing wind speeds and directions and by the

arrangement of the single spray units in the spray system that usually consists of an array

of single spray nozzle clusters.

Manufacturers data that predicts cooling spray performance for various ambient

conditions are rarely available, in contrast to cooling towers where the manufacturer usually

provides performance curves like the one shown in figure 4.6. A performance curve similar

to that for a cooling tower is given in [19]. But the data provided is suitable only for one

particular arrangement of spray clusters and only for a wind speed of 5 mph.

Another manufacturer [20] gives the efficiency of a cooling spray in general as 50%.

Efficiency in this context is defined, similar to a heat exchanger, as the ratio of actual heat

rejection to maximum possible heat transfer. The coldest temperature the water can reach in

a spray system is the wetbulb temperature of the ambient air, as only sensible heat and

mass transfer are significant, similar to a cooling tower (see section 4.1.1). The efficiency

of a spray can then be defined as

s = (T -T c ) (Equ. 4.96)

r TH T wb,inf)

where TH and TC are the hot and cold spray water temperatures, respectively, and Twb,inf



is the wetbulb temperature of the ambient air. The efficiency of a spray depends on many

parameters such as ambient temperatures, wind speed and direction and arrangement of the

spray nozzles. Therefore the assumption of a constant spray efficiency is crude and is not

suitable to examine the effect of cooling sprays on a cooling system under varying

conditions.

The information provided by manufacturers, as shown above, illustrates the difficulties

that exist in finding a precise and also simple theoretical way to predict spray performance,

as it was developed for a cooling tower. Several empirical and semiempirical approaches

are found in the literature for the prediction of spray performance.

Chen and Trezek[21] use the spray energy release method, SER, which is similar to the

Ntu value introduced for the cooling tower (section 4.1.1). The SER approach is a

semiempirical method in which a single spray unit is experimentally evaluated. From the

single unit performance the overall system performance is estimated. In the work of Chen

and Trezek the main parameters that influence spray performance are identified as the

droplet heat transfer coefficient, the local wetbulb temperature and the droplet size

distribution function.

Porter and Chaturverdi [22 - 24] utilize a Ntu method, which is a semiempirical

method, too. The Ntu value combines the droplet parameters into one parameter and treats

the cooling spray system as an heat exchanger. Ntu values are obtained from

measurements. The predicted system performance is compared to measurements from

existing installations. A dimensionless interference allowance is used that defines the rise in

local wetbulb temperature as the air proceeds through the spraying field. A more detailed

description of the interference allowance is given below. The interference allowance was

determined experimentally. Porter and Chaturverdi also give correlations to predict Ntu

values and the interference allowance from a theoretical approach. In [22] different flow

models of air traveling through the spray field are introduced and evaluated.



Palaszewski, Weinbaum and Jiji [25] propose a different approach from the ones

mentioned before. In their work a three-dimensional model for determining the flow and

thermal characteristics of spray units is utilized to predict the performance of a cooling

spray system. The model accounts for local variation in properties of the air and the

droplets throughout the flow field, rather then using average droplet and air properties, as

was proposed by Porter and Chaturverdi. The method of Paleszewki et al. is derived from

basic thermodynamic and fluid dynamics conservation equations, while an element of air is

followed through the spray field. This method requires iterative solution and computational

effort to solve the resulting differential equations numerically for each set of conditions.

A similar approach to the method of Palaszewski et al. is presented by Moussiopoulos

and Ernst [26 to 27]. A computer program is developed that does not require empirical

information from field measurements or the adaption of model constants. The air flow

calculations also account for turbulence. The system of differential equations is solved by

means of a finite difference method. The advantage of this method is that the spray

performance can be predicted even for zero wind velocity. A considerable computational

effort is required, though, to solve for the spray behavior for each given set of parameters.

A program to perform this task and an example cooling spray arrangement are discussed

in [27].

Summary

Manufacturers data are not very useful for the task of the present work, as they only

supply performance data for one particular operation condition. But the catalog data is

useful to determine droplet sizes, flow rates and spray patterns that are required for

performance calculations. The approach of Porter and Chaturverdi has been compared to

measurements and delivers accurate results with a comparably low computational effort.

The more advanced approaches presented in [25 - 27] give better results and do not rely on



empirical information, but require a considerable computational effort that would go

beyond the scope of the present work. In the following section the approach of Porter and

Chaturverdi is therefore adapted to calculate spray performance for a set of given

parameters and to obtain an estimate of how a spray system placed in the cooling pond

would affect the cooling system performance.

4.3.2 Energy transfer in an atmospheric cooling spray, the Ntu

approach

In the following section a summary of the relations for heat and mass transfer in an

atmospheric cooling spray is given. The algorithm follows in most part the Ntu method

outlined by Porter and Chaturverdi [22 - 24].

Rs
pond surface

Figure 4.18 Spray geometry

Figure 4.18 shows the principle of a single cooling spray and its geometric parameters.

A nozzle is placed above the water surface and discharges water at a certain angle into the

air. Nozzles with a hollow cone spray pattern are usually used for cooling sprays. The

water supply can either come from a central pump that distributes the warm water to a

greater number of nozzles or floating pumps can be used that draw the water directly at that
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location in the pond where the nozzles are placed. The total spraying height above water is

denoted Zs, the height above the nozzle is Zu and the approximate radius of the spray

pattern is Rs . From a trajectory analysis the mean flying time of a droplet in the air can be

estimated. Drag is neglected in this calculation, as suggested in [22], and the flying time is

2*Z + 2
t f g S(Equ. 4.97)f g g

where g is the gravitational constant. The mean vertical droplet velocity is calculated under

the same assumption of no drag from an average of upward and downward movement.

wd =.( 2.g.Z u + VYg Zs) (Equ. 4.98)

The horizontal droplet velocity is estimated from

vd =-'( 2.gZu + 2AgiZs) (Equ. 4.99)

To get the relative velocity between air and droplet the following relation is applied,

although the three used velocities are not always perpendicular to each other

u2 = w2 + v2 + v2v (Equ. 4.100)

where vav is the average wind speed over the spraying height. To calculate the average

wind speed the power law relation from section 4.2.2 is used. An integration over the

spray height Zs yields

vav = sin( N). Vinf .(Zr)(Equ. 4.101)T'(K+l)"(S

where Zr is the height at which the wind speed is measured, 10 m in this case. Nf is the

angle of approach of the wind with respect to the spray array, as is shown in figure 4.19.

The Nusselt number to obtain the heat and mass transfer coefficient for a single drop is
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calculated using the Ranz-Marshall correlation (see equation 4.7 to 4.9), using the average

velocity ud. For property evaluation the mean film temperature, which is the average value

of hot water and ambient wetbulb temperature, is used. The characteristic length to calculate

the Reynolds number is the mean droplet diameter that is defined as the Sauter mean

diameter.

Jn(D)D3 dD

DVS = n (Equ. 4.102)
fn(D)D2 dD

where n(D) is the droplet size distribution function. This function is not always known.

Therefore an experimentally determined value for the droplet diameter will be used in the

calculation in the present work. From the Nusselt number the mass transfer coefficient can

be estimated. Instead of a Lewis number equal unity, Porter et al. use a Lewis number of

0.89 for a cooling spray [23]. The mass transfer can then be calculated from

Nu = K-0.89-cpDVS (Equ. 4.103)
k

The Ntu value is defined slightly different from the cooling tower Ntu value as it is defined

with respect to the water droplet capacitance instead of the air capacitance.

Ntu - 6.tf. K (Equ. 4.104)

An average value for the mass transfer coefficient is assumed throughout the whole spray,

although it is actually dependent on local conditions of water and air. A constant droplet

diameter is assumed, too, although the diameter will change due to evaporation losses.

From an Ntu model the cooling range of the spray is given to

-ATs = (TH - Twb) 1 exp( Ntu. Cs (Equ. 4.105)Cpw J)



where AT, is the difference between hot and cold water temperature. Twb in this relation is

the local wetbulb temperature. cs is the derivative of the saturation enthalpy of air with

respect to temperature evaluated at the mean film temperature that was defined previously to

determine air properties. The value of cs can be approximated in a similar way to the

algorithm that was shown for the cooling tower calculation (see equation 4.25)

When the air proceeds through the spray field, it takes up heat and moisture. Therefore

the local air wet bulb temperature rises and the potential for heat and mass transfer

decreases. An interference allowance is defined that describes the rise of local wetbulb

temperature

S(Twb - Twb,inf) (Equ. 4.106)
(TH - Twb,inf)

where TH is the hot water discharge temperature.

In [22] different approaches are discussed to calculate the air flow through the spray

field, which will not be discussed here in detail. The model of a plug air flow is assumed

for the analysis in this work; that means the air flow is not disturbed by the spray. The

result of such an assumption is that for no wind the heat transfer is zero. The spray is

treated as an heat exchanger where the mass flow of air per unit length of the spray field is

expressed by the term Pa" Vav" Zs in equation 4.107. In this model no air moves through

the spray for zero wind velocity and therefore no heat can be transferred, even if the heat

transfer coefficient is not zero. Although the plug flow assumption is certainly not true,

especially for low wind speeds, this simple approach shall be sufficient for the scope of the

present work [22]. If the water mass loss due to evaporation is neglected and under the

plug flow assumption stated above the heat transfer per unit length of the spray channel is

given to



pa'Vav'Zs'cs'(TH-Twb,inf)[ 1-exp1-(1 -exp wNtu ') s-a,v CPWsSCpw cs *Pa *VavZs*,ZJ

(Equ. 4.107)

where mw is the water mass flow rate sprayed per unit length of the spray channel. The

length of the spray field is measured as shown in figure 4.19.

water flow

Dsr

pond shore

Figure 4.19 Outlay of a typical spray pond

Figure 4.19 shows a typical outlay of a spray canal, adapted from [19]. A cluster of

spray nozzles consists usually of four nozzles arranged in the way shown. The width of the



spray field can be calculated from

W = NR• DR + 2. Ds + 2. Rs  (Equ. 4.108)

and the length of a row is

LR = NC .DC +2-Ds +2-Rs (Equ. 4.109)

where NR is the number of rows and NC is the number of clusters per row. The surface

area covered by sprays is

AS =WLR (Equ. 4.110)

The geometric variables are identified in figure 4.18. The total mass flow rate sprayed can

then be calculated from

mw =NC.NR.NN'VN'Pw (Equ. 4.111)

where NN is the number of nozzles per cluster and VN is the volumetric flow rate per

nozzle. The mass flow of water per unit length of the channel is then given to

mw  - (Equ. 4.112)

LR

In the calculations for this work it is assumed that the hot water to be sprayed comes

from the same source at the same temperature for every nozzle. The average cold sprayed

water temperature can be determined from an energy balance if evaporation losses are

neglected.

Q'
TC=TH-, (Equ. 4.113)

m w * Cpw
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Model test a2ainst manufacturer data

An EES program to calculate the performance of a specific cooling spray similar to the

one given in [19] is given in appendix C. The parameters of this particular spray are

adapted from [19] and [22], where the parameters such as droplet diameter and geometry

are given. The parameter values are also found in appendix C.

Parameters: wind speed 5mph, angle of approach 90, droplet diameter 0.22cm

7 psi discharge pressure, 53 gpm per nozzle
130
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Figure 4.20 Comparison of manufacturers data with calculated performance

Performance curves are plotted for the particular spraying system that uses the

Sprayco 1751 nozzle [19],[22]. The system consists of four rows with four clusters each.

Each cluster has four nozzles. Assuming a constant wind velocity blowing perpendicular to

the spray field, the results of the performance calculation are plotted against values obtained

from performance curves given in [19]. The performance curves are calculated for constant
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ranges. The water temperature given is the water discharge temperature instead of the cold

water temperature. Figure 4.20 shows calculated performance vs. manufacturer data. It

can be seen that despite the many assumptions made in the calculation the predicted

performance is close to the measured, especially for high ranges. It can therefore be

assumed that the algorithm outlined above can be used to study the general behavior of a

cooling spray.

4.4.3 Auxiliary power requirement

The pump power requirement of a spraying system consists of two major parts. The

discharge pressure at the nozzle has to be provided and the pressure drop in the supply

pipes has to be overcome by one or several pumps, dependent on whether one central

pump is used or several local floating pumps. In the case of floating pumps the pressure

drop in the supply pipes is lower, as shorter pipes are required. But the supply of each

pump with its needed electric power can cause problems if they are located at a greater

distance from the plant in the pond. The required pump power is estimated for a central

pump that provides the total amount of water flow for all nozzles. An estimate for piping

losses is made following the general procedure for pressure drop in pipes [28]. The more

detailed calculation is outlined in Appendix C.

For a discharge pressure of 7psia, a water flow rate of 53 gpm per nozzle is achieved

[19]. Assuming a pump efficiency of 60% the power requirement is calculated to 8.4 kW

per 1000 gpm sprayed. To get a conservative estimate, a pump power of 10 kW per 1000

gpm is assumed. The more conservative estimate is appropriate, as the calculation of

pressure drop was performed for four spray clusters in a row, while in the actual system

this number may multiply and therefore longer pipes have to be installed.



4.3.4 Cooline snrav characteristics

To examine the performance of a spray system under various conditions the spray

sytem that was used for generating the performance curve shown in figure 4.20 is used for

the following calculations. Throughout the calculation a constant wind angle of 90 is

assumed. The flow rate per nozzle is 53 gpm at a discharge pressure of 7 psig. The water

discharge temperature is held constant at 110 *F.
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Figure 4.21 Effect of wind speed on spray performance

Figure 4.21 shows the effect of wind speed on spray performance. The mean droplet

diameter used is 0.22 cm. A lower wind speed significantly reduces the energy transfer in

the spray. However, in applying the results shown in figure 4.21 it has to be recalled that

for low wind speeds free convection becomes important. That effect is not included in the

model (section 4.3.2). Therefore the cold water temperature is actually slightly lower at low
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wind speeds than shown in the plot. But it can be seen that the spray performance is highly

dependent on wind speed, which makes the performance of a spray hard to predict. The

effect of wind direction even amplifies the dependence on ambient conditions, because

corresponding to the angle of approach the effective wind speed component perpendicular

to the long side of the spray is reduced. To make best use of the spray, the long side of the

spray channel should be positioned perpendicular to the prevailing wind direction

(section 3.1.1).
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Fi2ure 4.22 Effect of droplet diameter on spray performance

Figure 4.22 shows the effect of mean droplet diameter on spray performance. The

calculation is made for a constant wind speed of 5 mph. The droplet diameter has a major

impact on spray performance, with smaller droplets leading to higher heat transfer. The plot

also shows the change in spray performance due to the uncertainty associated with

determining the mean droplet diameter. In [22] the mean droplet diameter for a



Sprayco1751 nozzle is given to 0.22 cm. The evaluation of the droplet diameter is a

difficult task and as can be seen from figure 4.22 little errors in determining the mean

droplet diameter lead to rather large changes in performance prediction. The sensitivity of

the model to droplet diameter shows the difficulties that arise if a spray is to be evaluated

without experimental data.

4.3.5 Effect of a spray system on cooling pond performance

To estimate the effect of a spraying system on pond performance, a sytem configuration

similar to the one shown in figure 4.19 is considered. The water supply comes from a

central pump that draws the water from the pond at the location of the spray where the pond

water temperature is 100 *F. The spray system is placed in the flow channel and the cold

sprayed water mixes directly with the pond water. A pond flow of 298,000 gpm is

assumed, which corresponds approximately to the pond flow rate when one cooling tower

pump is operated.

For comparison, the effect of a cooling tower is calculated for the same pond flow rate.

It is assumed that a cooling tower draws water from the flow channel at 100 *F and

discharges the cold water back into the pond, so that the cold tower water mixes with the

pond water. Such an operation is equal in principle to that of a spraying system that is

located in the pond. If the performance data of tower A is used and a wetbulb temperature

of 70 *F is assumed, the tower operation would cool the entire pond water by 5.3 *F at a

total tower flow rate for seven tower cells of 110,000 gpm. The auxiliary power, including

one tower pump and seven fans, is 2600 kW (see section 2.2.2). One tower pump of the

type currently used at the Columbia station is sufficient to provide a flow of 110,000 gpm.

Table 4.2 shows the size of a spraying system that has the same effect on the pond

water temperature as the tower operation outlined above. The size of the system is varied

by varying the number of clusters in one row. A constant number of four rows is assumed,



similar to the system shown in figure 4.18. It can be seen that for a wind speed of 5 mph

blowing perpendicular to the long side of the flow channel, a total amount of 146,000 gpm

of water has to be sprayed to lower the pond temperature by 5.3 *F. The area covered with

sprays is 7.3 acres in this case and the number of clusters per row is 172. Therefore the

amount of water to be sprayed is considerably higher if a spraying system is used than if

the water was cooled in a cooling tower. This behavior means that a cooling tower is more

efficient in cooling the water than a spray for the given ambient conditions. The wind is not

always blowing from the same direction and in table 4.2 the effect of a different angle of

approach is shown. For an angle of 45 * and a wind speed of 5 mph, the necessary

amount of sprayed water increases to 177,000 gpm. For the case of a lower wind speed

the amount of sprayed water even exceeds the total pond flow rate. To achieve the desired

cooling in this case, the water has to be sprayed several times to cool the water in several

steps. For a wind speed of 2 mph and an angle of approach of 45 *F, the amount of water

sprayed is 370,000 gpm with a surface area covered of 18.2 acres. If the water is cooled

in several steps several pumps are required and the cooling range of the second spraying

stage is lower than the range of the first stage. This behavior is not included in the

calculation shown in table 4.2. But a lower efficiency of the second cooling stage would

lead to an even larger required spray system size in the case of low wind speed.

By only looking at the required water flow rates, the cooling tower seems to be

preferable to a cooling spray at any shown ambient condition. However, the auxiliary

power requirement can be lower for a spraying system when the wind conditions are good.

Table 4.2 shows that for a wind speed of 5 mph the pump power requirement for a spray

is 1460 kW and 1770 kW for angles of approach of 90 and 45 *, respectively. This

power requirement is considerably lower than the pump and fan power of a cooling tower

(2600 kW). However, at lower wind speeds the required spray system size increases and

the pump power requirement of the spray system is equal to or exceeds the auxiliary power



of a cooling tower, as shown in table 4.2.

A certain cooling range has to be assured and a spraying system has to be sized for

worse ambient conditions. This would mean that a spray system would have to be designed

for low wind speeds, as shown in the lower half of table 4.2. Therefore the advantage that

a spray can bring in good wind conditions with respect to auxiliary power requirement are

partially compensated for by the high dependency on wind speed. Thus it becomes evident

that a spraying system is not always reliable to ensure a certain cooling range.

(wind wind angle volume sprayed area covered clusters pump power

speed [degrees] [gpm] [acre] per row [kW]

[mph]

5 90 146,000 7.3 172 1460

5 45 177,000 8.8 208 1770

2 90 270,000 13.4 318 2700

2 45 370,000 18.2 436 3700

Table 4.2 Sizing of a spraying system

4.3.6 Summary

As was shown in the preceding section, a spraying system of considerable size is

required to achieve significant cooling of the pond water. Although the spraying system is

preferable to a cooling tower at good wind conditions, the required reliability is not always

ensured by an atmospheric cooling spray. A cooling tower is independent of wind speed

and direction. A tower requires more auxiliary power than a spray under favorable wind

conditions.

Aside from the auxiliary power requirement needed to operate the spray, a large system

size is necessary. If a cooling device had to be added to the existing system, it seems a

better alternative to enlarge the cooling towers as was suggested in section 2.5.3. The



tower capacity could be increased by using the already installed pipes and pumps, while a

cooling spray would require completely new installation.

The water loss due to evaporation is exactly the same in a cooling tower and a cooling

spray if the same amount of heat is rejected to the environment. As the main source of heat

transfer in both cooling systems is energy transfer due to evaporation, the same amount of

water has to be evaporated to achieve the same cooling effect. However, drift can increase

the water loss from a spraying system. Drift losses occur when a spray is located close to

the pond shore and the wind carries water drops away so they do not fall into the pond

water. In the case of the Columbia pond drift would not be a major concern as the pond

width is rather large and the sprays could be placed far enough from the shore.

Considering the performance of a spray as outlined above the idea of adding a cooling

spray to the Columbia cooling system is not examined further. The fact that a spray does

not always perform well, is dependent on ambient conditions, and that the required system

size is large, appear to be the major disadvantages of an atmospheric cooling spray.



Chapter five

Impact of cooling cycle on power plant performance

In chapter 4 the cooling cycle components were described and mathematical models

developed. In this section the cooling cycle performance, measured from the plant water

intake temperature and auxiliary power consumption, is linked to the overall power plant

performance.

The performance of the power plant is expressed in a value for the heat rate that

describes the ratio of energy input into the system to useful energy output. There are

several definitions of heat rate as mentioned in section 2.1.5, that will be discussed in

more detail in the following section. The calculation is based on a number of empirical

relations. The coefficients for the used curve fits are to be found in appendix D.

5.1 Power plant

5.1.1 Cycle heat rate and production cost

To determine the heat rate of the plant, the load on the unit has to be known. The

power plant has to produce a certain net output that is demanded from the grid. As the

turbine has also to supply the power to run the auxiliary devices, the actual turbine power

is higher than the power output of the plant. The total output produced by the turbine is

the gross turbine power. The auxiliary power is split into two parts, the base auxiliary

power that is needed for running the main cycle, such as combustion air fans or main

circulating pumps, and the power that is needed only for the cooling devices, such as

cooling tower pumps and fans. The gross turbine power is then defined as



Pgr = Pnet + Paux,b + Paux,c (Equ. 5.1)

where Pnet is the net power, Paux,b is the base auxiliary power and Paux,c is the auxiliary

power of the cooling devices. From any operation mode of the cooling cycle Paux,c is

known. The base auxiliary power is dependent on the gross turbine load, which means

that for a higher turbine load more auxiliary power is required. The base auxiliary power

is approximated by a linear relation of the following form to the gross power

Paux,b = AA + BA" Pgr (Equ. 5.2)

where AA and BA are coefficients obtained from a heat rate test. The gross turbine power

is then

Pg net + AA + Paux,c (Equ. 5.3)
Pgr =  1-BA

To calculate the performance of the power plant the heat rate for any given operation

point has to be determined. The calculation of the turbine and plant heat rate is based on

the ANSI/ASME interim turbine test code PTC 6.1-1984 [29]. In this test code a

correlation is given that relates the turbine heat rate and load to back pressure. Figure 5.1

shows the heat rate correction as a function of back pressure for different steam throttle

flow rates. A curve fit is used for the calculation.

The curve fit that was used is a polynomial expression of the following form

dHRpb = al. (Pb - 1.5)+ a2. (Pb - 1.5)2 + a3. (Pb - 1.5). rnth

+a4.(Pb -1"5) 2 . mth+ a5.(Pb - l.5).mth4

(Equ. 5.4)

where Pb is the back pressure in "Hg and mth is the throttle steam flow rate in MMlb/hr.

The heat rate correction dHRpb is calculated in percent. A back pressure of 1.5 "Hg is



used as the reference state. It has to be noted that the curve fit shown in figure 5.1 is

extrapolated beyond the data given in [29] and may therefore contain some errors when

the back pressure is higher than 3.5 "Hg.
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Figure 5.1 Heat rate correction vs. back pressure and steam flow rate

The heat rate at the standard operation condition of 1.5 "Hg is not constant but also a

function of load. From a heat rate test of the power plant a relation between load and

gross turbine heat rate is obtained. As during the heat rate test the back pressure is not

always 1.5 "Hg the load and heat rate have to be corrected back to the standard back

pressure. The standard heat rate and load are the values that would have been observed if

the back pressure had been 1.5 "Hg. This correction is done by the plant measuring

system.

The steam flow rate is correlated to the standard gross turbine load by a simple linear

relationship. The relation is set up using the corrected load because back pressure
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influences the amount of steam that is necessary to meet a certain load. An approximation

for the throttle steam flow is

mth = (AL + BL. Pst) / 1000 (Equ. 5.5)

where mth is the steam flow rate in MMlb/hr and AL and BL are coefficients obtained

from the heat rate test. Given a certain back pressure, that is calculated using the

condenser model (see section 5.1.2) and a given steam flow rate equation 5.4 is used to

determine a load correction that relates the actual gross turbine load to the corresponding

corrected load at standard condition.

(dHRpb
Pgr = Pst" 1- dHRp- (Equ. 5.6)

Iteration is required to solve equations 5.4 to 5.6 as at the beginning of the standard

heat rate calculation only the gross load and the water inlet temperature are known.

After the operation point of the cycle is defined, the actual gross turbine heat rate is

related to the standard heat rate in the following way

GTHR = GSTH. (1 + dH- ) (Equ. 5.7)

where GTHR is the gross turbine heat rate and GSTH is the standard heat rate. A relation

between standard heat rate and standard load is established in the following form

GSTH = (AH + BH + CH -Pst). 1000 (Equ. 5.8)

where GSTH is the standard gross turbine heat rate in Btu/kWh, Pst is the standard gross

load in MW and AH, BH and CH are dimensional coefficients obtained from a heat rate

test.

The gross station heat rate is correlated to the gross turbine heat rate by the boiler



efficiency that is approximated by a linear relationship similar to the ones applied before

Fboi = Abo+Bbo Pgr (Equ. 5.9)

where Eboi is the boiler efficiency and Abo and Bbo are coefficients determined in

measurements. The gross station heat rate can be determined by

GHR = GTHR (Equ. 5.10)
Fboi

The gross station heat rate has to be corrected by a factor dependent on the auxiliary

power consumption. Two different net heat rates are defined, one including auxiliary

power for cooling devices and one without, to get the heat rate increment that is caused

by running the cooling devices.

NHR= (Equ. 5.11 a)
P.Ct

NHRcGHR Pgr (Equ. 5.11 b)
Pnet+Paux,c

The difference between NHR and NHRc is the increment in heat rate caused by

running the cooling devices. For comparison of the heat rate increase due to auxiliary

power and back pressure the net heat rate for the standard condition at 1.5"Hg back

pressure is calculated.

NHR
NHRst = dHRpb (Equ. 5.12)

1-
100

By comparing the heat rate increments due to back pressure and to cooling, it can be

evaluated if it is worthwhile to run the cooling devices to achieve an improvement in

steam cycle performance.

The production costs per unit electric energy produced can be determined if the fuel



cost is known.

c = (Equ. 5.13)
1000

where c is the production cost in $/MWh and f is the fuel cost in $/MMBtu.

It has to be noted that the relations outlined above can only be seen as an

approximation. The many curve fits that are used in the calculation make the method

rather empirical and useful only for this particular power plant. But as the main objective

of this work was to examine the cooling cycle, the heat rate calculation is a utility

component that makes it possible to perform an economic evaluation of the proposed

cooling cycle changes.

The curve fit coefficients and the FORTRAN code of the TRNSYS routine that

performs the calculations outlined above is shown in appendix D.

5.1.2 Condenser model and back pressure calculation

The condenser model is used to calculate the water outlet temperature and back

pressure from a given load and water inlet temperature. Two assumptions are made for

the condenser model that are certainly not true but are considered to yield a good

approximation. The exhaust enthalpy of the steam that enters the condenser is assumed to

be constant at each operation point. Actually the exhaust enthalpy does change due to

load and back pressure. After a review of the original design materials of the plant that

give exhaust enthalpy values for different loads and operation characteristics the

conclusion was drawn that the changes are rather small so that the assumption of a

constant exhaust enthalpy is reasonable. The second assumption is that at every operation

condition a constant fraction of the throttle steam flow rate that goes to the high pressure

turbine enters the condenser. The throttle steam flow rate is directly dependent on the



turbine gross load (see section 5.1). The exhaust steam flow rate is obtained from the

main throttle steam flow rate by applying a constant ratio, as mentioned above

mex = rst * mth (Equ. 5.14)

where rst is the ratio of main steam flow to exhaust steam flow rate.

Figure 5.2 Condenser variables

Figure 5.2 shows the principle of the condenser and the main parameters. The water

outlet temperature is calculated from a simple energy balance on the whole condenser.

Qcon = mex. (hex - hcon) (Equ. 5.15)

(Equ. 5.161Qcon = mw,c Cpw -(Tw,out - Tw,in)

The condensate temperature is slightly lower than the shell temperature as

subcooling occurs in the condenser. The temperature difference between shell and

condensate is dependent on the mass flow rate of steam condensed and therefore depends

mex hex

Tcond hcond

mw, c Tw,in



on the load. A simple curve fit is used that relates subcooling to the gross turbine load

ATsub = Tshell -Tcon = As + Bs" Pgr (Equ. 5.17)

where As and Bs are curve fit coefficients obtained from measurements that were

performed during an heat rate test of the power plant. The condensate enthalpy is then

approximated by the following relation.

hcon = cPW. (Tshell - ATsub - 32*F) (Equ. 5.18)

Btuwhere cPW is approximately equal to 1b bF and the condensate and shell temperatures

are in units of *F. Equations 5.15, 5.16 and 5.18 can be combined to a relation that

correlates water inlet and outlet temperature and condenser shell temperature.

rm" Cpw • (Tw,out - Tw,in) = hex + c° . ATsub - co • (Tshell - 32*F) (Equ. 5.19)

where rm is the mass flow ratio

rm = (Equ. 5.20)
mex

It was mentioned before that two values have to be found, which are the exhaust

steam enthalpy and the fraction of main throttle steam flow that enters the condenser. An

EES program is used to find the best fit to measured data. Figure 5.3 shows a comparison

of measured to calculated water outlet temperatures. The throttle steam flow rates and

water inlet temperatures were obtained from measurements during a three week period in

July 1995.

The value for rst was found to 0.62 and the exhaust steam enthalpy was set to

1038.3 Btu/Ib. It can be seen that the calculation fits the measured 'values quite

accurately. The greatest error of the calculation is on the order of 2 *F, which is



acceptable considering the assumptions made for the calculation and the associated

measurement errors.
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Figure 5.3 Calculated and measured water outlet temperature for steam condenser

The overall heat transfer can also be expressed by a rate equation based on the

logarithmic mean temperature difference and on the overall heat transfer coefficient [1]

Q =UA.ATm (Equ. 5.21)

The logarithmic mean temperature difference is defined as

AT Tw,ut - Tw,in
In Tshell - Twin

n TsheU - Tw,out
(Equ. 5.22)

In the formulation of the rate equation and in the definition of the logarithmic mean



temperature difference subcooling and a possibly superheated state of the exhaust steam

are neglected. A variable for the cooling water temperature rise is introduced

ATw = Tw,out -Tw,in (Equ. 5.23)

and equations 5.16, 5.21 and 5.23 can be combined to define a temperature difference

ratio

AT UA -=rT (Equ. 5.24)

mw,c" Cpw

The ratio of overall heat transfer coefficient to water capacitance rate is constant at

any given operation point and is independent of Q, ATm or ATw. From equation 5.22 the

condenser shell temperature can then be calculated to

Tshel - 1-exp(r (Tw, - Tw,out exp(rT)) (Equ. 5.25)

Combining equations 5.19 and 5.25 and solving for the water outlet temperature yields an

explicit expression for the water outlet temperature

hex + co. (ATsub + 32°F) - &xp T  + rm "cpw- Tw,in

Tw,out = (Equ. 5.26)
rm cpw 1 _e p(T- co

The condenser shell temperature can then be calculated from equation 5.25. The back

pressure is determined from the shell temperature using a thermodynamic relation given

in [28] to calculate the saturation pressure of steam.

In equation 5.21 an overall heat transfer coefficient was introduced. The heat transfer

coefficient for a steam condenser can be calculated using an empirical method proposed

by the Heat Exchange Institute Standards for Steam Surface Condensers outlined in [1].

The heat transfer coefficient is given to



U = CI C2 C 3 C4 v -- Vwat (Equ. 5.27)

where U has units of Btu and Vwat is the water velocity in the tubes in ft/s. Theft2 *hr.°F

velocity can be calculated from the water flow rate provided from the main circulating

pumps and the sum of the crossectional areas of all tubes in the condenser. The

crossectional flow area is determined from the number of tubes and the tube size (see

section 2.1.4).

The coefficients Cl to C4 are defined as follows:

C1 dimensional factor depending on tube outer diameter

C2  dimensionless correction factor for tube material and gauge

C3  dimensional correction factor for cooling water inlet temperature

C4 cleanliness factor

Factors Cl and C2 are determined from the condenser design given in section 2.1.4

and empirical relationships found in [1]. The correction factor C3 depends on the cooling

water inlet temperature. A curve fit that relates C3 to the water inlet temperature is used

in the calculation. The curve fit was obtained using data points given in [1].

As the cooling water is drawn from the cooling pond, algae and other deposits can

accumulate on the tube inner surface. Therefore the cleanliness factor C4 is used in

equation 5.27 to account for the degradation of the heat transfer coefficient due to

deposits on the tube wall surface. The cleanliness factor changes with time. An average

value of 0.55 is used for the condensers at the Columbia station.

The overall heat transfer coefficient is calculated from the heat transfer coefficient U

and the total surface area of the tubes in the condenser. The heat transfer area is obtained

from manufacturer data (see section 2.1.4). The overall heat transfer coefficient then

becomes

UA = U.q Acon (Equ. 5.28)



where Acon is the heat transfer area in the condenser.

Using the relations outlined above the back pressure can be calculated for any given

steam flow rate and water inlet temperature. Figure 5.4 shows the condenser back

pressure with respect to water inlet temperatures for different steam flow rates. The steam

flow rate is the main throttle steam flow rate, not the mass flow rate of exhaust steam that

is condensed. It is important to note that the back pressure rises faster at a higher water

inlet temperature. The general trend, that the back pressure rises with throttle steam flow

rate is expected, as the steam flow rate determines the heat load on the condenser. The

curves shown in figure 5.4 are not compared to design data as the design cleanliness

factor is 0.85 and from the actual observed behavior at the plant the cleanliness factor is

estimated to 0.55. Also the condenser behavior changes over time so that the calculated

condenser performance can be seen as an approximation only of the actual behavior.
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Figure 5.4 Back pressure vs. water inlet temperature and main steam flow rate
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The mathematical description of a condenser is converted into a FORTRAN routine

that is used in the TRNSYS model of the cooling cycle. The FORTRAN code and the

description of the TRNSYS variables for the condenser component are given in

appendix D.

5.1.3 Power plant performance

For given load and water inlet temperature the plant heat rate can be determined

when the condenser and the plant performance model are combined. The water inlet

temperature is provided by cooling cycle calculations (see section 4.1 to 4.3). Figure 5.5

shows the performance of the power plant under various operation characteristics. The

curves are calculated using coefficients obtained from a heat rate test at the Columbia

station.

The chart shows net station heat rate, back pressure and required throttle steam flow

rate with respect to water inlet temperature and net load. An auxiliary power consumption

for cooling purposes of 5 MW is assumed. The mechanical limits of the power plant are a

steam flow rate of 3800 klb/hr and a back pressure of 6 "Hg. It can be seen that at higher

water temperatures a slightly higher steam flow rate is required to meet a certain load

than at lower water temperatures. Also can be seen that the back pressure rises faster with

water inlet temperature at a higher water inlet temperature. This has an impact on the

plant heat rate that also is more sensible to water inlet temperatures at a higher

temperature level. The water inlet temperature does not increase 110 *F during operation,

therefor the chart does not show higher water inlet temperatures.

Figure 5.5 represents the link between the cooling cycle performance and its impact

on the steam cycle. In the shown way modifications in the cooling system can be

examined and its economic impact evaluated.
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5.2 Combined modeling of power plant and cooling system

5.2.1 Control of the system

To evaluate the best operation strategy of the cooling system, a control unit is needed

that coordinates the cooling cycle components and the plant operation for various

parameters. The parameters that are of interest are the following

- number of cooling tower pumps that are operated, or water flow rate of cooling

towers, respectively

- operation mode of the cooling tower, that means whether the towers are operated at a

constant flow rate or a cycling water flow rate

- amount of condenser circulating water

- amount of low head flow

- make-up flow rate, determined by number of make-up pumps that are operated.

To evaluate the effect of an increasing tower capacity two further parameters have to be

specified

- size of the cooling towers, which means the number of cells per tower

- increase or decrease in cooling tower pump capacity

A control module is set up that converts the parameters mentioned above into the

required information for each component. For a given number of cooling tower pumps

and a given condenser flow rate, the module determines the water flow rate in the cooling

pond and to the cooling towers. The mixed plant inlet temperature is determined from

pond and tower flow and the calculated outlet temperatures of each component. From the

condenser temperature rise, condenser and low head flow rate, the plant discharge

temperature is determined.

The control module also calculates the auxiliary power that is needed to operate the

cooling tower and the make-up pumps. This auxiliary power consumption is included in



the heat rate calculation outlined in section 4.4.1.

A TRNSYS component of a control module is written. The FORTRAN code of this

module and a detailed description of its parameters, inputs and outputs is given in

appendix D.

5.2.2 Optimization strategy and set-up of the power plant in TRNSYS

The component models that were described in detail in the preceding sections are

combined to build a model of the whole system. In this way it is possible to evaluate the

behavior of each single component in interaction with the remaining parts of the system.

Of particular interest are the operation costs that can be minimized by changing the

operation mode or capacity of the cooling cycle components.

Figure 5.6 shows a schematic of how the individual components interact. The net

load is an input into the system. The program then generates a corresponding steam flow

rate that is used for the condenser calculation. From the condenser model a plant

discharge temperature is generated that is an input to the cooling cycle. Dependent on the

supplied weather conditions and the desired cooling system configuration, a cold water

temperature is generated. Also the auxiliary energy consumption is determined.

From condenser back pressure and steam flow rate the turbine heat rate is calculated.

After the correction for the auxiliary power of the cooling cycle is applied, the overall net

station heat rate is determined. Using the given fuel price the production cost with respect

to fuel consumption is generated.

In this way the whole system performance is simulated and the best operation mode

or system modification can be found. The system set up that is shown as an schematic is

converted in to a TRNSED program, that was used for the simulations shown in the next

chapter. Appendix E contains the TRNSED input file and a description of the parameters

to change.
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5.3 Summary

The mathematical models that were outlined in the preceding section approximate

the real processes in a steam power plant. The approximations used are mainly based on

empirical relations. It would go beyond the scope of this work to model the behavior of

the whole steam power plant more exactly.

The models developed are considered to approximate the behavior of the real

processes in the power plant sufficiently accurate to evaluate the performance of the

cooling cycle with respect to plant performance and operating costs.



Chapter Six

System Simulation

In the previous chapters models of the components of the cooling cycle and of the

power plant were introduced. The TRNSYS model of the power plant is used to study the

performance of the cooling cycle under various operating conditions. The effect of ambient

conditions on the system is examined. The alternatives that exist to change the system,

including operation mode of the towers, deepening the pond, and adding system

components, are examined to find the optimum operation point with respect to fuel costs.

Equipment costs are not included in the calculation and it is left to the plant operators as to

whether an investment can be justified by the fuel savings obtained.

6.1 Selection of input data for the simulation

As the most critical period for plant operation is the summer only summer months will

be used for the simulation. There are several weather data sources available as was outlined

in section 3.1. TMY weather files and actual data for the year 1988 are available in a

suitable format; therefore weather data for 1988 are used instead of data for 1995 as 1988 is

also considered to be a bad year with respect to plant operation.

Simulations are run for the month of July. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show solar radiation

and ambient dry- and wetbulb temperatures for July obtained from TMY files and for the

year 1988, respectively. The charts do not allow one to immediately distinguish the two

weather data sets or to decide, which weather conditions are worse with respect to plant

operation.
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Table 6.1 shows average values for wetbulb, drybulb and solar radiation. Also the

maximum values for wet- and drybulb temperatures and solar radiation are given. By

examining the average values of wet- and drybulb temperature in table 6.1 it can be seen

that the average drybulb temperature in July 1988 was about 6 *F higher than the TMY

value. However, the difference in average wetbulb temperature is small. In section 4.1 it

was outlined that the wetbulb temperature is the most significant ambient variable with

respect to evaporative cooling. Therefore there is not a big difference expected in cooling

cycle performance whether one or the other data source is used for simulation. The

maximum values for wet- and drybulb temperature were significantly higher in July 1988

than in the TMY data. This may have an impact on short term behavior of the cooling cycle.

The solar radiation values are similar in both the TMY data and July 1988. The maximum

value for solar radiation is even slightly higher in the TMY data set, while the average is

higher in 1988. Considering the weather conditions, not a big difference is expected in the

results of the simulation using either TMY or 1988 data.

data drybulb wetbulb solar drybulb wetbulb solar

source average average average maximum maximum maximum

[*F] [*F] [Whr/m 2 ] [*F] [*F] [Whr/m 2]

TMY 71.7 64.5 249.3 93.9 72 1000

July 1988 77.7 65.1 281.8 100 80.1 992

Table 6.1 Average and maximum temperatures and solar radiation for July data

Simulations will be run for both data sets and the impact of different ambient

conditions examined. To study the effect of extreme temperatures on system performance

other data sets are made up by simply adding or subtracting 10 *F to the TMY wet- and

drybulb temperatures.

The temperature of the make-up water that is taken from the Wisconsin River is not

available from weather data or other sources. The pond model was used to generate the



make-up temperature corresponding to weather conditions. This was done by running a

pond simulation without an external heat input aside from natural sources such as solar

radiation. The calculated water temperature is assumed to be a good approximation of the

river water temperature.

The simulations are performed assuming a constant maximum load on the plant of

535 MW for the whole simulation time. This corresponds to the actual load characteristic at

the Columbia station during summer months (see section 2.4.1). Although the two power

plant units do not perform equally well, in the simulation both units are treated equally with

respect to heat rate characteristics. The auxiliary power needed for cooling devices is

divided in equal parts to both units.

6.2 Evaluation of the operation mode of the cooling towers

6.2.1 ImRact on 1ond temperatures

Using TMY data for July the system model is run for no cooling tower operation, for

one and two tower pump operation and for a varying or cycling number of tower pumps.

In the last operation mode the number of pumps is switched from two to one every time the

tower outlet temperature exceeds the pond temperature. When one pump is operated and the

tower outlet temperature is more than 10 *F lower than the pond temperature, the second

tower pump is turned on again. The reason for operating the towers in this way is to avoid

heating up the pond water by warmer tower outlet water. Therefore the tower outlet

temperature must be about 10 *F lower than the pond temperature before the tower water

flow is increased again by turning on the second pump. This operation mode describes the

way the towers are actually operated, as outlined in section 2.4.2. By varying the water

flow to the towers, the water flow rate into the pond is also changed.
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Figure 6.3 Pond outlet temperatures for changing tower operation mode in July

Figure 6.3 shows the pond outlet temperatures for various tower operation modes,

which means the water flow rates. It can be seen that the pond outlet temperature is the

highest for no tower operation. For lower water flow rates in the pond more water is

pumped to the towers and the water outlet temperature of the pond decreases. This indicates

that although the water temperature begins to oscillate before the water reaches the plant

inlet, a longer circulation time in the pond leads to more heat rejection and therefore lower

water outlet temperatures for the given set of weather conditions.

From figure 6.3 it can be seen that the water temperature oscillates in a daily cycle.

This is caused by solar radiation that heats up the water during the day, while during the

night the water cools down again.



The plot shows that there is nearly no difference in pond temperature if the operation

mode is switched from two pump operation to a varying number of tower pumps. This is

due to the fact that even when two tower pumps are operated the tower outlet temperature

seldom exceeds the pond temperature. Therefore further simulations will not be run for a

cycling number of pumps.

It was stated previously that only the first part of the pond is effective in cooling the

water, while in the second part only a little more cooling is achieved. The differences in

temperature for different water flow rates in the pond indicate that this assumption is only

partly true. It can be seen that there must be further cooling in the second half of the pond

as a lower flow velocity leads to lower pond outlet temperatures of about 5*F. It is

important to note that the temperature difference between no tower operation and one pump

flow is higher than the difference between one and two pump operation. This behavior

indicates that there is a limit on the flow velocity in the pond under which a changing flow

rate would have no further effect on the pond outlet temperature. For lower flow velocities

in the pond the water temperature closely approaches the equilibrium temperature.

6.2.2 Plant inlet temperature

The plot of pond outlet temperatures gives an idea of how the pond behavior is affected

by the tower operation. What is really of interest for the plant operation is the mixed plant

intake temperature of pond and towers. Figure 6.4 shows the plant intake temperatures for

the same input data that was used for the results shown in figure 6.3, that is weather and

load data. It becomes obvious that the plant intake temperature is the highest for no tower

operation. There is an average temperature difference between no tower and one tower

pump operation of approximately 15 *F. The difference between one and two tower pump

operation is comparably small, on the order of 3 *F to 4 *F. If the tower characteristics

outlined in section 4.1 are recalled, the tower outlet temperature is lower for one pump



operation than for two pump operation. This behavior explains that the mixed plant inlet

temperatures for one and two pump operation are close together. The lower pond outlet

temperature for two pump operation is partly compensated by a higher tower outlet

temperature.
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6.2.3 Plant performance

The water inlet temperature influences the plant performance directly as the circulating

water temperature determines the back pressure in the condenser at a given load. There is

also a mechanical back pressure limit on the turbine (see section 2.1.3). Therefore it is

important to evaluate the back pressure corresponding to the plant intake temperatures

shown in figure 6.4. Figure 6.5 shows the back pressure for the same operation

conditions and weather data that were used before. The system model has no control

mechanism that reduces load if the back pressure limit is exceeded. It is therefore of interest

to look at the calculated back pressure for different simulation scenarios. Figure 6.5 shows

that for no tower operation the limit of 6"Hg is exceeded during the whole simulation time.
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That means that the effect of no tower operation is not only a high cooling water

temperature but also a loss of capacity as the load has to be reduced when the back pressure

reaches its limit. For one pump operation the back pressure limit is exceeded at some times,

although for the sequence shown it is less then 20% of the total time.

In chapter 5 the relation between back pressure and plant performance was discussed.

The heat rate and operation fuel cost of the plant are the values of primary interest. The fuel

costs result directly from the net station heat rate, so that only the fuel costs per MWh

output produced are shown in figure 6.6. The costs shown are based on the net station

heat rate, which includes the correction for back pressure and auxiliary power. For no

tower operation the costs are by far the highest and are 15% higher than with towers on.
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Figure 6.6 Operation fuel costs for different tower operation modes. July weather data



The difference in costs for one and two tower operation is comparably small.

Operating the cooling towers with two pumps leads to slightly lower costs than operating

them with one pump. That means that the decrease in heat rate due to lower water

temperatures more than compensates for the higher pumping power needed to achieve this

lower temperature. The increment in auxiliary power between one and two pump operation

is only due to the second pump that is turned on, as the fans are always operated at

maximum power regardless of the water flow. It is interesting to note that between hours

500 and 570, when the water inlet temperatures are low, the cost difference between one

and two tower pump operation becomes negligible.

As the load is held constant the system can be evaluated by calculating average values

of heat rate and operation costs for the time of the simulation. In table 6.2 the results for

the July calculation are summarized. The net heat rate is the ratio of overall energy input to

output of the power plant and the correction terms are the incremental energy use due to

cooling equipment and increased back pressure, respectively.

tower pumps fuel cost net plant heat correction auxiliary correction back

rate cooling pressure

$/MWh Btu/kWh Btu/kWh Btu/kWh

0 14.42 12020 2.2 1842

1 12.85 10710 40.1 679.8

2 12.74 10620 53.9 584.3

variable 12.74 10620 53.4 585.7

Table 6.2 Performance values from TMY data, July calculation, present system set up

The results show that the lowest costs can be achieved if two tower pumps are

operated, which means the highest possible amount of water is run through the towers. For

no tower operation the costs and net heat rate are high. In combination with the high back
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pressure this would result in a capacity reduction and it is concluded that the cooling towers

should never be shut off completely in summer months. In the further analysis the

alternative of running the cooling cycle without tower operation is therefore not considered

further.

Table 6.2 contains the increment in heat rate associated with auxiliary power. This

value reflects the increase in net heat rate that occurs if the auxiliary power of cooling

towers and make-up pumps is included in the heat rate calculation. The correction for back

pressure given in the table is the difference between actual heat rate and the heat rate that

would occur if the back pressure were 1.5 "Hg. There is an auxiliary power correction

even if no towers are operated because it is assumed that one make-up pump is always on.

The power consumption of the make-up pump is included in the calculation of net heat rate.

It can be seen that for no tower operation the back pressure correction is very large,

due to the very high back pressure observed, If the correction values for one and two pump

operation are considered, it is observed that the increase in heat rate due to auxiliary power

is smaller than the reduction due to a lower back pressure. This explains the lower costs at

higher tower flow rate (two pump operation).

There is no difference in net heat rate observed between the operation modes of

constant two pump operation and the strategy of varying the number of pumps. However

there are small differences in the single correction terms for back pressure and auxiliary

power. For the two pump operation the auxiliary power correction is slightly higher while

the back pressure correction is a little lower than for the varying number of pumps. The

corrections compensate each other so that the net heat rate is the same in both cases.

The reason that the heat rate difference between two pump and varying operation mode

diminishes is that in the time period of the simulation the number of tower pumps seldom

changed if the varying mode was simulated. The results of the simulation using varying

number of pumps are therefore not shown in the plots.



6.2.4 Impact of ambient conditions

The same simulations that were performed using TMY weather data above were

performed using actual observed weather data for July 1988. Only the average performance

values are shown, as these values readily determine the system performance. Table 6.3

gives the results of the calculation.

tower pumps fuel cost net heat rate correction auxiliary correction back

cooling pressure

$/MWh Btu/kWh Btu/kWh Btu/kWh

0 13.73 11440 2.1 1350

1 12.73 10610 39.7 592.2

2 12.68 10570 53.6 541.3

Table 6.3 Performance data for July 1988 simulation

In general the net heat rate and cost values are lower than they were calculated using

TMY weather data. This behavior indicates that the ambient conditions given in the TMY

files are worse with respect to plant operation than the weather conditions in July 1988. But

the table also shows the same general behavior of the whole system. For no tower

operation the system performance is by far the worst, while the most efficient operation is

achieved when two tower pumps are operated. The absolute difference in cost between one

and two tower operation is smaller than for TMY data, being 0.05$/MWh for the 1988 data

and 0.11 $/MWh for the TMY data.

Another weather data set is made up by adding 10 'F to wet- and drybulb temperatures

of the TMY values. The result is shown in table 6.4. Again only three operation modes are

shown.



tower pumps fuel cost net heat rate correction auxiliary correction back

cooling pressure

$/MWh Btu/kWh Btu/kWh Btu/kWh

0 14.90 12420 2.27 2179

1 13.14 10950 41.02 891.4

2 13.00 10830 54.95 773.2

Table 6.4 Performance data for made up weather file, TMY temperatures +10 *F

The general trend is the same as observed before, two tower pump operation leads to

the best system performance. But the absolute increment in cost between one and two

pump operation is in the order of 0.14 $/MWh, higher than the increment for the original

TMY data.

If another data set is made up by subtracting 10 *F from wet- and drybulb temperature

of the TMY data, the increment in cost associated with going from one pump to two pump

operation is calculated to 0.09$/MWh.

The observation that at lower ambient temperatures the difference in operation costs

becomes smaller leads to the assumption that the optimum control strategy depends on the

season. The results of a simulation for March using TMY data is shown in table 6.5.

tower pumps fuel cost net heat rate correction auxiliary correction back

cooling pressure

$/MWh Btu/kWh Btu/kWh Btu/kWh

0 12.88 10230 1.9 291.2

1 12.06 10050 37.6 96.3

2 12.07 10060 51.1 91.8

Table 6.5 Performance data for March, using TMY weather data

The results from the simulation using March weather data show that indeed the two

pump operation leads to higher heat rates than the one pump operation. Running the system
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without towers still is the worst operation mode, with respect to heat rate and costs. But the

increase in net heat rate when no towers are operated over one tower operation is smaller

for March than for July data. In March the increase is about 7% while in July it is

about 8%.

If the difference between one and two pump operation is examined further, it is

observed that the heat rate correction due to back pressure drops for a lower pond flow

rate, but only by a small amount. The increase in heat rate due to auxiliary pump power

needed to achieve the lower pond flow is higher than the reduction in back pressure

correction in the shown case. For hot summer month the effect was the other way round,

the back pressure improvement paid for the auxiliary power.

Obviously at lower ambient conditions and lower solar input into the pond, the pond

water approaches the equilibrium temperature more closely. Therefore the effect of flow

rate on water outlet temperature becomes smaller. Another reason that the pond behavior in

March does not influence the plant operation to the same extent as for example in July is

due to the turbine characteristics. The sensitivity of the steam cycle to back pressure is

higher at higher back pressures, as was discussed in chapter 5. In March the average water

temperature is lower and therefore the average back pressure is lower, too. That means that

a colder water inlet temperature does not lead to a high enough efficiency improvement to

justify the effort of more auxiliary power. This effect is illustrated in the simulation results

shown in table 6.5.

6.2.5 Summary

The simulation results show that regardless of the weather condition the towers should

always be operated. When no towers are operated the heat rate increases significantly and

production capacity can be lost. The efficiency of the system at high ambient temperatures

and high solar input into the pond has an optimum when two cooling tower pumps are



operated. However the difference in fuel costs between one and two pump operation is

rather small. The calculation of steam cycle behavior can only be considered as an

approximation. It is therefore possible that the back pressure effect at high water inlet

temperatures is either overestimated or underestimated and the cost increment between one

and two pump operation is actually smaller or larger than calculated.

For very hot weather conditions the conclusion is drawn that for two cooling tower

pump operation the system performs better than for one pump operation. The cost benefit is

small. For lower ambient weather conditions the cost increment between one and two pump

operation becomes even smaller and at a certain point one pump operation is preferred. All

calculated costs account only for fuel costs. Investment, maintenance and wear on the

pumps is not included in the economic analysis. The plant operators have to decide whether

the fuel savings are sufficient to justify operation of the second pump at any time.

At very cold conditions that occur in winter time the towers are not operated in order to

protect the equipment from freezing. But the assumption can be made that for very cold

weather conditions the tower operation would not be advantageous at all for plant

performance.

As the same trend in performance is observed regardless of the source of weather data

used, it seems not to be of major importance to use a certain weather file. For convenience

the TMY data will be used in the further analysis.

6.3 Influence of make-up flow

6.3.1 Simulation of different make-up flow rates

Based on the results stated in section 6.2 TMY weather data for July is used for the

further calculations. To evaluate the effect of make-up water flow rate the simulations are

performed for two cooling tower pump operation. If two cooling tower pumps are operated



the water flow in the pond is low and the effect of make-up water is higher. Each make-up

pump has a flow rate of 10,000 gpm and a rated power of 196 hp. The results of the

simulation are shown in table 6.6.

It can be seen that the effect of the make-up flow rate on system performance is very

small. Each make-up pump turned on accounts for a decrease of 0.01 $/MWh in production

cost, at average.

make-up fuel cost net heat rate correction auxiliary correction back

pumps cooling pressure

$/MWh Btu/kWh Btu/kWh Btu/kWh

1 12.74 10620 53.9 584.3

2 12.73 10610 55.7 575.8

3 12.72 10600 57.6 567.4

Table 6.6 Effect of make-up flow rate on plant performance

6.3.2 Summary

The effect of make-up flow on system performance is very small compared to the

effect of the tower operation mode. This is expected as the available make-up water flow

rate is a small fraction of the overall flow rate in the circuit. Although the effect of make-up

flow on the cooling system is marginal it can be worthwhile to run the maximum possible

amount of make-up flow into the pond, if only fuel costs are considered. But as mentioned

in the previous section the equipment costs are not included in the simulation and have to be

considered.

The amount of make-up water that may be taken from the river can also be limited by

environmental regulations that may prohibit drawing a great amount of water from the river

under extremely hot ambient conditions.



6.4 The effect of pond depth

The pond depth can be varied in two different ways. The easiest way is to block the

spillway, which would rise the water level in the entire pond. Another alternative is to

dredge the pond and make it deeper in certain sections. It is not important for the simulation

in which way the depth is altered.

6.4.1 Pond outlet temDerature for different delths

Simulations are performed for the pond depths 6.5 ft, which is the present average

depth that was used for the previous calculations, and 10ft and 20 ft. A depth of 10ft is

realistic to achieve while a depth of 20 ft is probably not, as a significant effort is

necessary to dredge the entire pond to a depth of 20ft. But to make the effect of pond depth

visible the value of 20 ft is included as an extreme in the simulation. The limit of rising the

water level by blocking the spillway is approximately at 8 ft depth.

The simulations are done for July using TMY data and one and two tower pump

operation. The results shown in the plots are calculated for one pump operation.

Figure 6.7 shows the pond outlet temperatures calculated for 6.5 ft, 10 ft and 20 ft

pond depth. The temperature level for the depths shown is in the same range. But it can

also be seen that at higher pond depths the diurnal temperature fluctuations are smaller. The

pond water temperature responds slower to changing ambient conditions at a greater pond

depth. This behavior is especially obvious in the first 150 hours of the simulation. The

temperature for the 6.5 ft and 10 ft deep pond rises much faster than the temperature for

the 20 ft deep one. This is due to the fact that at a higher depth but equal total surface area a

greater mass of water is in the pond, which means there is more thermal capacity per unit

surface area. The potential for energy transfer, however, remains nearly constant, as the

surface area remains the same. Therefore the temperature of the water needs longer to



change for higher pond depths.

It can also be seen from the plot that the difference in temperature fluctuations between

6.5 ft and 10 ft is much smaller than the difference between 10 ft and 20 ft depth. A

rather large increase in water level is required to achieve a significant effect on the diurnal

temperature fluctuations.
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Figure 6.7 Influence of pond depth on pond outlet temperature
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Another effect of a deeper pond is an increase in circulation time, as the crossectional

area of the flow channel increases with pond depth. The increase in circulation time

compensates for the higher water mass in the pond. On the one hand the water cools down

more slowly while on the other hand the water moves more slowly, too, in the case of a

deeper pond.



6.4.2 Effect of pond depth on system performance

To evaluate the effect of pond depth average values of net heat rate and fuel costs are

taken. Table 6.7 shows the result of the calculation for water levels of 6.5ft, 10ft and 20 ft

for one and two pump operation. The last two rows of the table show simulation results for

a pond that is 6.5 ft deep in the first 14,000 ft and 20 ft in the last 5000 ft of the pond. A

pond with various depth is included in the analysis corresponding to the recommendation

for the 'ideal cooling pond', given in section 4.3.1. The idea is to cool the water down

quickly in the first part and then store the cold water in the deep reservoir.

tower pumps pond depth fuel cost net heat rate

ft $/MWh Btu/kWh

1 6.5 12.85 10710

2 6.5 12.74 10620

1 10 12.85 10710

2 10 12.74 10610

1 20 12.84 10700

2 20 12.73 10610

1 6.5/20 12.85 10710

2 6.5/20 12.73 10610

Table 6.7 Effect of pond depth on system performance

The results shown in the table show that deepening the pond has nearly no impact on

average plant performance. The heat rate for a depth of 6.5 ft and 10 ft are identical. The

same is observed for the pond that is deeper in the second part. This was expected from the

considerations outlined in the preceding section, namely that for a constant surface area the

average heat flux remains constant. For a pond depth of 20 ft a slightly better performance
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is observed than for 6.5 ft and 10 ft. Deepening the entire pond to 20 ft is probably not

realistic, as was outlined above.
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Figure 6.8 Effect of pond depth on back pressure
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A useful effect of deepening the pond is the reduction of diurnal temperature

fluctuations. If the peaks are eliminated that cause power reduction due to back pressure

limits, the effect on plant performance is advantageous. Figure 6.8 shows the back

pressure corresponding to the water temperatures shown in figure 6.7. It can be seen that

the back pressure peaks caused by water temperatures are much lower in the case of the

deeper pond, especially in the first 140 hours of the simulation. The plot shows that for a

20 ft deep pond the back pressure limit is only seldom exceeded, while in the case of the

6.5 ft deep pond the back pressure exceeds the limit quite regularly in the first part of the



chart. The same behavior is observed as in figure 6.7, that a rather big increase in depth is

necessary to achieve a significant effect on system behavior. The difference between the

two curves for 6.5 ft and 10 ft is rather small, while the effect becomes more evident for

a depth of 20 ft.

6.4.3 Summary

The influence of pond depth on the overall plant performance seems negligible when

only average performance values are calculated. This indicates that the overall heat transfer

is only dependent on the water surface area and not on pond depth.

Equation 4.95 shows that the cooling range of the pond under constant ambient

conditions and constant flow rates depends only on the pond surface area. Although

equation 4.95 is only an approximation as outlined in section 4.2.5, it can be used to

explain that the pond depth has no major influence on the level of the pond outlet

temperature. When the surface area remains constant the range of the pond does not change

under otherwise constant conditions. If a longer time period is considered average values

for ambient conditions and heat load can be assumed.

However, if a short term analysis of the pond is performed, it becomes obvious that

the pond depth influences the diurnal temperature fluctuations. The temperature peaks that

occur in the present pond in the early afternoon become smaller if the pond depth is

increased. This behavior is due to a higher thermal storage capacity of the pond at a greater

depth. The results shown in the plot were calculated by assuming a pond depth of 20 ft.

As was mentioned before, a considerable effort would be necessary to increase the pond

depth entirely to 20 ft; therefore such a large depth is not realistic. Realistic values are to

increase the pond depth by 1 or 2 ft, which would have almost no effect on pond

behavior, as could be seen for the 10 ft deep pond in comparison to the present 6.5 ft.

Another alternative would be to leave the pond the same in the first part and to build a



deep reservoir before the plant intake section. Such a pond shape can decrease the pond

sensitivity to diurnal temperature fluctuations without altering the water level in the entire

pond.

6.5 Effect of increasing the tower capacity

The total tower capacity can be increased in two different ways. One possibility is to

add cooling tower cells but leave the pump capacity constant. In this way each single tower

cell has a lower heat load, as the total water flow rate is distributed to a greater number of

cells. Another possibility to increase the tower capacity is to add tower cells and increase

the tower flow rate in the same ratio, so that each single cell receives the same water flow

rate as in the present arrangement.

6.5.1 Adding tower cells while not increasing the pump capacity

If the pump capacity is not increased, addition of tower cells does not affect the cooling

pond behavior. The impact on the cooling cycle occurs only through a changing tower

outlet temperature that mixes with the pond water before the plant intake.

Table 6.8 shows the impact of the addition of tower cells on power plant performance.

The simulations were run for the case of four and eight additional cooling tower cells. For

the calculation the same tower coefficients that were found for the existing tower are

applied to the added cells. The calculation is set up so that two or four cells are added to

each existing tower. The flow distribution, that is the ratio of water flow of one to two

pump operation and the amount of water that each tower receives, are held at the same

values that were used in the previous calculations. The pond depth corresponds to the

present value of 6.5 ft at average.



tower cells tower fuel cost net heat rate correction auxiliary correction back

added pumps cooling pressure

$/MWh Btu/kWh Btu/kWh Btu/kWh

0 1 12.85 10710 40.1 679.8

0 2 12.74 10620 53.9 584.3

4 1 12.79 10660 44.7 630.2

4 2 12.62 10510 60.0 488.8

8 1 12.76 10630 53.3 600.7

8 2 12.55 10460 66.3 430.3

Table 6.8 Effect of the addition of tower cells on plant performance, for a water

flow rate equal to the present value

For comparison table 6.8 contains performance values for the present number of

tower cells, too. The trend observed is that if the number of tower pumps is increased the

net heat rate and production costs decrease. In any case the operation of two tower pumps

is of advantage with respect to plant performance for weather such as July. It can be seen

that the value for the auxiliary power correction term increases with a rising number of

tower cells. This is due to a higher fan power requirement, as each cell needs a single fan.

But as the correction value for back pressure shows, the increase in heat rate due to more

required fan power is compensated by a lower heat rate correction due to back pressure.

The lowest cost is achieved for eight added tower cells.
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6.5.2 Adding cooling tower cells in addition to an increase in water

flow rate

Another possible way to increase the capacity of the cooling towers is to add cells and

simultaneously increase the water flow rate. The amount of water pumped is increased so

that the water flow rate for each cell is maintained at the present level. For example, if four

cells are added to the existing 14, the flow rate is increased by a factor of 18/14. The pump

power is adjusted in the same way.

tower cells tower fuel cost net heat rate correction auxiliary correction back

added pumps cooling pressure

$/MWh Btu/kWh Btu/kWh Btu/kWh

0 1 12.85 10710 40.1 679.8

0 2 12.74 10620 53.9 584.3

4 1 12.70 10580 50.4 556.2

4 2 12.52 10530 68.1 499

8 1 12.64 10540 54.1 513.3

8 2 12.77 10640 76.8 587.3

Table 6.9 Effect of the addition of tower cells on plant performance, for an

increased water flow rate

Table 6.9 shows the results of the simulation. For comparison the present tower size

is given, too. As the tower flow rate per cell is maintained constant, the tower outlet

temperature does not change with a increased number of cells, as was the case in the

simulations outlined in section 6.5.1. The effect on the plant performance is therefore due

to the amount of tower water as a fraction of the overall amount of water in the cycle. This

amount influences the circulation time in the pond and the pond outlet temperature. Also the

ratio of pond water to tower water in the inflow section of the pond, where pond and tower
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water mix, is altered. For higher tower flow the impact of the towers on cooling cycle

behavior becomes more dominant.

The table shows that if a total of four tower cells is added the performance of the plant

can be increased. The value of 12.52 $/kWh is the lowest cost that can be achieved when

four cells are added and the water flow corresponds to two pump operation. Although the

auxiliary power consumption increases significantly due to more pump and fan power, the

benefit in back pressure reduction is large enough to compensate for that loss.

When eight tower cells are added an interesting effect occurs. The net heat rate rises

above the value that was calculated for the addition of four cells. If two pumps are operated

at a respective higher water flow for eight additional cells, the plant performance is worse

than for one pump operation at the same tower size. This is the first occurrence that the

operation of two pumps is actually worse than the operation of one pump when July

weather data is used.

If the heat rate corrections are considered it can be seen that between row five and six

in table 6.9 the heat rate correction due to auxiliary power rises, as is expected if the

second pump is turned on. But, different from the observations made before, the heat rate

correction due to back pressure also rises. This can only be the case if the plant inlet

temperature increases, as the load is held constant. For higher water flow rates through the

tower the water outlet temperature rises. In the former simulations this temperature rise was

compensated by a lower pond outlet temperature in the case of a lower pond flow rate when

more water is pumped to the towers. When eight tower cells are added and the tower flow

is increased in the same ratio, obviously the point is reached at which the pond water flow

rate no longer affects the pond outlet temperature. The pond water reaches the equilibrium

temperature before the plant intake point is reached. If the pond water temperature is not

affected by tower flow rate any more, an increase in tower flow rate must lead to higher

plant intake temperatures, as the tower outlet water gets warmer. Besides more auxiliary



power is needed. Higher water temperature and a higher auxiliary power requirement lead

to an increased heat rate. The above effect is observed if the simulation is run with eight

additional tower cells and a respectively higher water flow rate, as shown in table 6.9.

6.5.3 Summary

The addition of tower cells has a significant effect on the plant performance. Values for

operation costs that were calculated for the present size of the tower are in the range of

12.60 $/MWh to 12.80 $/MWh for July, if the best control strategy is used. However, the

addition of tower cells can reduce the cost to 12.52 $/MWh, as was calculated for four

additional tower cells and a respective higher water flow rate through the tower (see

table 6.9). If only cells are added and the flow rate remains at the present value, the best

value was calculated to 12.55 $/MWh, which occurs when eight cells are added (see

table 6.8). The absolute values of these production costs are certainly dependent on

weather conditions, but the tendency is considered reliable. If components are to be added

to the cooling cycle, the alternative of adding cooling tower cells and simultaneously

increasing the flow rate is to prefer, not because of the marginal cost benefit, but because

this seems to be the less capital intensive alternative as less cooling tower cells have to be

added. As was mentioned before, the plant operators have to decide whether the benefit in

operation costs justifies the effort for constructing additional cooling tower cells and

maintaining them.



6.6 Conclusion for optimum plant performance

6.6.1 Reliability of results

The difference in performance and cost that is observed in the simulation when the

tower operation mode is switched from one to two pump operation is rather small and

depends on ambient conditions. The maximum cost benefit that occurred in the simulation

was calculated to 0.14 $/MWh. This value was determined for an extremely hot weather.

The ratio of improvement in costs is on the order of 1% for summer months, which is a big

benefit economically if absolute numbers are considered. Assuming a constant load of

1000 MW, a 0.10 $/MWh savings amounts to $2,400 per day in absolute savings.

On the other hand a difference of 1% appears small from the engineering point of

view, considering the error in the calculation associated with the component models. The

simulation program calculates the increment in performance values due to back pressure

and auxiliary power. That means 1% error in the calculation does not mean an error of 1%

in the overall heat rate. If the heat rate correction is on the order of 500 Btu/kWh a 10%

error in the calculation would lead to an uncertainty of ±50 Btu/kWh. Assuming a base

heat rate of 10500 Btu/kWh, a 10% error in the calculation would amount for a relative

error of the overall heat rate of ±0.5%. As a 10% error in the calculation may be

reasonable, the possible error in absolute performance values must be considered when the

simulation results are applied.

6.6.2 Recommendation for plant operation

The results of the simulation can be summarized to give recommendations for the best

plant operation strategy. Also the best alternative of increasing the cooling system capacity

is shown. It has to be noted that there is no general strategy that would yield the best



performance at any given ambient and load condition. The main recommendations are:

The primary interest of the plant operators is to achieve the best possible plant

performance with the present available equipment. The results of the simulation show

that plant performance can be influenced by the tower operation mode. The most

significant result is that the system should never be run without cooling towers for

high and moderate ambient temperatures. Without cooling tower operation the plant

inlet temperatures become high and capacity reductions can occur. This effect was

observed in all simulation runs.

The difference between one and two pump operation with respect to heat rate and cost

is rather small. For high ambient temperatures and high solar input into the pond the

operation of two pumps yields lower heat rates than one pump operation. If the

ambient temperatures are moderate, as was shown for March weather data, one pump

operation is beneficial. Considering the uncertainties in the calculation and including

maintenance and capital costs, the conclusion can be drawn that one pump should be

operated most of the time except for extremely hot weather conditions.

At the present time, the cooling towers are operated at a varying number of pumps.

For the simulations performed using TMY data the heat rate and costs for the varying

water flow mode were in between the values for constant one or two pump operation.

That means that at certain weather conditions the varying operation mode can be

advantageous. That may occur when the weather is too warm to switch to one pump

and too cold to go to two pumps.



The tower operation mode that yields the best performance is dependent on weather

conditions and it is hard to predict exactly at which times the operation mode should be

switched. To predict the plant performance in advance a reliable weather forecast for

three days that is the approximate circulation time in the pond is needed. A reliable

forecast for such a long time is not available. The recommendation for the plant

operation is therefore to run only one pump most of the time. Only in severe weather

conditions the second pump should be turned on.

If environmental restrictions allow, the make-up pumps should be run at full capacity

to take advantage even from the small effect that the make up flow has on system

performance.

Dredging the pond is not considered an useful alternative for performance

improvement. As shown in section 6.4 the pond would have to be dredged to a

considerable depth to achieve an impact on plant performance. More important is that

the pond depth has no effect on the average performance of the power plant, only on

the short term behavior. But even to lower the diurnal temperature fluctuations in the

pond by only a small amount the water level would have to be raised considerably.

The increase in pond depth that could be reached by blocking the spillway is limited to

approximately 2 ft. An increase in depth of such magnitude has almost no noticeable

effect on the pond behavior and on plant performance.

The alternative of adding devices to the cooling system is not considered at the present

time to keep capital costs low. If a cooling device is to be added in the future, a cooling

tower is a better alternative than a cooling spray (see section 4.3).
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The calculations showed that in summer months the addition of cooling tower capacity

can result in performance improvement. The best alternative found is to increase the

number of tower cells and simultaneously increase the water flow through the towers.

There exists an optimum number of cells at an optimum water flow rate for a given set

of weather conditions. The results shown in section 6.5 show the general influence

that the increase of tower capacity has on the cooling cycle.

An attempt to find the optimum cooling tower capacity is not performed in this work.

This is left to the plant operators. The TRNSED program can be used for this task

when the actual design of a capacity increase has to be performed. The capital costs

will have to be included in such a calculation, too.



Chapter Seven

Conclusions and Recommendation

7.1 The simulation program

The mathematical descriptions of the power plant components and of the cooling cycle

elements that were developed in chapter 4 and chapter 5 are readily converted into modular

computer programs. Despite the uncertainties in the data that were used to verify and

calibrate the component models, the models developed are considered to produce results

that are accurate enough for the task of this work. The cooling tower and cooling pond

models especially gave results that are in good agreement with measurements. The model

of the steam cycle, including the condenser model and the turbine heat rate calculation, is

mainly based on empirical relations. Therefore the highest uncertainty in the model may be

associated with the steam cycle calculations and with the link between cooling system and

overall performance. The general behavior of a steam cycle and of the cooling circuit is

correctly predicted.

The whole system has been converted into a TRNSED program. In this way a tool is

provided to the plant operators in a form that is convenient to use. It allows simulation of

the performance of the cooling cycle under different ambient and operation conditions. The

program is suited to estimate directly the economic impact of different scenarios. The cost

advantage of one alternative over the other can be determined. The present system can be

analyzed and the impact of an additional device studied before an investment is made.



7.2 Recommendations for plant operation

It was shown in chapter 6 that the best plant operation mode is a function of the

ambient conditions. Therefore there is no universal recommendation for one mode that

would lead to the best performance at any time.

What can be concluded is that at very high temperatures the towers should be run at

maximum capacity, while at moderate ambient condition only one cooling tower pump is

sufficient.

The cost benefit of running two cooling tower pumps over one pump operation was

found to be small. As maintenance and wear on the pumps is not included in the

calculation, it has to be determined if the actual costs are lower if the towers are operated at

maximum capacity.

The addition of cooling tower capacity to the system can reduce fuel costs during

summer months. As investment costs are not included it is left to the plant operators to

determine whether an investment is economically reasonable.

The calculations outlined in chapter 6 regarding additional cooling tower capacity show

only the general effect of an enlargement of the cooling towers or the addition of a similar

device. If a specific tower design is considered the program can be used to determine the

optimum system size.

The calculations shown in chapter 6 were performed using performance data obtained

from a recent heat rate test at the Columbia plant. The operational characteristics of the plant

may change over time. For example the cleanliness factor used in the condenser

calculations is not constant. Therefore the results presented in chapter 6 can not be

considered universal, rather the tendency of the results should be applied for actual plant

operation. The program can be used to examine the system performance under changed

operation characteristics.



7.3 Recommendations for future work

The computer models that were developed to simulate the power plant components and

the behavior of the cooling circuit are adapted to a large extent to the site specific conditions

at the Columbia Generating Station.

The steam cycle performance calculation is not generally formulated as it is based on a

number of empirical curve fit relations that are suited specifically to the Columbia plant. To

make the simulation program usable for different power plants, more general physical

models of the turbine characteristic have to be developed. Also the condenser model can be

refined to make it generally applicable to other power plants.

The cooling cycle component models are more generally formulated. The cooling tower

model is a standard component of the TNRYS program and is well approved for a greater

variety of cooling towers. The cooling pond model is so far only tested for the Columbia

cooling pond. It should be applicable to a variety of water bodies that have a similar flow

characteristic and shape. Further work can be done in using the model for different water

bodies and ensure that the model performs equally well for different site specific

conditions.
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Appendix A

Cooling tower

A 1. EES program to calculate cooling tower performance

{This program simulates the behavior of a cooling tower. The tower coefficients n and c
have to be specified. Ambient temperatures, water inlet temperature and air and water flow
rates have to be specified. Calculated is the water outlet temperature, the exhaust air
properties and and the evaporation rate of water. }

"INPUT OF PARAMETERS"

"CONSTANT PROPERTIES"
"atmospheric pressure, assumed constant"

patm=14.7 "[psia]""specific heat of water, assumed to be constant"
cpw=SpecHeat(Water,T=85,P=patm) "[BTU/lb*F]"
"density of water, assumed to be constant"
"density of water"
dens=1/Volume (Water,T=85,p=patm) "[lb/ftA3]"

"TOWER COEFFICIENTS"
c=2.266
n=-0.2567

"AMBIENT AND TOWER OPERATION PARAMETERS"
Vwat=1 10924 "[gpm]"
"mass flow rate of water per cell"
mwat_inl=Vwat*0.1337*60*dens/7 "[lb/hr]"
"volumetric air flow rate"
Vairl=1 .23e6 "[ftA3/min]"
"water inlet temperature"
Twat_inl=115 "[F]"

"air dry bulb temperature"
Tdb_inl=85 "IF]"

"air wet bulb temperature"
Twb_inl=65 "[F]"

"PERFORMANCE CALCULATION"

"AIR PROPERTIES"
"specific volume of air"
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vsp-in 1 =Volume(AirH20,T=Tdb_in 1,P=patm,B=Twb_in 1) "[ftA3/lb]""mass flow rate of air"
mair =Vair 1/vsp_inl*60 "[ibm/hr]"
"air inlet enthalpy"
hair_in l=Enthalpy(AirH20,T=Tdbin 1 ,P=patm,B=Twb_inl) "[BTU/Ib]"
"specific heat of air, assumed to be constant in calculation"
cpa 1 =SpecHeat(AirH20,T=Tdbmn 1 ,P=patm,B=Twb_in 1) "BTU/lb*F"
"Enthalpy of saturated air"
hwin 1 =Enthalpy(AirH20,T=Twat_in 1 ,P=patm,R=1)
hwoutl=Enthalpy(AirH20,T=Twat_out1,P=patm,R=l)
"effective specific heat"
csl=(hwinl-hwoutl)/(Twat_inl-Twat_outl)
"inlet humidity ratio"
win 1 =HumRat(AirH20,T=Tdb_in 1,P=patm,B=Twbin 1)

"WATER PROPERTIES"
"relations to calculate range and approach"
Twat_in 1 =Twb_in 1 +appr 1 +range 1 "[F]"
Twat_outl=Twb_inl+apprl "[F]"

"EFFECTIVENESS CALCULATION OF THE TOWER"
"equivalent capacitance ratio"
mstarl =mairl*csl/(mwat inl *cpw)
"effectiveness from effectiveness-Ntu relation"
effl=1/mstarl *(l -exp(-mstarl*(1-exp(-Ntul))))
"Ntu relation"
Ntu 1=c*(mwat-in 1/mair )A(l+n)

"HEAT EXCHANGE FOR ALL STREAMS"
Q1=effl*mairl*(hwinl-hair_inl)
Ql=cpw*(mwat-inl*Twat_inl-mwat_outl*Twatoutl)
Ql=mairl*(hair_out1-hair_inl)

"MASS BALANCE"
''water side mass balance"
mwat_inl-mwat_out1=mair1*(wout1-win1)
''percent evaporation"
dml=(mwat-in 1 -mwat_outl)/mwaLoutl* 100"[%]"
"effective surface humidity ratio and enthalpy"
hair_eff1=hair-in 1+(hair-out 1-hair_in 1)/(1-exp(-Ntu 1))
w_eff 1 =HumRat(AirH20,H=hair_effl,P=patm,R= 1)
woutl=w_eff 1+(winl-w_effl)*exp(-Ntul)
"air outlet states"
hair_out 1 =Enthalpy(AirH2O,T=Tdb_outl ,P=patm,w=woutl)
Twb_outl =WetBulb(AirH20,T=Tdb_outl ,P=patm,w=woutl)



A 2 TRNYS Type 51 Cooling tower

The source code of the TRNSYS cooling tower type is not shown here as it was not
developed for this work. However a short description of the paramers, inputs and outpurs
of the TRNSYS type 51, cooling tower will be given in the following.

Parameters:

Parameter No. Description

1 Mode for tower characteristics

It can be specified, whether to enter the tower coefficients or to supply a
file that contains measured performance data. If a data file is supplied,
the tower routine calculates the tower coefficients from this data. In the
simulation used for the present work a data file will be supplied.

2 Flow geometry

Counterflow or crossflow can be specified, the towers at the Columbia
Station are of crossflow type

3 Number of tower cells

A maximum of eight tower cells can be specified. As there is no
measurement of individual tower cells available, all tower cells are
treated as if they perform equally. Therefore the calculations are done for
only one tower cell for each tower and the overall performance is
calculated by multiplying the single flow rate with the number of cells

4 Volumetric air flow rate for a single cell

The air flow rate is obtained from the performance test

5 Power requirement for each fan associated with the maximum volumetric
air flow rate.

As there is only one fan speed and the towers are always run at
maximum air flow rate, the power requirement is equal to the fan power
measured in the performance test

6 Air volumetric flow rate below which cell fan is off

This air flow rate defines the air flow rate associated with natural
convection in the tower, that means if no fans are operated. As this does
not happen in the actual operation mode, a value of zero is assumed
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7 Sump volume

The volume of the tower sump is needed to calculate transient tower
behavior. In this analysis the sump volume is assumed to be zero, as the
simulation is done on an hourly basis and the sump volume does not
have a significant influence on the transient tower behavior

8 Initial temperature of tower sump

As the sump volume is assumed to be zero, the value for this parameter
is not significant

If the cooling tower routine is used in that way that a performance dat file is supplied (see
parameter 1) parameters 9 and 10 are spedified in the following way.

9 FORTRAN logical unit number that describes where the performance

data file is found that is needed to calculate the tower coefficients

10 Number of data points in the performance file

The format of the performance data file can be found in the TRNSYS manual.
Parameters 9 and 10 could also be used to specify the tower coefficients directly, but this
option is not used in the simulation process

11 Print option

This parameter defines, whether the tower coefficients are printed as
output and become accessible.

Inputs

Input No. Description

1 Water inlet temperature

2 Water inlet mass flow rate

3 Air inlet drybulb temperature

4 Air inlet wetbulb temperature

5 Sump make up water temperature

This temperature specifies the temperature of the make-up water that is
used to compensate for evaporation losses in the tower. As in the actual
tower operation no make-up flow is added to the sump, this temperature
is set equal to the water outlet temperature of the cells.
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6 Relative fan speed or fraction of maximum air volumetric flow rate

As the fans are always run at maximum power, that is maximum flow
rate of air, this variable will not be changed through the simulation and
always be equal to one, which corresponds to maximum fan speed.

The parameters and inputs are specified in a TRNSYS deck (see chapter 4.1.1). All the
parameters and inputs supplied the TRNSYS program is able to calculate the outputs that
are needed to for the simulation of the cooling cycle. The outputs calculated are defined as
follows.

Outputs

Output No. Description

1 Temperature of tower sump

In this simulation the tower sump temperature is equal to the tower outlet
temperature.

2 Exit mass flow rate from sump

The cooling tower routine calculates evaporation losses and substracts
those from the inlet mass flow rate. In the system simulation a constant
mass flow rate will be assumed to calculate the mixed plant inlet
temperature, as evaporation losses account for only 2 to 3 % of the
water flow.

3 Fan power requirement

4 Total heat rejection rate from water to air

5 Mixed outlet temperature from tower cells that is the inlet temperature to
the sump.

In the simulation this temperature is equal to the sump temperature as the
sump volume is assumed to be zero.

Water loss rate in units of a mass flow rate

7 Exit air drybulb temperature

8 Exit air wetbulb temperature

2 Exit air humidity ratio

Exit air flow rate of dry air
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11 Internal energy change of tower sump since the beginning of the
simulation.

As the tower sump volume is assumed to be zero, this output is always
equal to zero.

The outputs that will be used in the system simulation are the water outlet temperature
and the fan power requirement, although the fan power requirement can also be obtained by
simply using the maximum fan power for one fan, as there is only one fan speed. The
water outlet temperature that will be used can either be the sump temperature or the cell
outlet temperature as a sump volume of zero is assumed. As was stated above, the water
flow rate will be assumed to be constant and therefore the exit water flow rate is not used.

This TRNSYS routine has the capability to read up to 50 operating data points from an
input file and find the tower coefficients by a least square fit. In the simulation for this
work, only two data points for each tower are available from the performance test.
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Appendix B

Cooling Pond

B 1. Short description of type 70 cooling pond routine

Type 70, Cooling Pond model, simulates the behavior of a cooling pond. The pond should
have approximately the shape of a long channel, that means the ratio of length to width
should be large. The model is based on a vertically fully mixed pond, therefore the model is
suited for simulation of shallow ponds. A plug flow model is assumed in the hydraulic
model, that means there is no mixing in flow direction.
The model divides the pond in several elements that move through the pond corresponding
to the inflow volumetric flow rate and the geometry of the pond. At each timestep a new
element is created that corresponds in size to the inflow volume of that timestep. The size of
that element is measured by its length, as the flow channel is assumed to be of uniform
width and depth. As the number of elements is limited to 500, the pond length can not
exceed 500 times the length of one inflow element. Otherwise the pond outflow
temperature can not be calculated. As the elements move through the pond, at each timestep
the heat transfer through its surface is calculated from the water temperature and ambient
conditions. It is important that only timesteps of one hour are used. Using an Euler
scheme, the water temperature after the timestep is calculated.
As the pond simulation starts with an empty pond, that means all element temperatures have
a default value, the simulation has to be run at least for the number of timesteps one element
needs to travel from inlet to outlet. The default temperature can be set with parameter 4. A
simulation time of three cycles is recommended, when the pond model is not run with fixed
inflow temperatures, but the inflow temperature depends on the pond outflow temperature.
A minimum of three cycles is needed, so that the model can reach an equilibrium state. If
the model is run with a fixed, that means from the pond behavior independent inflow
temperature, a preliminary simulation time of one cycle is sufficient.
The heat transfer relations that are used in the pond model are a strong function of local
ambient conditions. To calibrate the thermal performance of the pond model, it is possible
to adapt an calibration factor to measured data for a given pond. For a higher calibration
parameter the heat transfer is higher and the pond outlet temperature gets lower. From
experience the value for the calibration parameter can be on the order of 0.4 to 0.6,
dependent of site specific conditions and on where the weather data are measured.
The model is capable of printing a snapshot of temperatures, positions and element sizes of
all elements at a specified timestep. This may be useful for thermal analysis of pond
behavior and temperature fluctuations in the cooling process.
An element can be tracked from inflow to outflow. In this way the cooling process of the
water as it moves through the pond can be observed.
The time for a snapshot and the start of element tracking must be specified. Of course these
times must be in the limit of the specified simulation time of the simulation.
To examine the influence of solar radiation on pond behavior, a parameter can be specified
that shuts off the solar radiation on the pond.
The effect of an additional water flow into the pond, in most cases make-up water, can be
simulated. Therefore the amount, temperature and location of the make-up flow can be
specified. In including a make-up flow in the simulation it is assumed that the specified
amount of make-up water is an actual loss that is made up by the additional flow. If no
make-up flow is assumed, no water loss is included in the calculation.
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A maximum of three pond models in TRNSYS simulation can be used. The unit numbers
must be 70, 71 and 72, otherwise a numerical error will occur.

Following the parameters, inputs and outputs of the cooling pond model are listed.

Parameters:

Average width of the flow channel
Length of the flow channel
Average depth of the flow channel
Default outlet temperature when lake is 'empty'
Position of make up flow
Shading parameter
Time for snapshot
Logical unit for snapshot output
Calibration factor for heat transfer relation

[ft]
[ft]
[ft][0F]
[ft]

Inputs:

Solar radiation
Dry bulb temperature
Humidity ratio
Wind velocity
Atmospheric pressure
Cloud cover
Ceiling height
Water inlet temperature
Volumetric water flow rate
Volumetric flow rate of make up water
Temperature of make up water
Beginning of element tracking

[Whr/m
2]

[*F]
[lb/lb]
[mph]
["Hg]

[100ft]
[*F]
[ft3 /hr]
[ft3 /hr]
[*F]

Outputs:

Time of day
Outlet temperature
Length of inflow element
Temperature of tracked element
Average heat transfer due to evaporation
Average heat transfer due to radiation
Average heat transfer due to convection
Average solar radiation
Overall net heat transfer
End time of element tracking

[*F]
[ft]
[OF]

[Btu/hr-ft2 ]
[Btu/hr-ft2 ]
[Btu/hr-ft2 ]
[Btu/hr-ft2 ]
[Btu/hr-ft2 ]



B 2. Source code of cooling pond routine

SUBROUTINE TYPE70(TIME,XIN,OUT,T,DTDT,PAR,INFO,ICNTRL,*)

* THIS TYPE SIMULATES THE BEHAVIOR OF A COOLING POND. FOR GIVEN INFLOW
* TEMPERATURES AND WEATHER CONDITIONS AN OUTFLOW TEMPERATURE IS
* CALCULATED IF THE SIMULATION TIME IS LONG ENOUGH. THE SIMULATION ALWAYS
* STARTS WITH AN EMPTY POND AND A CERTAIN TIME IS NEEDED TO FILL' UP THE
* POND. THE FLOW PATH IS DIVIDED INTO SEVERAL ELEMENTS. THE SIZE OF EACH
* ELEMENT CORRESPONDS TO THE VOLUME OF WATER DISCHARGED INTO THE POND
* DURING ONE HOUR. THE MODEL CAN ONLY BE RUN IN HOURLY TIME STEPS. A
* SIMULATION TIME OF 3 CYCLES, THAT IS THE TIME THE WATER NEEDS FROM INFLOW
* TO OUTFLOW, IS RECOMMENDED TO REACH AN EQUILIBRIUM WITH THE WEATHER
* CONDITIONS.PARAMETERS ARE THE PHYSICAL SHAPE OF THE LAKE, A DEFAULT
* OUTFLOW TEMPERATURE AS LONG AS THE POND IS 'EMPTY', A SHADING
* PARAMETER WHICH DEFINES, WHETHER THIS PART OF THE POND IS SHADED AND
* OUTPUT PARAMETERS WHICH DEFINE THE TIME FOR A SNAPSHOT OF ALL ELEMENT *
* POSITIONS AND TEMPERATURES. INPUTS ARE THE WATER INFLOW TEMPERATURE,
* WEATHER CONDITIONS, MAKE UP INFLOW TEMPERATURE AND VOLUMETRIC FLOW
* RATES FOR MAKE UP AND MAIN WATER FLOW AND THE START SIGNAL FOR ELEMENT
* TRACKING.
* OUTPUTS ARE:
* 1: TIME OF THE DAY [hr]
* 2: OUTLET TEMPERATURE [F]
* 3 : LENGTH OF INFLOW ELEMENT [ft]
* 4: TEMPERATURE OF TRACKED ELEMENT [F]
* 5: ENERGY REJECTION BY EVAPORATIONC [Btu/hr*ftA2]
* 6: ENERGY REJECTION BY RADIATION [Btu/hr*ftA2]
* 7: ENERGY REJECTION BY CONVECTION [Btu/hr*ftA2]
* 8: ENERGY GAIN FROM SOLAR RADIATION [Btu/hr*ftA2]
* 9: TOTAL ENERGY TRANSFER [Btu/hr*ftA2]
* 10: TIME AT WHICH TRACKED ELEMENT LEAVES THE POND [hr]

* NOMENCLATURE:
* ALPHAW:
* AREA:
* C:
* CALT:
* CEILING:
* CLOUD:
* CPW:
* CROSSECT:
* CSH:

* DAYTIME:
* DENS:
* DEPTH:
* DIAG:
* DRYBULB:
* F:
* FU:
* IMU:

ABSORPTANCE OF WATER
SURFACE AREA OF AN ELEMENT
INDICATOR, WHETHER INFLOW IS ZERO OR NOT
DEFAULT TEMPERATURE IF POND OUTFLOW IS ZERO
CEILING HEIGTH OF CLOUDS [ft]
CLOUD COVER
SPECIDIC HEAT OF WATER, ASSUMED CONSTANT CPW=0.997 [Btu/lb-F]
CROSSECTIONAL AREA OF FLOW PATH [ftA2]
ARIABLE, THAT INDICATES WHETHER POND IS SHADED: 1 SHADED, 0 NOT
SHADED
TIME OF DAY [hr]
DENSITY OF WATER, ASSUMED TO BE CONSTANT DENS=62.261 [lb/ftA3]
DEPTH OF FLOW CHANNEL [ft]
TEMPERATURE OF TRACKED ELEMENT WHILE IT IS FOLLOWED [F]
DRYBULB TEMPERATURE [F]
NUMBER OF ELEMENTS IN POND
FUTCH FACTOR FOR HEAT TRANSFER CALCULATION
INDICATOR, WHETHER THE PRECEDIDNG ELEMENT RECEIVED A MAKE UP



* INMIX:
* LE:
* LENEW:
* LENGTH:
* LEOLD:
* LUSN:
* MASS:
* OUTFL:
* OVER:

* OVERTOT:
* PATM:
* PMU:
* POS:
* POSOLD:
* PPA:
* PPAS:
*

* CSH:

* QCON:
* QCONTOT:
* QCONA:
,

* QEV:
* QEVTOT:
*
* QEVA:

* QRAD:
* QRADT(
* QRADA:

* QSOL:
* QWSOL:
*

*Q:

* QTOT:
,

* QAA:
,

* SNAP:
*

* SOLAR:
* TE:
* TEOLD:
* TIMEOL]
* TMU:
* TOTARE
* TOUT:
* TPROD:

D:

A:

TRACK:
TVA:
UN:

INFLOW
INFLOW TEMPERATURE [F]
LENGTH OF ELEMENT [ft]
LENGTH OF ELEMENT AFTER OUTFLOW WAS SUBSTRACTED [ft]
LENGTH OF FLOW PASS [ft]
LENGTH OF ELEMENT AT LAST TIMESTEP [ft]
NUMBER OF LOGICAL UNIT FOR SNAPSHOT OUTPUT
MASS OF ONE ELEMENT [lb]
TOTAL LENGTH OF OUTFLOW [ftA3/hr]
LENGTH THAT IS SUBSTRACTED FROM A SINGLE ELEMENT AT OUTFLOW

[ft
TOTAL LENGTH OF OUTFLOW [ftA3/hr]
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE [psia]
POSITION OF MAKE UP FLOW, FROM INFLOW POINT [ft]
POSITION OF AN ELEMENT, MEASURED FROM INFLOW [ft]
POSITION OF AN ELEMENT AT LAST TIMESTEP [ft]
PARTIAL WATER VAPOR PRESSURE [psia]
PARTIAL WATER VAPOR PRESSURE AT SATURATION FOR THIS DRYBULB

[psia]
VARIABLE, THAT INDICATES WHETHER POND IS SHADED: 1 SHADED, 0 NOT
SHADED
ENERGY TRANSFER FOR ONE ELEMENT DUE TO CONVECTION [Btu/ftA2]
SUM OF ENERGY TRANSFER DUE TO CONVECTION AT ONE TIMESTEP [Btu]
ENERGY TRANSFER DUE TO CONVECTION PER UNIT SURFACE AREA OF
POND [BtWftA2]
ENERGY TRANSFER FOR ONE ELEMENT DUE TO EVAPORATION [Btu/ftA2]
SUM OF ENERGY TRANSFER DUE TO EVAPORATION AT ONE TIMESTEP

[Btu]
ENERGY TRANSFER DUE TO EVAPORATION PER UNIT SURFACE AREA OF
POND [BtU/ftA2]
ENERGY TRANSFER FOR ONE ELEMENT DUE TO RADIATION [Btu/ftA2]
SUM OF ENERGY TRANSFER DUE TO RADIATION AT ONE TIMESTEP [Btu]
ENERGY TRANSFER DUE TO RADIATION PER UNIT SURFACE AREA OF
POND [BtU/A2]
ENERGY TRANSFER DUE TO SOLAR RADIATION [Btu/ftA2]
TOTAL ENERGY TRANSFER ACROSS THE SURFACE OF ONE ELEMENT
WITHOUT SOLAR RADIATION [BtU/ftA2]
ENERGY TRANSFER ACROSS ONE ELEMENT SURFACE, INCLUDING
RADIATION, EVAPORATION, CONVECTION AND SOLAR RADIATION [Btu]
SUM OF ENERGY TRANSFER AT ONE TIMESTEP, INCLUDING RADIATION,
EVAPORATION, CONVECTION AND SOLAR RADIATION [Btu]
ENERGY TRANSFER PER UNIT SURFACE AREA OF POND, INCLUDING
RADIATION, EVAPORATION, CONVECTION AND SOLAR RADIATION [Btu/ftA2]
TIME FOR SNAPSHOT OF LAKE. AT THIS TIME THE POSITIONS AND
TEMPERATURES OF ALL ELEMENTS ARE WRITTEN INTO A FILE
SOLAR RADIATION FROM WEATHER FILE [Btu/ftA2]
TEMPERATURE OF ONE ELEMENT [F]
TEMPERATURE OF ONE ELEMENT AT THE PREVIOUS TIMESTEP [F]
PREVIOUS TIMESTEP
TEMPERATURE OF MAKE UP INFLOW [F]
TOTAL SURFACE AREA OF POND [ftA2]
OUTFLOW TEMPERATURE [F]
PRODUCT FROM SINGLE OUTFLOW TEMPERATURE AND CORRESPONDING
OUTFLOW LENGTH FOR ONE ELEMENT [F*ft]
START TIME FOR ELEMENT TRACKING
VIRTUELL TEMPERATURE AT AMBIENT CONDITIONS [R]
IDENTIFIES THE CORRESPONDING UNIT IF MORE THAN ONE POND MODEL

3T:



* IS USED
* VEL: LENGTH OF FIRST ELEMENT [ft]
* VOL: VOLUME OF ONE ELEMENT [ftA3]
* VOLIN: VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE OF WATER INTO THE POND [ftA3/hr]
* VOLMU: VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE OF MAKE UP WATER INTO THE POND [ftA3/hr]
* W: HUMIDITY RATIO [lb/lb]
* WIDTH: AVERAGEWIDTH OF FLOW CHANNEL [ft]
* WIND: WIND VELOCITY [mph]

C VARIABLE DECLARATION

PARAMETER (N=500)

INTEGER J,C,I,LUSN,UN

DOUBLE PRECISION WIDTHLENGTH,DEPTH,AREA,CROSSECT,
SOLAR,INMIX,DRYBULB,WIND,CEILING,QSOL,

VOLIN,VEL,PPAS ,PPA,PV,PSAT,TVA,OVERTOT,TPROD,MASS ,LE,POS ,TE,
QWSOL,Q,LENEW,OVER,W,WSAT,REL,TDP,ENER,QEV,QRAD,QCON,
LEOLD,TEOLD,POSOLD,QTOT,PATM,CLOUD

REAL DAYTIME,CALT,SNAP,TRACK,DENS,CPW,ALPHAW,TRACKEND,FU

INTEGER INFO,ICNTRL !TRNSYS specific
DOUBLE PRECISION XIN,OUT !TRNSYS specific
REAL TIME,T,DTDT,PAR !TRNSYS specific

DIMENSION XIN(11),OUT(12),PAR(9),INFO(15) !TRNSYS specific
DIMENSION LE(3,N),POS(3,N),TE(3,N),LEOLD(3,N),POSOLD(3,N),

TEOLD(3,N),TIMEOLD(3),TRACKEND(3),CDI(3),TRACK(3)

COMMON /ENERG/ QEV,QRAD,QCON
COMMON /SIM/ TIMEO,TFINAL,DELT,IWARN

C Set unit number for storage
UN=INFO(l)-69

C Input variables
SOLAR=XIN(l) !Whr/mA2
DRYBULB=XIN(2) !F
W=XIN(3) !lb/lb
WIND=XIN(4) !knots
PATM=XIN(5) !inHg
CLOUD=XIN(6)
CEILING=XIN(7) ! 100ft
INMIX=XIN(8) !F
VOLIN=XIN(9) !ftA3/hr
VOLMU=XIN(10) !ftA3/hr
TMU=XIN(I1) !F
TRACK(UN)=XIN(12) !start time for element tracking

C Parameters
WIDTH=PAR(l) !ft
LENGTH=PAR(2) !ft
DEPTH=PAR(3) !ft
CALT=PAR(4) !F
PMU=PAR(5) !ft



CSH=PAR(6) !SHADING ON/OFF
SNAP=PAR(7) !time for snapshot
LUSN=PAR(8) !logical unit number in which snapshot is written
FU=PAR(9) !calibration parameter for evaporation and convection

C Parameter check
C If the position of make up flow is set bigger than the length of
C the pond, it is by default set to the end of the pond.

IF (PMU .GT. LENGTH) PMU=LENGTH

C Water properties, assumed to be constant in this range
C evaluated at 80F, 14.7 psia

DENS=62.261 !Ibm/ftA3
CPW=0.997 !BTU/lbm*F

C Calculation of time of day
DAYTIME=MOD(TIME,24)

C Cloud cover converted into tenth
CLOUD=CLOUD

C initializations performed in the first time step
IF (INFO(8) .EQ. 1) THEN

C Initialize lake parameter at first function call
DO J=1,N

LE(UN,J)=0
POS(UN,J)=O
TE(UN,J)=CALT

END DO
C Write header line for shot file, if snapshot is required

IF (SNAP .GT. 0) THEN
WRITE(LUSN,'(2(A12))') 'POSITION','TEMPERATURE'

END IF
C Initialize time for controll of element movement

T1MEOLD(UN)=TIME- 1
C Default for start of element tracking and snapshot

IF (TRACK(UN) .LE. TIMEO) TRACK(UN)=TIMEO+l
IF (SNAP .LE. TIMEO) SNAP =TIMEO+I

C Initialize variable, that indicates end of tracking
TRACKEND(UN)=0.
CDI(UN)=O.

END IF

C Unit conversion of read data
PATM=PATM*0.4912 !"Hg to psi
CEILING=CEILING* 100 100ft to ft

C Absorptance of water surface
ALPHAW=0.94

C Check, if this part of the pond is shaded and unit conversion
IF (CSH .LE. 0.) THEN

C Conversion of solar radiation into English units and account for absorbtance
QSOL=ALPHAW*SOLAR*3.415/10.764 !BTU/ftA2*hr
ELSE

QSOL=O.
END IF
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C Calculation of crossectional area of flow channel
CROSSECT=WIDTH*DEPTH

C Calculation of inflow length from inflow volume
VEL=VOLIN/CROS SECT ! ft/hr

C Psychrometric data
C Temperatures in F, Pressures in psia

CALL PSYCHRO(DRYBULB,W,PATM,PSAT,PV,WSATREL,TDP)
C conversion into mmHg

PPS=PSAT*51.715 !psia to mmHg
PPA=PV*51.715 !psia to mmHg

C Calculation of virtual temperature for ambient air
TVA=(DRYBULB+459.67)/(1-0.378*PPA/(PATM*51.715)) !R

C INITIALIZATION OF VARIABLES
C Total outflow

OVERTOT=O.
C Total sum of product of outflow times temperature

TPROD=0.
C Sum of surface area of all elements in lake

TOTAREA=O.
C Total heat transfer across surface for one time step

QTOT=O. !total energy
QEVTOT=O. !evaporation
QRADTOT--0. !radiation (long wave)
QCONTOT=O. !convection
QSOLTOT=O. !solar radiation

C Check, whether lake moves or not. If not, the elements keep their
C position from the last time step, to avoid 'empty' elements at
C the inflow point of the lake

IF (VEL .LE. 0.) THEN
C=I.

ELSE
C=O.

END IF

C Initialize indicator for make up inflow
IMU=0

C This section is needed to avoid double movement of lake elements
C in case of several iterative calls of the unit at one time step
C The configuration of the last time step is saved in the array labeled 'OLD'

IF (TIMEOLD(UN) .LT. TIME) THEN
DO J=I,N

TEOLD(UN,J)=TE(UN,J)
POSOLD(UNJ)=POS(UNJ)
LEOLD(UN,J)=LE(UN,J)

END DO
END IF
IF (TIMEOLD(UN) EQ. TIME) THEN

IF ((TIME .EQ. SNAP) .AND. (SNAP .GT. 0)) THEN
REWIND(LUSN)

C Print header line for snapshot file again



WRITE(LUSN,'(2(A12))') 'POSITION',IEMPERATURE'
END IF

END IF

TIMEOLD(UN)=TIME

C GENERATION OF SHUNK MOVEMENT AND CALCULATION OF ENERGY TRANSFER
ACROSS
C THE SURFACE

DO 100 I=N,2,-1
C Reading of previous values

LE(UN,I)=LEOLD(UN,I-1+C) !length = size
POS (UN,I)=POSOLD(UN,I-I+C)+VEL !position

* TE(UN,I)=TE(UN,I-1+C) !temperature

C Calculation of geometry values for each element
AREA=LE(UN,I)*WIDTH !area
VOL=LE(UN,I)*CROSSECT !volume
MASS=VOL*DENS !mass

C THE FOLLOWING CALCULATIONS ARE ONLY PERFORMED, IF THE PARTICULAR
C ELEMENT IS FULL

IF (LE(UN,I) .GT. 0) THEN

C Calculation of total energy transfer, using energy function
C energy transfer without solar radiation

QWSOL=ENER(TEOLD(UN,I- 1+C),PATM,WIND,DRYBULB,TVA,PPA,TDP,
CLOUD,CEILING,DAYTIME,FU)

C Total energy transfer, including evaporation, convection, radiation
C and solar radiation

Q=AREA*(QWSOL-QSOL)

C Calculation of new element temperature
TE(UN,I)=TEOLD(UN,I- I+C)-Q/(MASS*CPW)

C ADDITION OF MAKE UP FLOW TO CORRESPONDING ELEMENT
C A simple mixing equation is employed, to get the element
C temperature after the make up inflow. The element volume
C is kept constant.

IF ((POS(UN,I).GEYjPMU).AND.
((POS(UN,I)-LE(UN,I)).LT. PMU)) THEN
LMU=VOLMU/CROSSECT

TE(UN,I)=(TE(UN,I)*(LE(UN,I)-LMU)+TMU*LMU)iLE(UN,I)
END IF

C Output of one snapshot at one point of simulation. Output lists all
C element temperatures and their positions

IF ((TIME .EQ. SNAP) .AND. (SNAP .GT. 0)) THEN
WRITE(LUSN,25) POS(UN,I),TE(UN,I)

END IF
25 FORMAT(2(F12.2))

C Summation of total energy transfer for one time step



QTOT=QTOT+Q
C Summation of single energy terms for one time step

QEVTOT=QEVTOT+AREA*QEV
QRADTOT=QRADTOT+AREA*QRAD
QCONTOT=QCONTOT+AREA*QCON

C Summation of surface area
TOTAREA=TOTAREA+AREA

C WRITE(6,'(5F12.1)') QTOT,QEVTOT,QRADTOT,QCONTOT,QSOLTOT

C END OF ENERGY CALCULATION
END IF

C Calculation of outflow if position of an element is greater then
C length of lake

IF (POS(UN,I) .GT. LENGTH) THEN

OVER=POS(UN,I)-LENGTH
POS(UN,I)=LENGTH
LENEW=LE(UN,I)-OVER

C Control whether element is empty
IF (LENEW .LE. 0.) THEN

OVER=LE(UN,I)
LENEW=O

END IF

LE(UN,I)=LENEW

C summation of outflow
OVERTOT--OVERTOT+OVER !ft

C Summation of outflow time temperature product
TPROD=TPROD+TE(UN,I)*OVER !F*ft

C If an element is empty, the temperature is set to zero
IF (LE(UN,I) .EQ. 0) THEN

TE(UN,I)=O
END IF

C END OF LENGTH CALCULATIONS
END IF

C END OF ENERGY AND OUTFLOW CALCULATIONS
100 CONTINUE
C END OF SHUNK MOVEMENT

C EVALUATION OF OUTFLOW TEMPERATURE. IF OUTFLOW IS ZERO, THE OUTFLOW
C TEMPERATURE IS SET TO CALT

IF (OVERTOT .EQ. 0) THEN
TOUT=CALT !outflow temperature
OUTFL=0 !outflow amount of water

ELSE
TOUT=TPROD/OVERTOT
OUTFL=OVERTOT

END IF
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C GENERATION OF FIRST ELEMENT
C The first element is treated differently, as there is no previous
C element that can be read
C Calculation of energy transfer for inflow element
C the temperature is evaluated after the hour
C check, whether inflow is zero

IF (VEL .EQ. 0) THEN
QWSOL=ENER(TEOLD(UN, 1),PATM,WIND,DRYBULB,TVA,PPA,TDP,CLOUD,

CEILING,DAYTIME,FU)
LE(UN,l)=LEOLD(UN,1)
POS(UN,1)=POSOLD(UN,1)
AREA=LE(UN, I)*WIDTH
VOL=LE(UN, 1)*CROS SECT
MASS=VOL*DENS
Q=AREA*(QWSOL-QSOL)
TE(UN, 1)=TEOLD(UN, 1)-Q/(MASS*CPW)

ELSE
QWSOL=ENER(INMIX,PATM,WIND,DRYBULB,TVA,PPA,TDP,CLOUD,

CEILING,DAYTIME,FU)
AREA=VEL*WIDTH
Q=AREA*(QWSOL-QSOL)
MASSIN=VOLIN*DENS
LE(UN,1)=VEL
POS(UN,1)=VEL
TE(UN, 1)=INMX-Q/(MASSIN*CPW)

END IF

C ADDITION OF MAKE UP FLOW TO FIRST ELEMENT, IF APPROPRIATE
C A simple mixing equation is employed, to get the element
C temperature after the make up inflow. The element volume
C is kept constant.

IF ((POS(UN,1).GE.PMU) .AND. (PMU .GE. 0.)) THEN
LMU=VOLMU/CROS SECT

TE(UN, 1)=(TE(UN,1)*(LE(UN,1)-LMU)+TMU*LMU)/LE(UN,1)
END IF

C Output of snapshot at end of simulation. This output writes first
C element into snapshot file

1=1
IF ((TIME .EQ. SNAP) .AND. (SNAP .GT. 0)) THEN

WRITE(LUSN,25) POS(UN,I),TE(UN,I)
END IF

C Addition of energy transfer terms of the first element calculation
QTOT=QTOT+Q
QEVTOT=QEVTOT+AREA*QEV
QRADTOT=QRADTOT+AREA*QRAD
QCONTOT=QCONTOT+AREA*QCON

C Addition of surface area of first element to total surface area
TOTAREA=TOTAREA+AREA

C For element tracking, the temperature of the particular element is
C only written as long as it is in the lake. Diag is output variable

IF ((TIME-TRACK(UN)) .LT. N) THEN
IF ((TIME .GE. TRACK(UN)).AND.(LE(UN,TIME-TRACK(UN)) .GT. 0))

THEN
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DIAG=TE(UN,(TIME-TRACK(UN)+ 1))
CDI(UN)=I.

ELSE
DIAG=O.
IF (CDI(UN) EQ. 1.) THEN

TRACKEND(UN)=TIME
CDI(UN)=0.

END IF
END IF

ELSE
DIAG=O.

END IF

C Calibration of total energy transfer with lake area
QAA=QTOT/TOTAREA
QEVA=QEVTOT/TOTAREA
QRADA=QRADTOT/TOTAREA
QCONA=QCONTOT/TOTAREA

C Output variables
OUT(l) =DAYTIME !hour of the day
OUT(2) =TOUT !F
OUT(3) =VEL !ft
OUT(4)=DIAG !F
OUT(5)=QEVA !Btu/ftA2
OUT(6)=QRADA !Btu/ftA2
OUT(7)=QCONA ! Btu/ftA2
OUT(8)=SOLAR !Btu/ftA2
OUT(9)=QAA !Btu/ftA2
OUT(10)=TRACKEND(UN) !time at which tracked element leaves the pond

RETURN 1

END

C END OF MAIN ROUTINE
C *********************

SUBROUTINE PSYCHRO(TIN,W,PATM,PSAT,PV,WSAT,REL,TDP)

C SUBROUTINE WITH INPUT DRY BULB[F], HUMIDITY RATIO AND ATMOSPHERIC
C PRESSURE[psia].
C OUTPUT SATURATION PRESSURE[psia]AT DRY BULB, VAPOR PRESSURE[psia],
C HUMIDITY RATIO AT SARURATION, RELATIVE HUMIDITY,
C DEW POINT TEMPERATURE[F]

DOUBLE PRECISION TIN,TDP,Y,PATM,PSAT,PV,W,WSAT,REL

C CALCULATION OF SATURATION PRESSURE AT DRY AND WET BULB
CALL SATUR(TIN,PATM,PSAT,WSAT)

C RELATIVE HUMIDITY
REL=W/(0.62198+W)*PATM/PSAT



C PARTIAL VAPOR PRESSURE OF WATER VAPOR
PV = PATM*W/(.62198+W)

C CALCULATION OF DEW POINT TEMPERATUR (F)
Y = ALOG(PV)
TDP =100.45+33.193*Y+2.319*Y*Y+0.17074*Y**3+1.2063*PV**(. 1984)

RETURN

END

SUBROUTINE SATUR(TIN,PATM,PSAT,WSAT)

* SUBROUTINE FOR CALCULATING SATURATION PRESSURE AND URATION
* HUMIDITY RATIO AT INPUT TEMPERATURE AND ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
* TIN IN F, PSAT AND PATM IN PSIA
** ****** ** **** ************ *** ** ******* ****** **** ** ** **** ****** ****** *

DOUBLE PRECISION TIN,TINR,PATM,PSAT,WSAT
DATA C8/-1.04404E+4/,C9/-1.129464E+1/
DATA C 10/-2.70224E-2/,C 11/1.28904E-5/,C 12/-2.47807E-9/
DATA C13/6.54597/

C CONVERSION OF INPUT TEMPERATURE
TINR =TIN+459.67

C SATUARTION PRESSURE
PSAT=EXP(C8/TINR+C9+C 1O*TINR+C 1 *TINR**2+C 12*TINR**3+C13*

ALOG(TINR))

C W AT SATURATION AND DRY BULB
WSAT = .62198 * PSAT/(PATM-PSAT)

RETURN

END

FUNCTION ENER(TWAT,PATM,WIND,DRYBULB,TVA,PPA,TDP,CLOUD,CEILING,
* DAYTIME,FU)

C CALCULATION OF ENERGY TRANSFER THROUGH LAKE SURFACE, INCLUDING
C RADIATION, EVAPORATION AND CONVECTION. sOLAR RADIATION HAS TO BE
C ADDED IN MAIN PROGRAM. OUTPUT IS IN BTU/HR/FTA2

DOUBLE PRECISION ENER,SIGMA,TWAT

DOUBLE PRECISION PATM,WIND,DRYBULB,TVA,TDP,CLOUD,CEILING,
TVS,PPS,WSAT,TWATR,TDPC,TDBREPSO,EPSOO,EPSH,EPSE,

GAMMA,CLE,EPSSKY,EPSW,QEV,QCON,QRAD,PPA,
EPSC,F

REAL DAYTIME,FU



COMMON /ENERG/ QEV,QRAD,QCON

C VIRTUAL TEMPERATURES AT WATER TEMPERATURE
CALL SATUR(TWAT,PATM,PPS,WSAT)

C UNIT CONVERSION, SATURATION WATER VAPOR PRESSURE
PPS=PPS*51.715 !psia to mmHg

C Virtual temperature at water surface
TVS=(TWAT+459.67)/(1-0.378*PPS/(PATM*51.715)) !R

C Calculation of wind function, JU is the calibration factor
IF ((TVS-TVA) .LT. 0.01) THEN

F=FU* 17.*0.581*WIND/24 !BTU/HR*FTA2*mmHg
ELSE

F=FU*(14*WIND+22.4*(TVS-TVA)**0.333)/24 !BTU/HR*FTA2*mmHg
END IF

C HEAT FLUX RELATED TO EVAPORATION
QEV=F*(PPS-PPA) ! BTU/hr/ftA2

C CONVECTION IS RELATED TO EVAPORATION
C BY A FACTOR DEPENDANT ON WATER AND DRYBULB TEMPERATURE

QCON=F*0.255*(TWAT-DRYBULB) !BTU/hr/ftA2

C RADIATION
C RADIATION CONSTANT

SIGMA= 1.72917E-9 !Btu/hr-ftA2-RA

C CONVERSION OF UNITS OF TEMPERATURES
TDPC=(TDP-32)/1.8 !F to C
TWATR=TWAT+459.67 !F to R
TDBR=DRYBULB+459.67 !F to R

C CALCULATION OF CLEAR SKY EMISSIVITY
EPS0O=(0.71 l+0.56*(TDPC/100)+O.73*(TDPC/100)**2)
EPSH=0.013*COS(2*3.14*DAYTIME/24)
EPSE=0.00012*(PATM/14.5*1000-1000) !PATM FROM PSIA TO MBAR
EPSO=EPSOO+EPSH+EPSE

C ACCOUNT FOR CLOUD COVER
C INTERPOLATION OF CLOUD EMISSIVITY WITH HEIGHT

IF (CEILING .GT. 11000*3.2808) THEN
EPSC=0.15

ELSE
EPSC=0.72-(0.72-0.15)/(3.2808*( 11000-4000))*(CEILING-3.2808*4000)
END IF

C Includes ceiling height
GAMMA=EXP(-CEELING/(8200*3.2808))
CLE=CLOUD*EPSC*GAMMA

C TOTAL SKY EMISSIVITY
EPSSKY=EPS0+(1-EPS0)*CLE

C EMISSIVITY OF A WATER SURFACE
EPSW=0.96

C NET RADIATION BETWEEN WATER SURFACE AND SKY
QRAD=SIGMA*(EPSW*TWATR**4-EPSSKY*TDBR**4) !BTU/ftA2*hr
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C TOTAL ENERGY TRANSFER WITHOUT SOLAR RADIATION
ENER=QEV+QCON+QRAD !BTU/hr*ftA2

END
C END OF ENERGY FUNCTION
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Appendix C

Cooling Spray Description

C 1 EES program for spray calculation

The following section shows the EES program that was used to calculate the spray
performance shown in chapter 4.4:

"weather conditions"
"wet bulb temperature of ambient air"
T wb_eu=70 "[F]"
"conversion into SI-units, as the program works in SI units"
T wb a=(T_wb_eu-32)/l.8 "[CI"
"a constant relative humidity of the ambient air is assumed"
R=0.5

"water initial temperature"
T_H eu=100 "[F]"
T_H=(T_H_eu-32)/1.8 "[C]"

"wind profile calculated with power law"
"reference height at which wind speed is measured"
Z_r=10 "[m]"
"measured velocity at reference height, h_r"
v_inf m=5 "[mph]"
v_inf=v_inf m*0.447 "[mls]"
"power law coefficient"
kappa=0.26
"velocity profile integrated, to get average"
v_av=sin(psi)*(vinf/(kappa+l))*(Zs/Zr)Akappa "[m/s]""angle of approach to channel flow"
psi=90

"spray height above water"
Z_s=3.6 "[m]"
"spraying height, over nozzle"
Z_u=2.1 "[in]"
"spray radius"
R_s=4.9 "[Im]"
''gravitation constant"
g=9.81 "[m/sA2]"
"vertical speed, average from up- and downward movement"
w_d=((2*g*Zu)AO.5/2+(2*g*Zs)AO.5/2)/2
"horizontal velocity of droplet"
v_d=(2*g*Z_u)AO.5*R_s/(4*Zu)

"time of droplet in the air, frictionless assummed"



t_f=(2*Z_u/g)A0.5+(2*Zs/g)0.5 "[s]"

"calculate relative velocity between drop and air"
u_dA2=w_dA2+v_dA2+v_avA2

"Spray geometry and drop trajectory, spray canal specification"

"Sauter mean diameter"
D_vs=0.22e-2 "[m]"

"determination of total area and mass flow rate"
"number of nozzles per cluster"
N_n=4
"number of clusters per row"
N_c=5
"number of rows"
N_r=4
"total number of clusters"
N_tot=N_c*N_r
"distance between rows, center to center"
D_r=25*0.3048 "[m]"
"distance between clusters, center to center, along one row"
D_c=13*0.3048 "[m]"
"length of cluster leg"
L_c=10*0.3048 "[m]"
"extension of cluster"
D_s=0.5*(L.cA2/2)A0.5 "[m]"
"width of spray field, perpendicular to flow direction"
W=(N_r*D_r+2*D_s+2*R_s) "[m]"
"length of rows"
L_r=(N_c*D_c+2*D_s+2*R_s) "[m]"
''total area covered by spray"
A_s=L_r*W "[mA2]"
A s_ac=A-s/4047 "[acre]"
"flow rate per nozzle"
V_N=53 "[gpm]"
"total flow rate"
V_tot_spr=N_tot*N_n*V_N "[gpm]"
V_tot=V tot spr*3.785e-3/60 "[mA3/s]"
"estimated power requirement per 1000 gallons sprayed, from separate calculation"
P'=10/1000 "[kW/gpm]"
"total power requirement"
P_tot=P'*V tot spr "[kW]"
"total mass flow rate"
m=V_tot*rho_w "[kg/s]"
"mass flow rate per unit length of canal"
m'=m/L_r "[kg/m*s]"

"evaluation of properties"
"film temperature to evaluate properties"
T_fi=(T_H+T_wb_a)/2
"air viscosity, dynamic"
mu_a=Viscosity(AirH20,T=T_fi,P=1,R=R) "[kg/m*s]"



"air density"
rho-a= 1/Volume(AirH20,T=Tfi,P=l,R=R) "[kg/mA3]""air viscosity, kinematic"
nfu_a=mu_a/rho-a "[mA2/s]"
"specific heat of air"
c-pa=SpecHeat(AirH20,T=T_fi,P= 1,R=R)* 1000 "[J/kg*K]"
"thermal conductivity of air"
k_a=Conductivity(AirH20,T=T_fi,P=1,R=R) "[W/m*K]"
"density of water"
rho-w=l/Volume(Water,T=T_H,P=l) "[kg/mA3]"
"evaluate b_f, which is dh/dT at T_f'
h_u=Enthalpy(AirH20,T=(T_fi+0.1 ),P= 1,R= 1)* 1e3 "[J/kg*K]"
h_l=Enthalpy(AirH20,T=(T_fi-0.1),P=l,R=1)*le3 "[J/kg*K]"
b_f=(h_u-h_1)/0.2 "[J/kg*K]""specific heat of water"
cpw=SpecHeat(Water,T=T_fi,P= 1)* 1e3 "[J/kg*K]"

"Reynold's number for a droplet"
Re=u_d*D_vs/nu_a
"Prandtl number of air"
Pr=c_pa*mu-a/k_a
"Nusselt number from Ranz and Marshall"
Nuss=2+0.6*PrA(1/3)*ReA(1/2)
"mass transfer coefficient from Nusselt and epsilon"
Nuss=(K.m*0.89*cpa*D_vs)/k_a
"NTU from mass transfer coefficient"
NTU=(6*t_f*K_m)/(rho_w*D_vs)

"Energy calculation"
''energy rejection per unit length of flow channel"
Q'=(T_H-T_wba)*b_f*rho_a*v_av*Z_s*A "[W/m]"
A=(1-exp((-(1-exp(-NTU*bf/cpw))*m'*cpw)/(b_f*rho_a*v_av*Z_s)))
"cold water temperature"
Q'=m'*cpw*(T_H-TC) "[W/m]"
"conversion into English units"
T_C_eu=T_C*l.8+32 "[F]"

''cooling range of spray"
range=T H eu-T C eu "[F]"
"effectiveness"

eta=(T_H-TC)/(T_H-T_wb_a)

"evaluation of ability to cool down the total cooling water"
"number of tower pumps"
n_t=1
"an average value of 100,000 gpm flow per tower pump is assumed"
V tot cs=402000-n_t*100000 "[gpm]"
"mixed water temperature after spraying"
T_mix=((V_tot_cs-V tot spr)*T_H+V_tot spr*T_C)/V tot-cs "[C]"
"conversion into English units"
T_mix_eu=T_mix*1.8+32 "[F]"
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"total range of spray system"
range_t=(T_H_eu-T_mix_eu) "[F]"

C 2 Parameters of particular spray system

The parameters are obtained for the Sprayco1751 spray nozzle from manufacturers data
[19] and from experimental results given in [22]. The following list summarizes the
parameters for this particular spray system.

DVS=0.22 cm
Nn=4
Nc=5
Nr=4
Dr=7.6 m
Dc=4 m
Lc=3m
VN=53 gpm
Pdis= 7 psig
Zs=3.6 m
Zu=2.1 m
Rs=4.9 m

C3 Auxiliary power requirement

The estimation of the pressure rise the supply pump has to produce is
for the spray cluster. The procedure follows the one outlined in [28].

shown in detail

junction box dc=2"

P2E
I d=7 psig

- hd

\Vn=53 gpm\

elbow

\ supply pipe
Figure C1 Geometric values for pressure drop calculation

Figure Cl shows the geometry of the spray cluster. Values given in [19] will be used
for the actual calculation. The gage pressure at point 2 is calculated using Bernoulli's
equation.

2 2
2 + -P2 g -h2 2L+ -+ g h +g - (Equ. c3. 1)



Ah is the head loss due to friction between point 2 and the discharge point. The head
loss consists of several parts:
-friction loss in pipe
-losses in junction box
- losses in elbow
The single loss terms are estimated using relations in [28]. The total head loss due to
friction is then estimated to
Ah = 1.35 ft.

The velocities in the pipes can be calculated from the volumetric flow rate and the
pipe diameter. The cluster leg pipe has a diameter of 2". In addition to the head loss the
pump has to supply the energy for the difference in elevation between the discharge point
and the water level, in the plot shown as the difference between h2 and hd. For the
Sprayco system a difference of 5 ft is assumed. The total gage pressure the pump has to
supply in the supply pipe is then calculated as 10.33 psig, including all losses and the
discharge pressure.

The water comes from one pump and has therefore to be distributed to each single
cluster. An additional pipe loss in the supply pipe has to be accounted for. Of course the
flow velocity in the supply pipe depends on the number of clusters in one row. The size
of the system is that used in chapter 4.4.5, and an estimate is made for the pressure drop
in a supply pipe for four clusters. The diameter recommended in [19] is varying in flow
direction, as the flow rate is not constant but decreasing.

An average pressure drop in the supply pipe is estimated to 0.6 psi. The total pressure
rise the pump has to supply becomes Appump = 10.93psi.
From the volumetric flow rate and the pressure drop the required pump power can be
estimated.

Ppump = Appump" Vwat (Equ. C3.2)

where T1 is the pump efficiecy. The pump efficiency is estimated to 60% to get a
conservative estimate. Calculating the power for a row of five clusters with a total flow
rate of 1060 gpm, the pump power per 1000 gpm water sprayed is Ppump = 8.4kW.



Appendix D

Power plant

D 1. Type 45 Power plant performance

D 1.1 Brief descriRtion of the TRNSYS component

The Type 45 simulates the performance of a steam cycle power plant. The calculation is
based on a number of empirical relations that fit the actual behavior of a power plant,
therefore the calculation is not generally applicable, but adapted to the performance of the
Columbia Generating Station.
The values that were used for the calculation were obtained from a heat rate test. The curve
fit parameters used are:

Standard heat rate:

Steam flow rate:

AH=282.2 MW-Btu/kWh BH=6.282 Btu/kWh
CH=0.002335 Btu/kWh-MW

AL=-206.15 klb/hr BL=7.058 klb/hr-MW

Base auxiliary power: AA=9.05 MW

Boiler efficiency: ABO=0.8703

BA=0.0278 MW/MW

BBO=-0.00004525 1/MW

It has to be noted that the routine is suited only for calculation of power plant performance
for a power plant with a maximum load of 535 MW and a maximum steam flow rate of
3,800 klb/hr.

Following is the list of parameters, inputs and outputs that need to be specified:

Parameters:
1 First coefficient for standard heat rate
2 Second coefficient for standard heat rate
3 Third coefficient for standard heat rate
4 Intercept for steam flow rate relation
5 Linear coefficient for steam flow rate relation
6 Intercept for base auxiliary power
7 Linear coefficient for base auxiliary power
8 Intercept for boiler efficiency
9 Linear coefficient for boiler efficiency
6 Fuel cost

Inputs:
1 Back pressure
2 Unit Load
3 Auxiliary power
4 Corresponding load at standard condition

[MW-Btu/kWh]
[Btu/kWh]
[Btu/kWh-MW]
[klb/hr]
[klb/hr-MW]
[MW]
IMW/MW]
[]
[1/MW]
[$/MMBtu]

["Hg]
[MW]
[MW]
[MW]
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Outputs:
1 Overall heat rate [Btu/kWh]
2 Corresponding heat rate at standard condition [Btu/kWh]
3 Absolute change in net heat rate due to back [Btu/kWh]

pressure
5 Absolute change in net heat rate due to [Btu/kWh]

auxiliary power for cooling
6 Fuel cost per hour [$/hr]
7 Fuel cost per energy output [$/MWh]
8 Corresponding load at standard condition [MW]

For iteration purposes, input 4 has to be set equal to output 8 when the component is used
in a TRNSYS deck.

D 1.2 Source code of TYPE 45

SUBROUTINE TYPE45(TIME,XIN,OUT,T,DTDT,PAR,INFO,ICNTRL,*)

* THIS TYPE SIMULATES THE PERFORMANCE OF A POWER PLANT. THE PERFORMANCE
* IS CALCULATED FROM CORRECTION CURVES GIVEN IN THE ASME PTC 6.1 TURBINE
* TEST CODE. INPUTS ARE THE UNIT LOAD [MW], AUXILIARY POWER [MW]
* BACK PRESSURE ["Hg] AND THE EUIVALENT LOAD AT STANDARD CONDITIONS [MW].
* OUTPUTS ARE:
* 1 THE OVERALL NET HEATRATE [BTU/kWh]
* 2 THE NET HEAT RATE IF THE BACK PRESSURE WERE 1.5"Hg RATE [BTU/kWh]
* 3 THE ABSOLUTE CHANGE IN NET HEAT RATE DUE TO BACK PRESSURE [BTU/kWh]
* 4 THE ABSOLUTE CHANGE IN NET HEAT RATE DUE COOLING AUXILIARY POWER
*[BTU/kWh]
* 5 THE OPERATING COST PER HOUR [$/hr]
* 6 THE COST PER ENERGY OUTPUT [$/MWh],
* 7 THE CORRESPONDING STANDARD LOAD [MW].
* THE COSTS TAKE ONLY THE FUEL COSTS INTO ACCOUNT.
* PARAMETERS ARE CURVE FIT COEFFICIENTS FOR STANDARD HEAT RATE, STEAM
* FLOW AND FUEL COSTS IN $/MBTU.

* NOMENCLATURE
* AH,BH,CH: CURVE FIT COEFFICIENTS FOR STANDARD HEAT RATE COMPUTATION,
* BASED ON STANDARD GROSS LOAD
* AL,BL: CURVE FIT COEFFICIENTS FOR STEAM FLOW RATE CALCULATION FROM
* LOAD,BASED ON STANDARD GROSS LOAD
* AA,BA: CURVE FIT COEFFICIENTS FOR BASE AUXILIARY POWER, BASED ON
* GROSS LOAD
* ABO,BBO: CURVE FIT COEFFICIENTS FOR BOILER EFFICIENCY, BASED ON GROSS
* LOAD
* A1,A2,A3,A4,A5: CURVE FIT COEFFICIENTS FOR BACK PRESSURE

CORRECTION OF HEAT RATE
* EFF_BO: BOILER EFFICIENCY
* GSTH: GROSS STANDARD TURBINE HEAT RATE, IF THE BACK PRESSURE WERE
* 1.5"Hg [BTU/kWh]
* GTHR: ACTUAL GROSS TURBINE HEAT RATE [BTU/kWh]
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* GHR: GROSS PLANT HEAT RATE [BTU/kWh]
* NHR_C: NET PLANT HEAT RATE FROM BASE AUXILIARY POWER [BTU/kWh]
* NHR: NET PLANT HEAT RATE INCLUDING COOLING AUXILIARY POWER
* [BTU/kWh]
* ADHR_C: ABSOLUTE INCREMENT IN HEAT RATE DUE TO COOLING POWER
* CONSUMPTION [BTU/kWh]
* NHR_S: NET PLANT HEAT RATE IF THE BACK PRESSURE WERE 1.5"Hg [BTU/kWh]
* ADHR_S: ABSOLUTE INCREMENT IN HEAT RATE DUE TO BACK PRESSURE [BTU/kWh]
* F: FUEL COST [$/kWh]
* PB: BACK PRESSURE ["Hg]
* MST: THROTTLE STEAM FLOW RATE [MMlb/hr]
* NLOAD: NET PLANT LOAD [MW]
* GLOAD: GROSS TURBINE LOAD [MW]
* LOAD_ST: EQUIVALENT LOAD AT STANDARD CONDITIONS, INPUT [MW]
* LOAD_NE: EQUIVALENT LOAD AT STANDARD CONDITIONS, OUTPUT [MW]
* AUX: BASE AUXILIARY POWER [MW]
* AUX_OLD: BASE AUXILIARY POWER, ITERATION VARIABLE [MW]
* AUX_C: AUXILIARY POWER DUE TO COOLING DEVICES [MW]
* OP: OPERATING COST PER MWh OUTPUT [$/MWh]
* OPHR: TOTAL OPERATING COST PER HOUR [$/hr]
* XIN: INPUT ARRAY
* OUT: OUTPUT ARRAY
* PAR: PARAMETER ARRAY
* TIME,T,DTDT: TRNSYS SPECIFIC, NOT USED IN THIS CALCULATION

INTEGER INFO,ICNTRL !TRNSYS specific
DOUBLE PRECISION XIN,OUT !TRNSYS specific
REAL TIME,T,DTDT,PAR !TRNSYS specific

DOUBLE PRECISION Al,A2,A3,A4,A5,AH,BH,CH,AL,BL,AA,BA,ABO,BBO,
AUX,AUX_C,OP,OPHR,F,PB,MST,NLOAD,GLOAD,
LOAD_ST,LOAD_NE,DHR_PB,EFF_BO,GSTH,GTHR,
GHR,NHR,NHR_C,ADHR_C,NHR_S,ADHR_S

DIMENSION XIN(4),OUT(7),PAR(10),INFO(15) !TRNSYS specific

C PARAMETERS
AH=PAR(1) !Btu-MW/kWh
BH=PAR(2) !Btu/kWH
CH=PAR(3) !Btu/kWh-MW
AL=PAR(4) !MMlb/hr
BL=PAR(5) !MMlb/hr-MW
AA=PAR(6) !MW
BA=PAR(7) !MW/MW
ABO=PAR(8)!
BBO=PAR(9) ! 1/MW
F=PAR(10) !$/M[MBTU

C INPUT VARIABLES
PB=XIN(l)
NLOAD=XIN(2)
AUX_C=XIN(3)

C NEEDED FOR ITERATION
LOAD_ST=XIN(4)

C CALCULATE STEAM FLOW FROM STANDARD LOAD



MST=(AL+BL*LOAD-ST)/1000 !Mlb/HR

C CURVE FIT FOR HEAT RATE CORRECTION FROM ASME PTC 6.1
A1=36.282
A2=1.058
A3=6.636
A4=-0.184
A5=-35.897
DHR_PB=Al*(PB-1.5)+A2*(PB- 1.5)**2.+A3*(PB- 1.5)*MST+

A4*(PB-1.5)**2.*MST+A5*(PB-1.5)*MST**04

C GROSS LOAD FROM NET LOAD, BASE AND COOLING AUXILIARY POWER
GLOAD=(NLOAD+AA+AUX_C)/(l-BA)

C AUXILIARY POWER BASED ON GROSS LOAD, IMPLICIT IN STATEMENT ABOVE
AUX=AA+BA*GLOAD

C BOILER EFFICIENCY BASED ON GROSS LOAD
EFF_BO=ABO+BBO*GLOAD

C GROSS STANDARD TURBINE HEAT RATE AT 1.5"Hg BACK PRESSURE
GSTH=(AH/LOAD_ST+BH+CH*LOAD_ST)* 1000.

C ACTUAL GROSS TURBINE HEAT RATE FROM HEAT RATE CORRECTION
GTHR=GSTH*(1.+DHR_PB/100.)

C GROSS PLANT HEAT RATE FROM BOILER EFFICIENCY
GHR=GTHR/EFF_BO

C NET PLANT HEAT RATE, WITHOUT AUXILIARY POWER FOR COOLING
NHR_C=GHR*GLOAD/(GLOAD-AUX)

C NET PLANT HEAT RATE, INCLUDING BASE AND COOLING AUXILIARY POWER
NHR=GHR*GLOAD/(GLOAD-AUX-AUX_C)

C ABSOLUTE INCREMENT IN HEAT RATE DUE TO AUXILIARY COOLING
ADHR C=NHR-NHR_C

C NET HEAT RATE IF THE BACK PRESSURE WERE 1.5"Hg
NHR_S=NHR/(1.+DHR_PB/100.)

C ABSOLUTE INCREMENT IN HEAT RATE DUE TO BACK PRESSURE
ADHR_S=NHR-NHR_S

C NEW EQUIVALENT LOAD AT STANDARD CONDITION, INPUT FOR CONDENSER UNIT
C FOR ITERATION

LOAD_NE=GLOAD/(1.-DHR_PB/100.)

C OPERATING COST OF PLANT IN $/hr, ASSUMING CONSTANT
C PLANT LOAD OVER ONE HOUR

OPHR=NLOAD*NHR/1000.*F !$/hr
C COST IN $/MWh OUTPUT

OP=NHR*F/1000. !$/MWh

C OUTPUT VARIABLES
OUT(1)=NHR ![Btu/kWh]
OUT(2)=NHR_S ![Btu/kWh]
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OUT(3)=ADHR_S ! [Btu/kWh]
OUT(4)=ADHR_C ![Btu/kWh]
OUT(5)=OPHR [$/hr]
OUT(6)=OP ! [$/MWh]
OUT(7)=LOAD_NE ![MW]

RETURN 1

END

D 2 Type 55 Control unit

D 2.1 Description of TyRe 55 control unit

The Type 55 is an auxiliary component that is used for the simulation of the Columbia
Generating station. It is not generally applicable but is specifically written for this
simulation. The component is used to generate volumetric flow rates for example for the
pond mode, mixed plant inlet and discharge temperatures for cooling tower, cooling pond
and power plant and the auxiliary power consumption of the cooling cycle.

Following is the description of parameters, inputs and outputs

Parameters:

1 Volumetric flow rate for one condenser water [ft3/hr]
pump, unit 1

2 Flow rate ratio of one to two pump operation,
unit 1

3 Volumetric flow rate for one condenser water [ft3/hr]
pump, unit 2

4 Flow rate ratio of one to two pump operation,
unit 2

5 Tower operation parameter
6 Volumetric flow rate for one tower pump, [ft3/hr]

tower A
7 Flow rate ratio of one to two pump operation,

tower A
8 Volumetric flow rate for one tower pump, [ft3/hr]

tower B
9 Flow rate ratio of one to two pump operation,

tower B
10 Number of tower cells, tower A
11 Number of tower cells, tower B
12 Average fan power for tower A
13 Average fan power for tower B
14 Pump power fro one tower pump [MW]
15 Pump power for one make up pump [MW]
16 Volumetric flow rate per make up pump [ft3/hr]
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17 Volumetric flow rate per low head pump [ft3/hr]

Inputs:

1 Difference in temperature rise between low [*F]
head cycle and main cooling cycle

2 Number of pumps for condenser 1
3 Number of pumps for condenser 2
4 Number of make up pumps
5 Number of low head pumps
6 Control variable from automatic controller
7 Tower A outlet temperature [*F]
8 Tower B outlet temperature [*F]
9 Pond outlet temperature [*F]
10 Condenser outlet temperature, unit 1 ['F]
11 Condenser outlet temperature, unit 2 [*F]
12 Auxiliary power, dummy 1 [MW]
13 Auxiliary power, dummy 1 [MW]

Outputs:

1 Mass flow rate to tower A [kg/hr]
2 Mass flow rate to tower B [kg/hr]
3 Volumetric flow rate to lake [ft3/hr]
4 Make up flow rate [ft3/hr]
5 Flow rate to condenser 1 [ft3/hr]
6 Flow rate to condenser 2 [ft3/hr]
7 Mixed plant discharge temperature [*F]
8 Mixed tower outlet temperature [*F]
9 Mixed plant inlet temperature [*F]
10 Auxiliary power consumption [MW]
11 Number of tower pumps

D 2.2 Source code Tvne 55 Control unit

SUBROUTINE TYPE55(TIME,XIN,OUT,T,DTDT,PAR,INFO,ICNTRL,*)

* This Type serves as the control type for the cooling cycle simulation.
* Parameters and inputs specify the plant operation mode, while the
* program converts this information into the desired input format
* for the cooling cycle elements, which are cooling towers, condensers,
* turbines, cooling pond and two dummy units.

* NOMENCLATURE
* DENS: DENSITY OF WATER, ASSUMED TO BE CONSTANT AT 62.2 lb/ftA3
* VWCD1: DESIGN COOLING WATER FLOW TO CONDENSER 1 [ftA3/hr]
* VWCPI: COOLIN WATER FLOW TO CONDENSER 1 AT 1 PUMP [ftA3/hr]
* VWCD2: DESIGN COOLING WATER FLOW TO CONDENSER 2 [ftA3/hr]
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* VWCP2: COOLIN WATER FLOW TO CONDENSER 2 AT 1 PUMP [ftA3/hr]
* RACI: RATIO OF ACTUAL TO DESIGN FLOW RATE FOR 1 PUMP OPERATION,
* CONDENSER 1. DESIGN MEANS TWO TOWER OPERATION
* RAC2: SAME AS RACI, FOR CONDENSER 2
* VWCOl: ACTUAL FLOW RATE TO CONDENSER 1 [ftA3/hr]
* VWCO2: ACTUAL FLOW RATE TO CONDENSER 2 [ftA3/hr]
* PPC: PUMP POWER FOR ON CONDENSER PUMP, LkW]
* PMC: TOTAL POWER CONSUMPTION FOR MAIN CONDENSER PUMPS [kW]
* TOPA: TOWER OPERATION MODE
* -3: AUTOMATIC CONTROL OF TOWER OPERATION
* -2: ONLY TOWER B OPERATED
* -1: ONLY TOWER A OPERATED
* 0: NO COOLING TOWER OPERATION
* 1: ONE COOLING TOWER PUMP AND TWO TOWERS ON
* 2: TWO COOLING TOWER PUMPS AND TWO TOWERS ON
* VWA2: WATER FLOW RATE FOR TWO PUMP OPERATION, TOWER A [ftA3/hr]
* VWAI: WATER FLOW RATE FOR ONE PUMP OPERATION, TOWER A [ftA3/hr]
* VTOWA: ACTUAL WATER FLOW RATE, TOWER A [ftA3/hr]
* MTOWA: MASS FLOW RATE PER CELL TO TOWER A [kg/hr]
* VWB2: WATER FLOW RATE FOR TWO PUMP OPERATION, TOWER B [ftA3/hr]
* VWB 1: WATER FLOW RATE FOR ONE PUMP OPERATION, TOWER B [ftA3/hr]
* VTOWB: ACTUAL WATER FLOW RATE, TOWER B [ftA3/hr]
* MTOWB: MASS FLOW RATE PER CELL TO TOWER B [kg/hr]
* VTOW: TOTAL OF ACTUAL TOWER FLOW [ftA3/hr]
* RTA: RATIO OF WATER FLOW AT ONE PUMP TO TWO PUMPS, TOWER A
" RTB: RATIO OF WATER FLOW AT ONE PUMP TO TWO PUMPS, TOWER B
* NPU: ACTUAL NUMBER OF OPERATING TOWER PUMPS
* NTCA: NUMBER OF TOWER CELLS, TOWER A
* NTCB: NUMBER OF TOWER CELLS, TOWER B
* PFANA: FAN POWER FOR ONE CELL, TOWER A [kW]
* PTFA: TOTAL FAN POWER TOWER A [kW]
* PFANB: FAN POWER FOR ONE CELL, TOWER B [kW]
* PTFB: TOTAL FAN POWER TOWER B [kW]
* PPT: POWER FOR ONE TOWER PUMP [kW]
* PTPU: TOTAL PUMP POWER FOR TOWER OPERATION [kW]
* PPMU: POWER FOR ONE MAKE UP PUMP [kW]
* PMU: TOTAL PUMP POWER FOR MAKE UP FLOW [kW]
* VPMU: VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE FOR ONE MAKE UP PUMP [ftA3/hr]
* VMU: TOTAL MAKE UP FLOW [ftA3/hr]
* PPLH: POWER FOR ONE LOW HEAD CIRCUIT PUMP [kW]
* PLH: TOTAL PUMP POWER FOR LOW HEAD FLOW [kW]
* VPLH: VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE FOR ONE LOW HEAD PUMP [ftA3/hr]
* VLH: TOTAL LOW HEAD FLOW RATE [ftA3/hr]
* VWTOT: TOTAL CIRCULATING COOLING WATER FLOW [ftA3/hr]
* VWLAKE: VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE INTO LAKE [ftA3/hr]
* DTLH: DIFFERENCE IN TEMPERATURE RISE BETWEEN CONDENSER AND
* LOW HEAD [F]
* COPUI: NUMBER OF COOLING WATER PUMPS CONDENSER 1
* COPU2: NUMBER OF COOLING WATER PUMPS CONDENSER 2
* NPMU: NUMBER OF MAKE UP PUMPS
* NPLH: NUMBER OF LOW HEAD PUMPS
* TOCTR: CONTROL VARIABLE RETURNED FROM CONTROLLER, 0 OR 1
* TTOA: COLD WATER TEMPERATURE OF TOWER A [F]
* TTOB: COLD WATER TEMPERATURE OF TOWER B [F]
* TTOW: MIXED TOWER OUTLET TEMPERATURE [F]
* TLAKE: LAKE RETURN TEMPERATURE [F]
* TCOLD: MIXED PLANT RETURN TEMPERATURE, TOWERS AND LAKE [F]



* TCOUT1: HOT CONDENSER TEMPERATURE, CONDENSER 1 [[F]
* TCOUT2: HOT CONDENSER TEMPERATURE, CONDENSER 2 [[F]
* THOTCO: MIXED HOT TEMPERATURE FROM CONDENSERS 1+2 [F]
* THOT: MIXED HOT PLANT DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE [F]
* AUXD1: AUXILIARY ENERGY CONSUMTION, DUMMY 1 [kW]
* AUXD2: AUXILIARY ENERGY CONSUMTION, DUMMY 2 [kW]
* PAUX: TOTAL AUXILIARY ENERGY CONSUMPTION [MW]
* PAUXI: AUXILIARY POWER CONSUMPTION FOR UNIT 1 [MW]
* PAUX2: AUXILIARY POWER CONSUMPTION FOR UNIT 2 [MW]

INTEGER INFO,ICNTRL !TRNSYS specific
DOUBLE PRECISION XIN,OUT !TRNSYS specific
REAL TIME,T,DTDT,PAR !TRNSYS specific

DIMENSION XIN(13),OUT(1 1),PAR(17),INFO(15) !TRNSYS specific

DOUBLE PRECISION VWCO 1,VWCO2,MTOWA,MTOWB,VTOWA,VTOWB,PTFA,PTFB,
PTPU,PMU,VMU,VLH,VWTOT,VWLAKE,TOCTR,TTOA,TrOB,TrOW,
TLAKE,TCOLD,TCOUT1 ,TCOUT2,THOTCO,THOT,AUXD1 ,AUXD2,PAUX,

DTLH,COPU1,COPU2,NPMU,NPLH,DENS,RAC 1,RAC2,TOPA,
VWCD 1,VWCD2,VWCP1,VWCP2,VWA1,VWA2,VWB 1,VWB2,RTA,RTB,NPU,
NTCA,NTCB,PFANA,PFANB,PPT,PPMU,VPMU,VPLH

C PARAMETERS
C DESIGN CONDENSER FLOW RATE AT TWO PUMP OPERATION 1+2

VWCD1=PAR(1)
RAC 1=PAR(2)

C RATIO OF ONE PUMP TO TWO PUMPS 1+2
VWCD2-PAR(3)
RAC2=PAR(4)

C TOWER OPERATION MODE
C 0,1,2: TOWER PUMPS, -2: AUTOM. CONTROL
C -1: ONLY ONE TOWER

TOPA=PAR(5)
C TOWER A FLOW RATE AT 100% AND RATIO FOR 1 PUMP

VWA2=PAR(6)
RTA=PAR(7)

C TOWER B FLOW RATE AT 100% AND RATIO FOR 1 PUMP
VWB2=PAR(8)
RTB=PAR(9)

C NUMBER OF CELLS A B
NTCA=PAR(10)
NTCB=PAR(11)

C FAN POWER PER FAN A+B
PFANA=PAR(12)
PFANB=PAR(13)

C PUMP POWER FOR ONE TOWER PUMP
PPT=PAR(14)

C PUMP POWER FOR ONE MAKE UP WATER PUMP
PPMU=PAR(15)

C VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE PER MAKE UP PUMP
VPMU=PAR(16)

C VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE PER LOW HEAD PUMP
VPLH=PAR(17)
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C INPUTS
C DIFFERENCE IN LOW HEAD TO MAIN CIRCUIT TEMP. RISE

DTLH=XIN(1)
C NUMBER OF PUMPS COND. 1+2

COPU1=XIN(2)
COPU2=XIN(3)

C NUMBER MAKE UP PUMPS
NPMU=XIN(4)

C NUMBER OF LOW HEAD PUMPS
NPLH=XIN(5)

C CONTROL VARIABLE, 0 OR 1
TOCTR=XIN(6)

C TOWER OUTLET TEMPERATURES A+B
TTOA=XIN(7)
TTOB=XIN(8)

C LAKE TEMPERATURE
TLAKE=XIN(9)

C CONDENSER OUTLET TEMPERATURE 1+2
TCOUTI=XIN(10)
TCOUT2=XIN(11)

C AUXILIARY POWER DUMMY 1 AND 2
AUXD1=XIN(12)
AUXD2=XIN(13)

C CONDENSER
C FLOW RATE AT ONE CIRCULATING PUMP

VWCPI=RACI*VWCD1
VWCP2=RAC2*VWCD2

C FLOW RATE FOR CONDENSERS, BOTH ARE TREATED AS IF THEY WERE EQUAL
VWCO 1=AMOD(COPU1,2)*VWCP1+DIM(COPUI,1)*VWCD1
VWCO2=AMOD(COPU2,2)*VWCP2+DIM(COPU2,1)*VWCD2

C LOW HEAD FLOW RATE
VLH=NPLH*VPLH

C TOTAL CIRCULATING WATER FLOW
VWTOT=VWCO1+VWCO2+VLH

C MIXED HOT WATER TEMPERATURE FROM CONDENSERS
T14OTCO=(VWCOI*TCOUTI+VWCO2*TCOUT2)/(VWCOI+VWCO2)

C TOTAL HOT PLANT DISCHARGE TEMPERATURE (MIXED)
THOT=(VWCO I*TCOUTI+VWCO2*TCOUT2+VLH*(THOTCO-DTLH))/VWTOT

C TOWER FLOW RATES AT 1 PUMP OPERATION
VWAI=VWA2*RTA
VWB 1=VWB2*RTB

10 CONTINUE

C FLOW RATE FOR TOWERS AND MIXED TOWER OUTLET TEMPERATURE
IF (TOPA .EQ. -3.) THEN

VTOWA=VWAI+TOCTR*(VWA2-VWAl)
VTOWB=VWB I+TOCTR*(VWB2-VWB 1)



NPU=TOCTR+ 1.
ELSE IF (TOPA .EQ. -2.) THEN

VTOWA=0.
VTOWB=VWB2
NPU= 1.

ELSE IF (TOPA .EQ. -1.) THEN
VTOWA=VWA2
VTOWB=0.
NPU=1.

ELSE IF (TOPA .EQ. 0.) THEN
VTOWA=0.
VTOWB=O.
NPU=0.

ELSE
VTOWA=VWA1+(TOPA-1.)*(VWA2-VWA1)
VTOWB=VWB 1+(TOPA- 1.)*(VWB2-VWB 1)
NPU=TOPA

END IF

C TOTAL TOWER FLOW RATE
VTOW=VTOWA+VTOWB

C MIXED COLD TOWER TEMPERATURE
IF (VTOW .LE. 0.) THEN
TTOW=TTOA

ELSE
TrOW=(TrOA*VTOWA+TrOB*VTOWB)/VTOW
END IF

C WATER FLOW RATE INTO LAKE
VWLAKE=VWTOT-VTOW

C OVERALL MIXED COLD TEMPERATURE
TCOLD=(VWLAKE*TLAKE+VTOW*TTOW)/VWTOT

• IF (VTOW. LE. 0.) THEN
• TCOLD=TLAKE
• END IF
• WRITE(*,'(4A12)') -TLAKE','TCOLD','VWLAKE','VWTOTf
• WRITE(*,'(2F12.3,2F12.1)') TLAKE,TCOLD,VWLAKE,VWTOT

C PARAMETER CHECK

IF (VWLAKE .LT. (0.05*VWTOT)) THEN

IF (TOPA .EQ. 0.) GOTO 20

IF (TOPA .EQ. -2.) TOPA=O.
IF (TOPA .EQ. -1.) TOPA=W.
IF (TOPA .EQ. 1.) TOPA=O.
IF (TOPA.EQ. -3.) TOPA=l.
IF (TOPA.EQ. 2.) TOPA=l.

C WRITE(*,*) 'NEW PARAMETER:',TOPA
GOTO 10

20 CONTINUE
END IF

C CALCULATION OF AUXILIARY POWER
C TOWER POWER CONSUMPTION
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C FANS
PTFA=NTCA*PFANA
PTFB=NTCB*PFANB
IF (TOPA .EQ. -2.) PTFA=O.
IF (TOPA .EQ. -1.) PTFB=O.
IF (TOPA .EQ. 0.) THEN

PTFA=0.
PTFB=0.

END IF

C PUMPS
PTPU=NPU*PPT

C MAKE UP ENERGY CONSUMPTION
PMU=NPMU*PPMU

C TOTAL AUXILIARY POWER CONSUMPTION
PAUX=PTFA+PTFB+PTPU+PMU+AUXD 1+AUXD2

C DEFINE OUTPUT VARIABLES TO OTHER COMPONENTS
C COOLING TOWER SPECIFIC
C MASS FLOW RATES PER TOWER CELL
C WATER DENSITY

DENS=62.2 ! lb/ftA3
IF (VTOWA .EQ. 0.) VTOWA=50000*0.1337*60 !ftA3/hr
MTOWA=VTOWA*DENS*0.4536/NTCA !kg/hr
IF (VTOWB .EQ. 0.) VTOWB=50000*0.1337*60 !ftA3/hr
MTOWB=VTOWB*DENS*0.4536/NTCB !kg/hr

C TOTAL AUXILIARY POWER
PAUX=PAUX/1000 !kW => MW

C TOTAL MAKE UP FLOW
VMU=NPMU*VPMU

C MASS FLOW RATES TOWER A + B
OUT(1)=MTOWA !kg/hr
OUT(2)=MTOWB !kg/hr

C VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATES
C LAKE

OUT(3)=VWLAKE !ftA3/hr
C MAKE UP FLOW

OUT(4)=VMU !ftA3/hr
C CONDENSERS

OUT(5)=VWCO1 !ftA3/hr
OUT(6)=VWCO2 !ftA3/hr

C MIXED HOT RETURN TEMPERATURE FROM CONDENSERS AND LOW HEAD
OUT(7)=THOT IF

C MIXED COLD TEMPERATURE FROM TOWERS
OUT(8)=T TOW !F

C MIXED COLD TEMPERATURE FROM LAKE AND TOWERS
OUT(9)=TCOLD !F

C AUXILIARY POWER CONSUMPTION
OUT(10)=PAUX !MW

C NUMBER OF TOWER PUMPS
OUT(11)=NPU
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RETURN 1

END

D 3 Type 75 Condenser

D 3.1 Description of Type 75 condenser model

The condenser model type 75 is used in the calculation to calculate the condenser shell
pressure and cooling water outlet temperature from the cooling water inlet temperature and
standard load (see chapter 5). The model is adapted to the Columbia Generating Station
and contains some parameters that were obtained from measurements at the power plant.
The parameters that were used in the calculation are:

Cleanliness factor

Steam flow rate

Subcooling

AC=0.55 BC=O 1/MW

AL=-206.15 klb/hr BL=7.058 klb/hr_MW

AS=15.21 OF BS=-0.01466 *F/MW

Following are the parameters, inputs and outputs of the type 75 routine:

Parameters:

1 Intercept for steam flow rate [klb/hr]
2 Linear coefficient for steam flow rate [klb/hr-MW]
3 Intercept for sub cooling [OF]
4 Linear coefficient for sub cooling [°F/MW]
5 Intercept for cleanliness factor
6 Linear coefficient for cleanliness factor
7 Design water flow rate [ft3/hr]

Inputs:
1 Cooling water inlet temperature [*F]
2 Corresponding load at standard condition [MW]
3 Volumetric water flow rate [ft3/hr]

Outputs:
1 Outlet temperature [OF]
2 Condenser shell temperature [*F]
3 Back pressure ["Hg]

SUBROUTINE TYPE75(TIME,XIN,OUT,T,DTDT,PAR,INFO,ICNTRL,*)

* THIS TYPE SIMULATES THE CONDENSER OF A STEAM CYCLE POWER PLANT.
* INPUTS ARE THE COOLING WATER INLET TEMPERATURE [F], THE EQUIVALENT
* LOAD AT STANDARD CONDITIONS [MW] AND THE CONDENSER WATER FLOW RATE
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* [ftA3/hr].
* OUTPUTS ARE:
* 1 CONDENSER BACK PRESSURE ["Hg]
* 2 CONDENSER SHELL TEMPERATURE [F]
* 3 COOLING WATER OUTLET TEMPERATURE [F].
* PARAMETERS ARE CURVE FIT COEFFICIENTS FOR SUBCOOLING, STEAM FLOWRATE
* AND CLEANLINESS FACTOR AND THE DESIGN WATER FLOW RATE.

* NOMENCLATURE
* A: OVERALL CONDENSER SURFACE AREA [ftA2]
* A_P: CROSSECTIONAL AREA OF FLOW PATH, SUM OF ALL CONDENSER PIPES [ftA2]
* AC: INTERCEPT FOR CLEANLINESS FACTOR RELATION
* AL: INTERCEPT FOR THROTTLE STEAM FLOW RATE RELATION [klb]
* AS: INTERCEPT FOR SUBCOOLING RELATION [F]
* BC: LINEAR COEFFICIENT FOR CLEANLINESS FACTOR RELATION [1/MW]
* BL: LINEAR COEFFICIENT FOR THROTILE STEAM FLOW RATE RELATION [kdb/MW]
* BS: LINEAR COEFFICIENT FOR SUBCOOLING RELATION [F/MW]
* C: EMPIRICAL TUBE SIZE CONSTANT
* C_F: CLEANLINESS FACTOR OF CONDENSER TUBES
* C_M: MATeRIAL CONSTANT
* C_T: WATER INLET TEMPERATURE CORRECTION
* C8-C13: COEFFICIENTS FOR SATURATION PRESSURE CALCULATION
* CW: SPECIFIC HEAT OF WATER [BTU/lb*F]
* DENS: AVERAGE DENSITY OF WATER [lb/ftA3]
* DTSUB: SUBCOOLING OF CONDENSATE [F]
* HEX: EXIT ENTHALPY OF STEAM AFTER HIGH PRESSURE TURBINE [BTU/Ib]
* LOAD_ST:EQUIVALENT POWER PLANT UNIT LOAD AT STANDARD CONDITION [MW]
* MST: EXHAUST STEAM FLOW INTO CONDENSER [lb/hr]
* MST: THROTTLE STEAM FLOW RATE AFTER BOILER BEFORE
* HIGH PRESSURE TURBINE [lb/hr]
* MW: MASS FLOW RATE OF COOLING WATER [lb/hr]
* PHG: CONDENSER BACK PRESSURE [inHg]
* PSAT: CONDENSER BACK PRESSURE [PSIA]
* R: RATIO OF THROTTLE FLOW TO CONDENSER FLOW [lb/lb]
* RAT: RATIO OF OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT TO WATER CAPACITANCE
* RATE
* TIN: COOLING WATER INLET TEMPERATURE [F]
* TOU: COOLING WATER OUTLET TEMPERATURE [F]
* TR: CONDENSER SHELL TEMPERATURE [R]
* TS: CONDENSER SHELL TEMPERATURE [F]
* U: HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT [BTU/hr*F*ftA2]
* UA: OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT [BTU/hr*F]
* V_P: WATER VELOCITY IN CONDENSER TUBES [ft/s]
* V_W: VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE OF COOLING WATER [ftA3/hr]
* V_WDES: VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE OF COOLING WATER AT 100% FLOW [ftA3/hr]
* X: NUMERATOR OF SHELL TEMPERATURE RELATION
* Y: DENOMINATOR OF SHELL TEMPERATURE RELATION
* XIN: INPUT ARRAY
* OUT: OUTPUT ARRAY
* PAR: PARAMETER ARRAY
* TIME,T,DTDT: TRNSYS SPECIFIC, NOT USED IN THIS CALCULATION

INTEGER INFO,ICNTRL !TRNSYS specific
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DOUBLE PRECISION XIN,OUT !TRNSYS specific
REAL TIME,T,DTDT,PAR !TRNSYS specific

DOUBLE PRECISION A, A_P, AC, AL, AS, BC, BL, BS, C, C_F, C_M, C_T,
CW, DENS, DTSUB, HEX, LOAD_ST, MST, MSTT,
MW,PHG, PSAT, R, RAT, TIN, TOUT,TR,TS,U,UA,V_P,

V_W, V_WDES, X, Y

DIMENSION XIN(3),OUT(4),PAR(7),INFO(15) !TRNSYS specific

C DECLARATION OF CONSTANTS FOR SATURATION PRESSURE CALCULATION
DATA C8/- 1.04404E+4/,C9/- 1.129464E+l/
DATA C 10/-2.70224E-2/,C 11/1.28904E-5/,C 12/-2.47807E-9/
DATA C13/6.54597/

C INPUT VARIABLES
TIN=XIN(l) !F, WATER INLET
LOAD_ST=XIN(2) !MW, EQUIVALENT PLANT LOAD AT STANDARD CONDITION
V_W=XIN(3) !ftA3/hr, WATER FLOW RATE

C PARAMETERS
AL=PAR(1) !klb/hr
BL=PAR(2) !klb/hr-MW
AS=PAR(3) !F
BS=PAR(4) !F/MW
AC=PAR(5)
BC=PAR(6) ! 1/MW
V_WDES=PAR(7) !ftA3/hr

C CALCULATE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
C cleanliness factor from polynimial fit

C_F=AC+BC*LOAD_ST
C empirical pipe constant

C=263 !for 1" pipes
C crossectional area of all pipes in condenser

A_P=59.43051 !ftA2
C water velocity in pipes

V_P=V_WDES/3600/A_P !ft/s
C material correction factor

C_M=1.0
C inlet water temperature correction

C_T=8.2956E-03+2.1398e-02*TIN-1.0199e-04*TIN**2
C heat transfer coefficient

U=C*SQRT(V_P)*C_F*C_M*C_T
C condenser surface area

A=250000 !ftA2
C overall heat transfer coefficient

UA=U*A

C STEAM THROTTLE FLOW RATE AS A FUNCTION OF LOAD
MSTr=(AL+BL*LOAD_ST)* 1000 !lb/hr

C STEAM MASS FLOW RATE INTO CONDENSER
C ratio of throttle steam flow to condenser flow
C R=0.468+1.7014E-3*TIN

R=0.66
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C steam into condenser
MST=R*MSTT !lb/hr

C ASSUME CONSTANT EXHAUST ENTHALPY
HEX=1038.3 !BTU/lb

C SUBCOOLING OF CONDENSATE AS FUNCTION OF LOAD
DTSUB=AS+BS*LOAD_ST

C WATER MASS FLOW RATE
DENS=62.2 !lb/ftA3
MW=V_W*DENS !lb/hr

C SPECIFIC HEAT OF WATER, ASSUMED CONSTANT
CW=0.997

C RATIO OF WATER HEATING TO LOG MEAN TEMPERTURE DIFFERENCE
RAT=UA/(MW*CW)

C CALCULATE WATER OUTLET TEMPERATURE
X=(HEX+CW*DTSUB-(CW*TIN/( 1 -EXP(RAT)))+(MW/MST*CW*TIN)+CW*32)
Y=MW/MST*CW-EXP(RAT)/(1-EXP(RAT))*CW
TOUT=X/Y

C CONDENSER SHELL TEMPERATURE
TS=(TIN-TOUT*EXP(RAT))/(1-EXP(RAT))

C PRESSURE IN CONDENSER
TR=TS+459.67 !F to R
PSAT=EXP(C8/TR+C9+ClO*TR+C1 1*TR**2+C12*TR**3+C13*ALOG(TR)) !psia
PHG=PSAT*2.036

C OUTPUT VARIABLES
OUT(1)=TOUT !F
OUT(2)=TS !F
OUT(3)=PHG !"Hg

RETURN 1

END
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Appendix E

TRNSED Program

The cooling cycle and power plant performance calculation is combined into a TRNSED
file. The format shown below is the input format that is used to set up the sytem initially.
To run the program a more userfriendly interface is available that only requires the most
significant values to be put in.

TNRSED input file:

*TRNSED

ASSIGN C:\JOERG\WPL\PLANT.LST
ASSIGN C:\JOERG\WPL\TOWPERFA.TXT
ASSIGN C:\JOERG\WPL\TOWPERFB.TXT
ASSIGN C:\JOERG\WPL\PLANT.OUT
ASSIGN C:\JOERG\WPL\PLANT.PLT
ASSIGN C:\JOERG\WPL\SNAPI .TXT
ASSIGN C:\JOERG\WPL\SNAP2.TXT
ASSIGN C:\JOERG\WPL\INTEG.TXT

COOLING CYCLE SIMULATION FOR A FOSSIL
FUEL FIRED POWER PLANT

by
SOLAR ENERGY LABORATORY

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, MADISON
for

WISCONSIN POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
COLUMBIA GENERATING STATION

*1* DECEMBER, 1995

*1*

*1* Date: 112/12/95
*1* Prepared by: IJoerg Kirchhoff
*1*
*1"
*I*Assign weather, load and dummy files
ASSIGN C:\JOERG\WPL\TMY.DAT 35
*<Weather data IC:\JOERG\WPL\YEAR.DATI21311000
ASSIGN C:JOERG\WPL\LOADl.DAT 45
*kLoad profile IC:JOERG\WPL\LOPRO.DATI21311000
ASSIGN c:\joerg\wplummyl.dat 55
*<Dummy information IC:\JOERG\WPL\DUMMY.DAT21311000

TOLERANCES -0.001 -0.001

*1*
EQUATIONS 8
*I*Start of simulation
MOST= 3.6240E+0003
*<Month IC:\OERG\WPL\MONTHl.DATI21311000
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DAST= 1.0000E+0000
*1Day 1110111113111000
HOST= 0.OOOOE+0000
*lHour 11101102411000
START=MOST+24*(DAST- 1)+HOST
*I*End of simulation
MOEN= 5.0880E+0003
* I<Month IC:\JOERG\WPL\MONTH2.DAT21311000
DAEN= 3.1000E+0001
*lDay 1110111113111000
HOEN= 2.4000E+0001
*lHour 1110111012411000
STOP=MOEN+24*(DAEN- 1)+HOEN

SIMULATION START STOP 1

*1*
*1" ***** OUTPUT PARAMETERS *****

EQUATIONS 9
*I*Start time of element tracking
*I*Defines the time at which the tracking of one element in
*I*the pond model is started
MOTR= 3.6240E+0003
* I<Month IC:\JOERG\WPL\MONTH3.DA
DATR= 5.OOOOE+0000
*lDay 1110111113111000
HOTR= 0.0000E+0000
*lHour 1110111012411000
TRACK1=MOTR+24*(DATR- 1)+HOTR
*1*
*[*Time for snapshot of lake
*I*Defines the time, at which a snapshot of the pond temperature
*I*distribution vs. position in flow path direction is
*I*printed into a file
MOSN= 2.8800E+0003
*I<Month IC:\JOERG\WPL\MONTH4.DA:
DASN= 6.OOOOE+0000
*1Day 1110111113111000
HOSN= 0.OOOOE+0000
*lHour 1110111012411000
SNAP l=MOSN+24*(DASN- 1)+HOSN
*1*
*I*This number defines, how often the on line output is split
NOUT= 3.0000E+0000
*lNumber of on line screens 1110111011011000
*1*

T21311000

121311000

EQUATIONS 6
* Unit conversion, as Psych-routine and tower model work with SI units
* SI means SI units, EU means English units
* Drybulb- and Dewpoint temperature into SI
TDBSI=([9,4]-32)/1.8
TDPSI=([9,5]-32)/1.8
* Conversion of wet bulb and tower outlet temperature into Engl. Units
TWBEU=([33,2]* 1.8)+32



TtowEUA=([51,5]*1.8)+32
TtowEUB=([52,5]* 1.8)+32
* Average plant outlet temperature
TploutSI=([55,7]-32)/1.8

*1*
*1*
"1"*** PSYCHROMETRICS***
*1"

PARAMETERS

CONSTANTS 1
PATM= 9.7000E-0001
*lAverage atmospheric pressure
*1*

VALUE UNITS

latmlpsiI114.7101 10.0011000

"1"
* ""* * AUTOMATIC CONTROLLER *****

.1.

*1" PARAMETERS VALUE UNITS
.1.

CONSTANTS 2
DTH= 9.0000E+0000
*lUpper dead band temperature difference ICIFI0111-1001200.011000
DTL= 5.OOOOE-0001
*JLower dead band temperature difference ICIFI0111-1001200.011000
.1.

*1 ** DUMMvY COOLING SECTION 1 ****
.1.

PARAMETERS

CONSTANTS 2
POT1= 0.OOOOE+0000
*lPotential for heat transfer
*1* 0: wetbulb
*1* 1: drybulb
AREAI= 1.0000E+0000
*lArea covered by cooling section
*1*

VALUE UNITS

111011101111000

IftA21ftA21019000000101111000

*1"
*"***** POND PART 1 *****

PARAMETERS

CONSTANTS 4
WIDTH1= 1.2500E+0003
*lAverage width of flow channel
LENGTH1= 9.5000E+0003
*lLength of flow channel
DEPTHI= 6.5000E+0000
*lAverage depth of flow channel
PSHI= 0.OOOOE+0000
*lShading parameter:
*1* part of pond shaded : 1
*1* part of pond not shaded: 0*1*
*1*

VALUE UNITS

Iftiftl01110150000.011000

Iftiftl01110150000.011000

IftIftIl11101500.011000

I11011101111000
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*1* ***** POND PART2 *****
*1*
*1* PARAMETERS VALUE UNITS
*1*
CONSTANTS 5
WIDTH2= 1.2500E+0003
*lAverage width of flow channel Iftftl1l110150000.011000
LENGTH2= 9.5000E+0003
*lLength of flow channel IftIftIOl1110150000.011000
DEPTH2= 6.5000E+0000
*lAverage depth of flow channel IftiftIO11101500.011000
*I*If position of make up inflow is set to -1, there will be no
*I*make up flow. If the position is greater than the pond length,
*I*it will by default be set to the end of the pond.
*l*Make up inflow is only considered for the second part of the pond.
PMU2= 6.OOOOE+0003
*lPosition of make up inflow 1ft1ftI01 I1- 115000011000
PSH2= 0.OOOOE+0000
*IShading parameter: 111011101111000
*1* part of pond shaded : 1
*1* part of pond not shaded: 0
*1*
*1*
*1" *** DUJMMvY COOLING SECTION 2 ****
*1*

*1* PARAMETERS VALUE UNITS
*1*
CONSTANTS 2
POT2= 0.OOOOE+0000
*lPotential for heat transfer III011101111000
*1* 0: wetbulb
*1* 1: drybulb
AREA2= 0.OOOOE+0000
*lArea covered by cooling section IftA21ftA21019000000101 111000
*1*
*1*
*1" ***** COOLING TOWER A*****
* 1*
*1* PARAMETERS VALUE UNITS
*1*

CONSTANTS 7
VAMAXA= 2.0898E+0006
* lAir vol flow rate for each cell lm3/hrlft3/minI100.588578101900000001 1000
PMAXA= 1.7100E+0002
* IPower requirement of each fan IkWlhplOl.34110110000.011000
VWA2= 8.8983E+0005
*lVolumetric flow rate at two pump operation IftA3/hrlgpmlOO.124657101500000011000
RTA= 5.2100E-0001
*[Flow ratio of one to two pump flow 1110111019.00011000
NTCA= 7.0000E+0000
*INumber of tower cells 11101110110011000
PPT= 1.4333E+0003
*IPump power for one cooling tower pump IkWIhpOl.34110110000.011000
*I*Pump power is assumed to be equal for both pumps
NDATAA= 2.OOOOE+0000
*lNumber of data points in performance file 1110111011000011000
*1*



*1"
*1* ***** COOLING TOWERB 
*1*
*1* PARAMETERS VALUE UNITS
*1*

CONSTANTS 6
VAMAXB= 1.9538E+0006
*lAir volumetric flow rate for each cell Im3/hrlft3/minI100.5885781019000000011000
PMAXB= 1.7100E+0002
*lPower requirement of each fan IkWlhp[Ol1.34110110000.011000
VWB2= 8.3808E+0005
*lVolumetric flow rate at two pump operation IftA3/hrIgpm1010.124657101500000011000
RTB= 5.1200E-0001
*lFlow ratio of one to two pump flow 1110111019.00011000
NTCB= 7.OOOOE+0000
*INumber of tower cells 11101110110011000
NDATAB= 2.0000E+0000
*lNumber of data points in performance file 1110111011000011000
*1*

*1* ***** CONDENSER UNIT 1 *
*1*
*1* PARAMETERS V
*1*
CONSTANTS 8
ALI= -2.0615E+0002
*lIntercept for steam flow Iklb/hr
BLI= 7.0579E+0000
*lLinear coefficient for steam flow IkI
AS1= 1.5214E+0001
*Ilntercept for subcooling IFIFI01
BS1= -1.4660E-0002
*lLinear coefficient for subcooling IF/I
AC1= 5.5000E-0001
*lIntercept for cleanliness factor 1110111
BC1= 0.OOOOE+0000

!LUE UNITS

Iklb/hrIO11 I- 10001900.0011000

b/hr-MWlklb/hr-MWI0 II- 100150.000011000

1101100.00011000

.SWIF/MWI0111-1.011.0000011000

011.00011000

* Linear coefficient for cleanliness factor I1/MWI 1/MWI0111-9.00019.00011000
VWDES1= 1.4841E+0006
*lDesign water flow rate for condenser 1 IftA3/hrgpml00.124657101500000011000
RAC1= 5.0000E-0001
*lRatio of one pump flow to design flow 1110111019.00011000
*1*
*1*
*1" ***** CONDENSER UNIT 2 *****
*1"

PARAMETERS

CONSTANTS 8
AL2= -2.0615E+0002
*llntercept for steam flow
BL2= 7.0579E+0000
*[Linear coefficient for steam flow
AS2= 1.5214E+0001
*llntercept for subcooling
BS2= -1.4660E-0002
*lLinear coefficient for subcooling
AC2= 5.5000E-0001

VALUE UNITS

Iklb/hrklb/hr101 11- 10001100.0011000

Iklb/hr-MWklbhr-MWI01 I-100150.000011000

IFFI1011101100.00011000

IF/MWIF/MW0111-1.011.0000011000
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*llntercept for cleanliness factor 1110111011.00011000
BC2= O.OOOOE+0000
*lLinear coefficient for cleanliness factor I1/MWI1/MWI0111-9.00019.00011000
VWDES2= 1.4841E+0006
*lDesign water flow rate for condenser IftA3/hrlgpmlIo.124657101500000011000
RAC2= 5.0000E-0001
*lRatio of one pump flow to design flow 1110111019.00011000
*1**

*1*
*1" ***** UNIT 1 PERFORMvANCE ***
*1"

*1* PARAMETERS VALUE UNITS
*1*

CONSTANTS 7
AP1= 2.2822E+0002
*IFirst coefficient for stand. heat rate lBtu-MW/kWhlBtu-MW/kWhO111011000.00011000
BPI= 6.2820E+0000
*lSecond coefficient for stand. heat rate IBtu/kWhlBtu/kWhIO1110199.0000011000
CP1= 2.3340E-0003
*lThird coefficient for stand. heat rate IBtu/kWh-MWIBtu/kWh-MWIOI11019.00000011000
AA1= 9.0500E+0000
*llntercept for base auxiliary power IMWIMWI011101100.0011000
BA1= 2.8000E-0002
*lLinear coefficient for base aux power IMW/MWIMW/MWI01110110.00011000
ABOl= 8.7000E-0001
* lIntercept for boiler efficiency 1110111011.00011000
BBOI= -4.5000E-0005
*lLinear coefficient for boiler efficiency I 1/MWI 1/MWI0111-1 .00000011.00000011000
*1*
*1*
*1" *** UNIT 2 PERFORMANCE *****
*1"

*1* PARAMETERS VALUE UNITS
*1*
CONSTANTS 7
AP2= 2.2822E+0002
*First coefficient for stand. heat rate IBtu-MW/kWhlBtu-MW/kWhIO111011000.00011000
BP2= 6.2820E+0000
*lSecond coefficient for stand. heat rate IBtu/kWhlBtu/kWhIO1110199.0000011000
CP2= 2.3340E-0003
*lThird coefficient for stand. heat rate IBtu/kWh-MWIBtu/kWh-MWI0111019.00000011000
AA2= 9.0500E+0000
*lIntercept for base auxiliary power IMWIMWI011101100.0011000
BA2= 2.8000E-0002
*lLinear coefficient for base aux power IMW/MWIMW/MWI01110110.00011000
ABO2= 8.7000E-0001
*llntercept for boiler efficiency 1110111011.00011000
BBO2= -4.5000E-0005
*lLinear coefficient for boiler efficiency I 1/MW 1/MW10111- 1.00000011.00000011000
*1*
*1*
*1" ***** OPERATION PARAMETERS *****
*1*

CONSTANTS 7
*I*The following parameter defines the operation mode of the cooling tower:
*1* -3: automatic control
*1* -2: only tower B operated
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*1* -1: only tower A operated
*1* 0: no tower operation
*1* 1: one tower pump operation ( 50% design flow)
*1* 2: two tower pump operation (100% design flow)
TOPA= 0.0000E+0000
*lTower operation mode 1110111-31211000
F= 1.2000E+0000
* Fuel price I$/MMBTUI$/MMBTUIOI11019.00011000
PPMU= 4.4700E+0002
*1Pump power for one make up pump [kWIhpOl1.3411011000011000
VPMU= 8.0220E+0004
*lWater flow rate of one make up pump IftA3/hrlgpmlOO.124657101500000011000
NPMU= 1.OOOOE+0000
*INumber of make up pumps 11101110190.011000
VPLH= 1.2835E+0005
*lWater flow rate of one low head pump IftA3/hrlgpmlOIO.124657101500000011000
NPLH= 2.3000E+0000
*INumber of low head pumps 11101110190.011000

UNIT 2 TYPE 2 CONTROLLER
PARAMETERS 5
* NEW SOLVER UPPERDB LOWERDB CUTOUT RESET

0 DTH DTL 200 150
INPUTS 4
* LAKET TOWER DISCHARGE PREVIOUS CTRL VARIABLE
71,2 55,8 55,7 2,1
9085901

*WEATHER DATA READER
UNIT 9 TYPE 99 DATA READER
PARAMETERS 32
* ORDER OF INFORMATION ON WEATHER FILE:
* MONTH, HOUR, SOLAR, DRYBULB, DEWPOINT, WIND, PATM, CLOUD
* COVER, CEILING HEIGHT
-291 -110 -210 -310 -410 -510 -610
-710 -810 -910 35-1

*LOAD DATA READER
UNIT 10 TYPE 99 DATA READER
PARAMETERS 20
* LOAD1 LOAD2 NPUMP1 NPUMP2 MAKEUPT
-251-110-210-310-410-510 45 -1

*DUMMY COMPONENT DATA READER
UNIT 11 TYPE 99 DATA READER
PARAMETERS 17
* HEATCOEFF1 HEATCOEFF2 PAUXI PAUX2
-241 -110 -210 -310 -410 55-1

UNIT 24 TYPE 24 INTEGRATOR
PARAMETER 1
* INTEGRATE FOR ONE MONTH AND THEN RESET
720
INPUTS 6
*NHR_C1 NHR_C2 OP1 0P2 OPHRI OPHR2
45,1 46,1 45,646,6 45,5 46,5
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0 0 0 0 0 0

*FIND MONTHLY AVERAGES
EQUATIONS 6
* HEAT RATE
AVHR1=[24,1]1720
AVHR2=[24,2]/720
* COST PER MWh
AVOPl=[24,3]/720
AVOP2=[24,4]/720
* COST PER hr
AVOPHR1=[24,5]/720
AVOPHR2=[24,6]/720

UNIT 25 TYPE 25 PRINTER IN OUTPUT FILE
PARAMETERS 5
* PRINT OVER WHOLE SIMULATION
1 START STOP 23 1
INPUTS 10
55,11 55,7 55,9 TtowEUATtowEUB71,2 55,10 45,1 45,6 75,3
NPUMP PLANTOUT PLANTIN TOWA TOWB LAKE2 PAUX HR
N F F F F F MW BTU/kWh $/MWh inHg

UNIT 26 TYPE 25 PRINTER FOR PLOT
PARAMETERS 5
1 START STOP 24 1
INPUTS 10
55,11 55,7 55,9 TtowEUATtowEUB71,2 55,10 45,1 45,6 75,3
NPUMP PLANTOUT PLANTIN TOWA TOWB LAKE2 PAUX HR
N F F F F F MW BTU/kWh $/MWh inHg

UNIT 27 TYPE 25 PRINTER OF INTEGRATED VALUES
PARAMETERS 5
720 START STOP 27 1
INPUTS 6
AVHR1 AVHR2 AVOPI AVOP2 AVOPHR1 AVOPHR2
AHR1 AHR2 AOP1 AOP2 AOPHR1 AOPHR2
Btu/kWh Btu/kWh $/MWh $/MWh $/hr $/hr

UNIT 33 TYPE 33 PSYCHROMETRICS
PARAMETERS 4
3 PATM 1 2
INPUTS 2
TDBSI TDPSI
2825

EQUATIONS 1
'* AUXILIARY POWER IS DIVIDED EQUALLY ON BOTH UNITS
PAUX=0.5* [55,10]

UNIT 45 TYPE 45 POWER PLANT PERFORMANCE 1
PARAMETERS 10
AP1 BPI CP1 ALl BLI AA1 BAI ABOl BBO1 F
INPUTS 4
*PBACK NETLOAD AUXCOOL LOADST
75,3 10,1 PAUX 45,7
6 500 10 525

OP PBACK

OP PBACK
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UNIT 46 TYPE 45 POWER PLANT PERFORMANCE 2
PARAMETERS 10
AP2 BP2 CP2 AL2 BL2 AA2 BA2 ABO2 BBO2 F
INPUTS 4
*PBACK NETLOAD AUXCOOL LOADST
76,3 10,2 PAUX 46,7
6 500 10 525

UNIT 51 TYPE 51 COOLING TOWERA
PARAMETERS 11
2 2 1 VAMAXA PMAXA 0 0 30 21 NDATAA
1
INPUTS 6
TPLOUTSI 55,1 TDBSI 33,2 0,0 0,0
45 1000000 30 25 35 1

UNIT 52 TYPE 51 COOLING TOWERB
PARAMETERS 11
2 2 1 VAMAXB PMAXB 0 0 30 22 NDATAB
1
INPUTS 6
TPLOUTSI 55,2 TDBSI 33,2 0,0 0,0
45 1000000 30 25 35 1

UNIT 55 TYPE 55 CONTROL UNIT
PARAMETERS 17
VWDES1 RAC1 VWDES2 RAC1 TOPA VWA2 RTA VWB2 RTB NTCA NTCB PMAXA PMAXB
PPT PPMU VPMU VPLH
INPUTS 13
0,0 10,3 10,4 NPMU NPLH 2,1 TtowEUA TtowEUB 61,1 75,1 76,1 11,3 11,4
5 2 2 2 2.3 0 85 85 85 105 105 0 0

UNIT 60 TYPE 60 DUMMY COOLER 1
PARAMETERS 2
POTI AREAl
INPUTS 5
11,1 55,7 55,3 9,4 TWBEU
3 110 10000000 80 75

UNIT 61 TYPE 60 DUMMY COOLER 1
PARAMETERS 2
POT2 AREA2
INPUTS 5
11,2 71,2 55,3 9,4 TWBEU
3 110 10000000 80 75

UNIT 65 TYPE 65 ONLINE PLOTTER
PARAMETERS 15
75 60 12018 1 1 3 NOUT 10 10 2 01
INPUTS 12
55,7 TtowEUA TtowEUB 70,2 70,4 71,2 71,4
45,6 75,3 46,6 76,3 76,4
PLANTOUT TOWA TOWB LAKE1 DIAGI LAKE2 DIAG2
$/MWhl PB1 $/MWh2 PB2 ADHR_C2
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LABELS 4
F inHg
TOWER OUTLET TEMPERATURE
PERFORMANCE

UNIT 70 TYPE 70 LAKE MODEL
PARAMETERS 9
WIDTH1 LENGTH1 DEPTH1 95 -1 PSH1 SNAP1 25 0.41
INPUTS 12
9,3 9,4 33,1 9,6 9,7 9,8 9,9 60,1 55,3 55,4 10,5 TRACKI
0 80 0.02 3 29.2 0.5 1000 113 2900000 240000 80 3100

UNIT 71 TYPE 70 LAKE MODEL
PARAMETERS 9
WIDTH2 LENGTH2 DEPTH2 85 PMU2 PSH2 SNAP1 26 0.41
INPUTS 12
9,3 9,4 33,1 9,6 9,7 9,8 9,9 70,2 55,3 55,4 10,5 70,10
0 80 0.02 3 29.2 0.5 1000 90 2900000 240000 80 3150

UNIT 75 TYPE 75 CONDENSER 1
PARAMETERS 7
ALl BL1 AS1 BS1 ACI BC1 VWDES1
INPUTS 3
55,9 45,7 55,5
100 500 1484070

UNIT 76 TYPE 75 CONDENSER 2
PARAMETERS 7
AL2 BL2 AS2 BS2 AC2 BC2 VWDES2
INPUTS 3
55,9 46,7 55,6
100 500 1484070

END



Approved:m d , 04-,

William A. Beckman, Prof. Mechanical Engineering
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